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THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF GEORGINA 

REPORT NO. OED-2016-0016 

FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF COUNCIL 
MARCH 23,2016 

SUBJECT: ADOPTION OF WATER FINANCIAL PLAN 

1. RECOMMENDATION: 

1. That Council receive Report No. OED-2016-0016 prepared by the 
Operations and Infrastructure Department dated March 23, 2016 respecting 
the Adoption of the Water Financial Plan. 

2. That Council acknowledge the current status of the Town of Georgina's 
Licence to Distribute Water and the obligations of staff and Council under 
the Safe Drinking Water Act as described in Report No. OED-2016-0016. 

3. That Council approve the Water Financial Plan presented as Attachment 
No. 4 of Report No. OED-2016-0016 and authorize submission to the 
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) and the 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing (MMAH) as mandated under the 
Safe Drinking Water Act and Ontario Regulation 453/07. 

2. PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this report is to present to Council the Water Financial Plan for their 
approval and adoption. 

3. BACKGROUND: 

Following the tragic events that occurred in Walkerton, the Safe Drinking Water Act 
was passed in December 2002. The Act included a requirement of mandatory 
licencing of municipal water providers. In order to become licenced, a municipality 
had to satisfy five (5) key requirements: 

1. Obtain a Drinking Water Works Permit (Attachment No. 1); 
2. Develop an Operational Plan based on the Drinking Water Quality Management 

Standard (Attachment No. 2); 
3. Accreditation of the Operating Authority (Attachment No. 3); 
4. Prepare and provide a Financial Plan (Attachment No. 4); 
5. Obtain a Permit to Take Water (This is the Region of York's responsibility). 
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4. ANALYSIS: 

Ontario Regulation 453/07 provides the following parameters with regards to 
Section 30(1) Part B of the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 for water systems: 

• Financial Plans must be approved by Council Resolution indicating that the 
Drinking Water System is financially viable. 

• Financial Plans must include a Statement that the financial impacts have been 
considered and apply for a minimum six (6) year period. 

• Financial Plans must include details regarding proposed or projected financial 
operations itemized by total revenues, total expenses, annual surplus/deficits and 
accumulated surplus/deficits (i.e. components of a "Statement of Operations" as 
per Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB)) for each year the financial plans 
apply. 

• Financial Plans are to be made available to the public upon request at no charge. 

• Financial Plans are to be made available to the public through a website. Notice 
of availability of the Financial Plan is to be given to the public. 

• The Financial Plan is to be submitted to the Municipal Affairs and Housing and 
the Ministry of the Environment. 

In order to renew its Drinking Water Licence in 2016, the Town is required to 
prepare a Water Financial Plan that satisfies the requirements prescribed in the 
Safe Drinking Water Act and the associated regulations. We have retained 
Hemson Consulting to also complete the Financial Plan for the Town's wastewater 
system, although our current focus is on water and meeting the imposed deadline. 

OBLIGATIONS OF STAFF AND COUNCIL: 

Roles. Responsibilities and Authorities 

The Drinking Water Quality Management Standard requires that roles, responsibility 
and authorities be defined. On July 13, 2009 we presented a Report to Council 
outlining such. The roles, responsibilities, authorities and competencies of the 
Owner, Treasurer, Director of Engineering and Public Works, Operations Manager, 
Water/Wastewater Supervisor and Operators were approved. (Attachment No. 2 
pages 22 to 27). 
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STATUTORY STANDARD OF CARE: 

Section 19 of the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 requires those who oversee a 
municipal drinking water system (Councillors and municipal officials) to apply a 
'Statutory Standard of Care' to their oversight. Under this Act it is Council 's 
responsibility as Owner to: 

"Exercise the level of care, diligence and skill in respect of a municipal drinking 
water system that a reasonably prudent person would be expected to exercise 
in a similar situation; and act honestly, competently and with integrity, with a 
view to ensuring the protection and safety of the users of the municipal drinking 
water system". 

It is expected that fulfilling the requirements of the new Licencing program (i.e. 
Quality Management Standard, Operational Plan and Financial Plans) will help 
ensure this statutory standard of care is met. 

Section 19 was proclaimed in May 2007 and has come into force on January 15
\ 

2013. Attachment No. 5 is a fact sheet which explains the legal responsibilities and 
duties of persons who oversee municipal drinking water systems. A Guide for 
members of Municipal Council "Taking Care of Your Drinking Water" is available. 
There will be more information on this subject upcoming in the future. 

5. FINANCIAL AND BUDGETARY IMPACT: 

The Act is very clear on the fact that the water/wastewater funds ought to be self 
sufficient and cannot benefit the system owners. As such, it requires that all levels 
of owners (in this case upper and lower tier municipalities) to have separate 
licences and financial plans to ensure the overall system is safe and sustainable. 

The Region of York (Upper Tier) is acting as a wholesaler of water. The water 
comes directly from Lake Simcoe. The Region of York treats the water and sells it 
to us. We distribute water through our distribution system and sell it to our 
customers. The difference in the two rates represents our operating and capital 
costs. 

6. PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND NOTICE REQUIREMENTS: 

The Town of Georgina's Water Financial Plan will be posted on the Town's web site 
www.georgina.ca and may be downloaded. Hard copies are available upon request 
through the Office of the Town Clerk. 
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7. CONCLUSION: 

The Financial Plan demonstrates that the Town has the financial resources in place 
to fund future operations. 

The Financial Plans will be kept current by updating annually and reporting to 
Council as part of our Summary Report. As we have done in the past, a detailed 
report will be brought to Council each year to have our annual budget for water and 
wastewater services approved. 

It is recommended that Council endorse the attached Financial Plan and consider 
the water systems to be financially viable. It also recommended that Council further 
endorse the creation of a financial plan for the wastewater services. 

Recommended by: 

Winanne Grant, B.A., AMCT, CEMC 
Chief Administrative Officer 

Attachment 1 - Drinking Water Works Permit 
Attachment 2 - Operational Plan 

Recommended by: 

~~ Rebecca athewson, C , CGA 
Director of Administrative Services and 
Treasurer 

Attachment 3 - DWQMS Certificate of Accreditation 2015 
Attachment 4 - Financial Plan 
Attachment 5 - Fact Sheet 
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f")h 

t?ontario 

DRINKING WATER WORKS PERMIT 

Permit Number: 119-201 
Issue Number: 1 

Pursuant to the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c. 32, and the regulations made thereunder 
and subject to the limitations thereof, this drinking water works permit is issued under Part V of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c. 32 to: 

The Corporation of the Town of Georgina 

26557 Civic Centre Road 
Keswick, ON L4P 3G1 

For the following municipal residential drinking water system: 

Keswick-Sutton Distribution System 

This drinking water works permit includes the following: 

Schedule Description 

Drinking Water System Description 

General 

Schedule A 

Schedule B 

Schedule C All documents issued as Schedule C to this drinking water works permit which 
authorize alterations to the drinking water system 

DATED at TORONTO this 19th day of August, 2011 

091201V1.0 DISTRIBUTION 

Signature 

{{~_ 
Aziz Ahmed, P.Eng. 
Director 
Part V , Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 
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Schedule A: Drinking Water System Description 

System Owner The Corporation of the Town of Georgina 

Permit Number 119-201 

Drinking Water System Name Keswick-Sutton Distribution System 

Schedule A Issue Date August 19th, 2011 

1.0 System Description 

1.1 The following is a summary description of the works comprising the above drinking water 
system: 

Overview 

The Keswick-Sutton Distribution System is owned and operated by the Town of 
Georgina. The Town is responsible for operating and maintaining the watermains, valves, 
two (2) booster pumping stations, hydrants, meters and service connections that 
comprise the distribution system. 

Potable drinking water is supplied to the distribution system from two (2) treatment plants 
owned and operated by the RM of York. The water is drawn from Lake Simcoe. The first 
treatment plant is located at Clarlyn Drive and Metro Road in Keswick, the second at 
Kennedy Road and Metro Road in Willow Beach. 

The piping system includes 181 km of pipe, 1279 hydrants and more than 1240 valves. 

Booster Pumping Stations 

Wexford Booster Pumping Station 

Location 69 Wexford Drive 

UTM Coordinates NAD 1983; Zone 17N; 623527.4 E; 4899677.9 N 

Equipment Two (2) centrifugal booster pumps, each at 38.2 L/s at 25.71 TDH 

Standby Power None 

Notes 

Simcoe Landing Booster Pumping Station 

Location 691 The Queensway South 

UTM Coordinates NAD 1983; Zone 17N; 622641.2 E; 489509.2 N 

Equipment Two (2) peak hour pumps (1 duty, 1 standby) each at 42 Us at 21 m TDH 

Two (2) fire flow pumps (1 duty, 1 standby) each at 173 Us at 21 m TDH 

Standby Power One ( 1) standby power diesel generator set having a minimum continuous 
rating of 160 kW 

Notes 

091201V1 .0 DISTRIBUTION 
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119-201 Schedule A August 19th, 2011 

Instrumentation and Control 

Process Control and Monitoring 

Description Process control and monitoring equipment for Keswick-Sutton Distribution 
System 

Notes System control with data acquisition including various in-line analyzers and 
monitors 

Watermains 

1.2 Watermains within the distribution system comprise: 

1.2.1 Watermains that have been set out in each document or file identified in column 
1 of Table 1. 

Table 1: Watermains 

Column 1 Column 2 

Document or File Name Date 

Distribution System Maps_FULL.pdf July 10, 2009 

1.2.2 Watermains that have been added, modified, replaced or extended further to the 
provisions of Schedule C of this drinking water works permit on or after the date 
identified in column 2 of Table 1 for each document or file identified in column 1. 

1.2.3 Watermains that have been added, modified, replaced or extended further to an 
authorization by the Director on or after the date identified in column 2 of Table 1 
for each document or file identified in column 1. 

091201V1 0 DISTRIBUTION 
3 
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Schedule 8: General 

System Owner The Corporation of the Town of Georgina 

Permit Number 119-201 

Drinking Water System Name Keswick-Sutton Distribution System 

Schedule B Issue Date August 19th, 2011 

1.0 Applicability 

1.1 In addition to any other requirements, the drinking water system identified above shall be 
altered and operated in accordance with the conditions of this drinking water works 
permit and the licence. 

1.2 The definitions and conditions of the licence shall also apply to this drinking water works 
permit. 

2.0 Alterations to the Drinking Water System 

2.1 Any document issued by the Director as a Schedule C to this drinking water works permit 
shall provide authority to alter the drinking water system in accordance, where applicable, 
with the conditions of this drinking water works permit and the licence. 

2.2 All Schedule C documents issued by the Director for the drinking water system shall form 
part of this drinking water works permit. 

2.3 All parts of the drinking water system in contact with drinking water which are: 

2.3.1 Added, modified, replaced, extended; or 

2.3.2 Taken out of service for inspection, repair or other activities that may lead to 
contamination, 

shall be disinfected before being put into service in accordance with the provisions of the 
AWWA C651 - Standard for Disinfecting Water Mains; AWWA C652 - Standard for 
Disinfection of Water-Storage Facilities; AWWA C653 - Standard for Disinfection of 
Water Treatment Plants; or an equivalent procedure. 

2.4 The owner shall notify the Director within thirty (30) days of the placing into service or the 
completion of any addition, modification, replacement or extension of the drinking water 
system which had been authorized through: 

2.4.1 Schedule B to this drinking water works permit which would require an alteration 
of the description of a drinking water system component described in Schedule A 
of this drinking water works permit; 

2.4.2 Any Schedule C to this drinking water works permit respecting works other than 
watermains; or 

091201V1 0 DISTRIBUTION 
4 
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119-201 Schedule B August 19th, 2011 

2.4.3 Any approval issued prior to the issue date of the first drinking water works 
permit respecting works other than watermains which were not in service at the 
time of the issuance of the first drinking water works permit. 

2.5 For greater certainty, the notification requirements set out in condition 2.4 do not apply to 
any addition, modification, replacement or extension in respect of the drinking water 
system which: 

2.5.1 Is exempt from subsection 31 (1) of the SDWA by subsection 9.(2) of 0 . Reg. 
170/03; 

2.5.2 Constitutes maintenance or repair of the drinking water system; or 

2.5.3 Is a watermain authorized by condition 3.1 of Schedule B of this drinking water 
works permit. 

2.6 The owner shall notify the legal owner of any part of the drinking water system that is 
prescribed as a municipal drinking water system by section 2 of 0. Reg. 172/03 of the 
requirements of the licence and this drinking water works permit as applicable to the 
prescribed system. 

2.7 For greater certainty, any alteration to the drinking water system made in accordance 
with this drinking water works permit may only be carried out after other legal obligations 
have been complied with including those arising from the Environmental Assessment Act, 
Niagara Escarpment Planning and Development Act, Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation 
Act, 2001 and Greenbelt Act, 2005. 

3.0 Watermain Additions, Modifications, Replacements and Extensions 

3.1 The drinking water system may be altered by adding, modifying, replacing or extending a 
watermain within the distribution system subject to the following conditions: 

3.1.1 The design of the watermain addition, modification, replacement or extension: 

a) Has been prepared by a Professional Engineer; 

b) Has been designed only to transmit water and has not been designed to treat 
water; 

c) Satisfies the design criteria set out in the Ministry of the Environment 
publication "Watermain Design Criteria for Future Alterations Authorized 
under a Drinking Water Works Permit- March 2009", as amended from time 
to time; and 

d) Is consistent with or otherwise addresses, the design objectives contained 
within the Ministry of the Environment publication "Design Guidelines for 
Drinking Water Systems, 2008", as amended from time to time. 

3.1.2 The maximum demand for water exerted by consumers who are serviced by the 
addition, modification, replacement or extension of the watermain will not result in 
an exceedance of the rated capacity of a treatment subsystem or the maximum 
flow rate for a treatment subsystem component as specified in the licence, or the 
creation of adverse conditions within the drinking water system. 

090617V1 0 DISTRIBUTION 
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119-201 Schedule B August 19th, 2011 

3.1.3 The watermain addition, modification, replacement or extension will not adversely 
affect the distribution system's ability to maintain a minimum pressure of 140 kPa 
at ground level at all points in the distribution system under maximum day 
demand plus fire flow conditions. 

3.1.4 Secondary disinfection will be provided to water within the added, modified, 
replaced or extended watermain to meet the requirements of 0 . Reg. 170/03. 

3.1.5 The watermain addition, modification, replacement or extension is wholly located 
within the municipal boundary over which the owner has jurisdiction. 

3.1 .6 The owner of the drinking water system consents to the watermain addition, 
modification, replacement or extension. 

3.1.7 A Professional Engineer has verified in writing that the watermain addition, 
modification, replacement or extension meets the requirements of condition 
3.1.1 . 

3.1.8 The owner of the drinking water system has verified in writing that the watermain 
addition, modification, replacement or extension meets the requirements of 
conditions 3.1.2 to 3.1.6. 

3.2 The authorization for the addition, modification, replacement or extension of a watermain 
provided for in condition 3.1 does not include the addition, modification, replacement or 
extension of a watermain that: 

3.2.1 Passes under or through a body of surface water, unless trenchless construction 
methods are used; 

3.2.2 Has a nominal diameter greater than 900 mm; 

3.2.3 Connects to another drinking water system; or 

3.2.4 Results in the fragmentation of the drinking water system. 

3.3 The verifications required in conditions 3.1. 7 and 3.1 .8 shall be: 

3.3.1 Recorded on "Form 1 -Record of Watermains Authorized as a Future Alteration" 
as published by the Ministry of the Environment; and 

3.3.2 Retained for a period of ten (1 0) years by the owner. 

3.4 For greater certainty, the verification requirements set out in condition 3.3 do not apply to 
any addition, modification, replacement or extension in respect of the drinking water 
system which: 

3.4.1 Is exempt from subsection 31 (1) of the SDWA by subsection 9.(2) of 0 . Reg. 
170/03; or 

3.4.2 Constitutes maintenance or repair of the drinking water system. 

090617V1 .0 DISTRIBUTION 
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119-201 Schedule 8 August 19th, 2011 

3.5 The document or file referenced in Column 1 of Table 1 of Schedule A of this drinking 
water works permit that sets out watermains shall be retained by the owner and shall be 
updated to include watermain additions, modifications, replacements and extensions 
within 12 months of the addition, modification, replacement or extension. 

3.6 The updates required by condition 3.5 shall include watermain location relative to named 
streets or easements and watermain diameter. 

4.0 Minor Modifications to the Drinking Water System 

4.1 The drinking water system may be altered by modifying or replacing the following 
components: 

4. 1.1 Treatment process or treated water pumps; 

4.1.2 Chemical metering or chemical handling pumps; 

4.1.3 Valves; 

4.1.4 Instrumentation and controls; 

4.1.5 Cathodic corrosion protection; or 

4.1.6 Spill containment works. 

4.2 The drinking water system may be altered by replacing the following: 

4.2.1 Treatment process or treated water piping within the treatment subsystem. 

4.3 The modification or replacement of a drinking water system component set out in 
condition 4.1 or the replacement of a drinking water system component set out in 
condition 4.2 must not result in: 

4.3.1 An exceedance of a treatment subsystem rated capacity or a treatment 
subsystem component maximum flow rate as specified in the licence; 

4.3.2 The bypassing of any unit process within a treatment subsystem; 

4.3.3 A deterioration in the quality of drinking water provided to consumers; 

4.3.4 A reduction in the reliability or redundancy of any component of the drinking 
water system; 

4.3.5 A negative impact on the ability to undertake compliance and other monitoring; or 

4.3.6 An adverse effect on the environment. 

4.4 The owner shall verify in writing that the modification or replacement of drinking water 
system components in accordance with conditions 4.1 and 4.2 has met the requirements 
of the conditions listed in condition 4.3. 

090617V1 0 DISTRIBUTION 
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119-201 Schedule B August 19th, 2011 

4.5 The verifications required in condition 4.4 shall be: 

4.5.1 Recorded on "Form 2 - Record of Minor Modifications or Replacements to the 
Drinking Water System" as published by the Ministry of the Environment; and 

4.5.2 Retained for a period of ten (10) years by the owner. 

4.6 For greater certainty, the verification requirements set out in conditions 4.4 and 4.5 do not 
apply to any modification or replacement in respect of the drinking water system which: 

4.6.1 Is exempt from subsection 31 (1) of the SDWA by subsection 9.(2) of 0. Reg . 
170/03; or 

4.6.2 Constitutes maintenance or repair of the drinking water system. 

4.7 The owner shall update any drawings maintained for the drinking water system to reflect 
the modification or replacement of the works, where applicable. 

5.0 Equipment with Emissions to the Air 

5.1 The drinking water system may be altered by adding, modifying or replacing any of the 
following drinking water system components that may discharge or alter the rate or 
manner of a discharge of a compound of concern to the atmosphere: 

5.1.1 Any equipment, apparatus, mechanism or thing that is used for the transfer of 
outdoor air into a building or structure that is not a cooling tower; 

5.1.2 Any equipment, apparatus, mechanism or thing that is used for the transfer of 
indoor air out of a space used for the production, processing, repair, 
maintenance or storage of goods or materials, including chemical storage; 

5.1.3 Laboratory fume hoods used for drinking water testing, quality control and quality 
assurance purposes; 

5.1.4 Low temperature handling of compounds with a vapor pressure of less than 1 
kilopascal; 

5.1.5 Maintenance welding stations; 

5.1.6 Minor painting operations used for maintenance purposes; 

5.1 . 7 Parts washers for maintenance shops; 

5.1.8 Emergency chlorine and ammonia gas scrubbers; 

5.1 .9 Venting for activated carbon units for drinking water taste and odour control; 

5.1.1 0 Venting for a stripping unit for methane removal from a groundwater supply; 

5.1.11 Natural gas or propane fired boilers, water heaters, space heaters and make-up 
air units with a total facility-wide heat input rating of less than 20 million kilojoules 
per hour, and with an individual fuel energy input of less than or equal to 10.5 
gigajoules per hour; and 

090617V1 0 DISTRIBUTION 
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5.1.12 Emergency generators that fire No. 2 fuel oil (diesel fuel) with a sulphur content 
of 0.5 per cent or less measured by weight, natural gas, propane, gasoline or 
biofuel, and that are used for emergency duty only with periodic testing. 

5.2 The owner shall not add, modify or replace a drinking water system component set out in 
condition 5.1 for an activity that is not directly related to the treatment and distribution of 
drinking water. 

5.3 The emergency generators identified in condition 5.1.12 shall not be used for non
emergency purposes including the generation of electricity for sale or for peak shaving 
purposes. 

5.4 The owner shall prepare an emission summary table for nitrogen oxide emissions only, 
for each addition, modification or replacement of emergency generators identified in 
condition 5.1 .12. 

Performance Limits 

5.5 The owner shall ensure that a drinking water system component identified in conditions 
5.1.1 to 5.1.12 is operated at all times to comply with the following limits: 

5.5.1 For equipment other than emergency generators, the maximum concentration of 
any compound of concern at a point of impingement shall not exceed the 
corresponding point of impingement limit; 

5.5.2 For emergency generators, the maximum concentration of nitrogen oxides at 
sensitive populations shall not exceed the applicable point of impingement limit, 
and at non-sensitive populations shall not exceed the Ministry of the Environment 
half-hourly screening level of 1880 ug/m3 as amended; 

5.5.3 The noise emissions comply at all times with the limits set out in publication 
NPC-205 and/or publication NPC-232, as applicable; and 

5.5.4 The vibration emissions comply at all times with the limits set out in publication 
NPC-207. 

5.6 The owner shall verify in writing that any addition, modification or replacement of works in 
accordance with condition 5.1 has met the requirements of the conditions listed in 
condition 5.5. 

5.7 The owner shall document how compliance with the performance limits outlined in 5.5.3 
and 5.5.4 is being achieved, through noise abatement equipment and/or operational 
procedures. 

5.8 The verifications required in condition 5.6 shall be: 

5.8.1 Recorded on "Form 3 - Record of Addition, Modification or Replacement of 
Equipment Discharging a Contaminant of Concern to the Atmosphere" as 
published by the Ministry of the Environment. 

5.8.2 Retained for a period of ten (10) years by the owner. 

090617V1 0 DISTRIBUTION 
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5.9 For greater certainty, the verification requirements set out in conditions 5.6 and 5.8 do not 
apply to any addition, modification or replacement in respect of the drinking water system 
which: 

5.9.1 Is exempt from subsection 31 (1) of the SDWA by subsection 9.(2) of 0 . Reg. 
170/03; or 

5.9.2 Constitutes maintenance or repair of the drinking water system. 

5.10 The owner shall update any drawings maintained for the works to reflect the addition, 
modification or replacement of the works, where applicable. 

6.0 Previously Approved Works 

6.1 The owner may add, modify, replace or extend, and operate part of a municipal drinking 
water system if: 

6.1.1 An approval was issued after January 1, 2004 under section 36 of the SDWA in 
respect of the addition, modification replacement or extension and operation of 
that part of the municipal drinking water system; 

6.1.2 The approval expired by virtue of subsection 36(4) of the SDWA; and 

6.1.3 The addition, modification, replacement or extension commenced within five 
years of the date that activity was approved by the expired approval. 

7.0 System-Specific Conditions 

7.1 Not applicable 

090617V1.0 DISTRIBUTION 
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TOWN OF 
GEORGINA 

KESWICK AND SUTTON WATER DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM 

OPERATIONAL PLAN 

March 4, 2015- OP.006 
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PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Operational Plan is to describe the comprehensive Quality Management 
System (QMS) developed and implemented by the Town of Georgina for the operation and 
maintenance of the Keswick-Sutton Water Distribution System. Requirements of the QMS meet 
the requirements of the "Standard", the Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 
(DWQMS). 

This DWQMS Operational Plan includes references to all components of the DWQMS. 

SCOPE 

This Operational Plan covers the activities and personnel associated with all operational 
aspects of the drinking water distribution system for the Town of Georgina. 

This Operational Plan, the procedures and appendices and other DWQMS documentation that 
are referenced herein are complementary to the legislated requirements of the Safe Drinking 
Water Act in the Province of Ontario. 

REFERENCES 

Implementing Quality Management: A Guide for Ontario's Water Systems (July 2007) 
Bill 195 - Safe Drinking Water Act 
Regulation 170/03 
Drinking Water Quality Management Standard, Ministry of the Environment (October 2006) 

DEFINITIONS/ ACRONYMS 

DWQMS Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 
Owner The Corporation of the Town of Georgina (as represented by 

Mayor and Council) 
Top Management Director of Operations and Engineering and CAO 
QMS Representative Infrastructure and Infrastructure and Operations Manager 
QMS Implementation Team Infrastructure and Infrastructure and Operations Manager, 

Water/Wastewater Supervisor, two Certified Operators and 
Administrative Assistant to the Director of Operations and 
Engineering 

ORO Overall Responsible Operator (Water/Wastewater Supervisor) 
Operators Water/Wastewater Operators 
QMS Quality Management System 
ERP Emergency Response Plan 
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1. QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

This document is the water Quality Management System (QMS) Operational Plan for the Town 
of Georgina's Keswick-Sutton Water Distribution System, which is owned and operated by the 
Corporation of the Town of Georgina. The QMS for the Keswick-Sutton Distribution System 
covers the distribution of potable drinking water to consumers within the distribution system 
boundaries as described in Element #6. 

The Town of Georgina has created the Quality Management System and will maintain the 
system as described in each element. 

2. QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM POLICY 

The Quality Policy is applicable to all Water/Wastewater employees and is posted at the Civic 
Centre, in the Operations Centre and in the Water and Wastewater Operations Facility and on 
the municipal website at: 

http://www. town . georgina. on. ca/PDF /eng-waterworks-a ual ity-management-policy. pdf 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT POLICY 

The Town of Georgina and its water distribution system shall comply with all relevant legislation 
and regulations for the consistent delivery of safe drinking water to its residential and 
commercial/industrial customers. The Town of Georgina shall also: 

• Commit to the continuous improvement and maintenance of the Quality Management 
System 

• Communicate openly and effectively with the public concerning relevant aspects of drinking 
water quality. 

Adopted by the Council of the Town of Georgina on April23, 2014. 
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3. COMMITMENT AND ENDORSEMENT 

Top Management will ensure that the Quality Management System is in place that meets the 
requirements of the Drinking Water Quality Management Standard. 

By-law 2015-0040 PW0-3) was passed on March 11, 2015 authorizing endorsement of the 
Operational Plan on behalf of the Owner to the Mayor and Clerk. 

To ensure the Commitment and Endorsement is kept current, procedure OP3 shall be followed. 
See attached Procedure OP3. 

OWNER AND TOP MANAGEMENT'S COMMITMENT AND ENDORSEMENT 

The Owner (Mayor and Clerk on behalf of The Corporation of the Town of Georgina), Top 
Management (Director of Operations and Engineering) and the Infrastructure and Infrastructure 
and Operations Manager support the implementation, maintenance, and continual improvement 
of the Quality Management System which meets the requirements of the Standard for the 
Town's drinking water system, as documented in this Operational Plan. By endorsing this Plan 
it is acknowledged that sufficient resources will be needed to maintain and continually improve 
the Quality Management System. 

Top Management shall ensure the Owner is aware of all applicable legislative and regulatory 
requirements and the Quality Management System is communicated effectively through the 
Summary Report. 

Licenced Operators are made aware of: 

• legislative and regulatory requirements 
• the Quality Management System 

which are communicated effectively to the Operators by the ORO during daily morning 
information sessions and through regular updates to their Standard Operating Procedure as 
required. 

Top Management shall ensure the resources necessary to maintain the Quality Management 
System are available by following the Management Review process, Element #20. Likewise, 
continual improvement will be implemented by following the Continual Improvement process, 
Element No. 21. 

~,@uJc 
r rk,Mayor 

Dan Pisan·, irector of Operations and Engineering/ 
Top Man ge ent 

ic/~ 
Gagan andhu, Infrastructure & Operations Manager/OMS Representative 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP3 

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Commitment and Endorsement Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 1 13 02 12 

REV 25 03 13 
APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Operations Manager (Quality 
Management System Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

This procedure is to be followed by the QMS Representative to ensure the 
Commitment and Endorsement of the Operational Plan and Quality Management 
System is kept current. 

COMMITMENT AND ENDORSEMENT PROCEDURE 

1. A current version of the Operational Plan shall be distributed to relevant staff. The 
QMS Representative or Top Management shall answer any questions. 

2. In the event the Mayor, Clerk, Top Management or the QMS Representative, whom 
are authorized signing personnel, cease to be employed at the Town of Georgina, 
the Commitment and Endorsement signature page shall be reissued for signature. A 
Report to Council will be submitted and a bylaw will be passed authorizing the 
endorsement of the Operational Plan with new signatures. 

4 
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4. QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM REPRESENTATIVE 

The Owner (Mayor and Council) and Top Management (Director of Operations and 
Engineering) appointed the Infrastructure and Operations Manager as the role of QMS 
Representative for the Town of Georgina's drinking water distribution system. 

4.1 The QMS Representative shall: 

• Develop, implement and maintain the QMS. 
• Report on the effectiveness of the QMS to the Director of Operations and Engineering 

including the need for improvement. 
• Report to Mayor and Council as required to ensure the QMS is maintained and improved. 
• Ensure that the current versions of documents and records required by the QMS are in use 

at all times. 
• Promote the QMS throughout the Town of Georgina's waterworks division. 

4.2 The Overall Responsible Operator shall: 

• Ensure that all personnel are aware of all current legislation and regulatory requirements 
that are relevant to the operation of the distribution system. Daily morning information 
sessions are held when appropriate and updates to the Operators Standard Operating 
Procedures are provided when required. 

~ DOCUMENTANDRECORDSCONTROb 

The following procedures are guidelines for Water/Wastewater division staff of the protocol for 
document and record control. All operators must be familiar with these procedures. 

Definitions: 

Document means a writing (manual or digital) conveying information that can be changed, 
altered or updated. 

Record means a writing (manual or digital) conveying information that cannot be changed, 
altered or updated. 

See attached Procedures OP5.1 and OP5.2. 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP5.1 

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Document Control Drinking Water Quality Management 

Standard 
DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 3 09 13 07 

REV 01 31 11 
16 06 10 
20 08 10 
21 10 11 
04 06 14 
06 02 15 

APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
QMS Representative Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Infrastructure and 
Operations Manager (Quality 
Management System Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure is a guide for Water/Wastewater Department staff to the 
protocol for document control. All Operators must be familiar with this procedure. 

DOCUMENT CONTROL PROCEDURE 

Documents used by the Water/Wastewater division were identified by the QMS 
Implementation Team during the Gap Analysis in 2008. Only documents related to 
providing safe drinking water to our customers are required by the Quality Management 
System and are as follows: 

1. Operational Plan 
2. Operational Plan Revision Binder 
3. Standard Operating Procedures - WWW1 to WWW9, WWW11 and WWW14 
4. Water/Wastewater Master Forms List. 
5. Circulation Memo History Binder 
6. DWQMS Communication Checklist 
7. Town of Georgina's Water Distribution System Drawings 
8. Infrastructure - Provisions, Maintenance, Rehabilitation (Elements 14 and 15) 

W.0.40. 

The QMS Representative and Water/Wastewater Supervisor are responsible for 
maintaining, storing, controlling and updating documents as shown in the table below. 
Quality Management System documents will be reviewed annually by the QMS 
Representative during his preparation for Management Review. 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP5.1 

DOCUMENT HOW DOCUMENT RETENTION CONTROLLED BY 
CONTROLLED PERIOD 

Operational Plan Operational Plan 6yrs QMS Rep 
Revision Binder 

Operational Plan Version number, dated 6yrs QMS Rep 
Revision Binder and initialed 
Standard Operating Circulation Memo 6yrs W/VN'J Supervisor 
Procedures History Binder 
Water/Wastewater Dated and identified in 6yrs W/VN'J Supervisor 
Master Forms List Index 
Circulation Memo W/VN'J Supervisor 6yrs W/VN'J Supervisor 
History Binder updates SOP's and 

Binder 
DWQMS Dated and 6yrs QMS Rep 
Communication memos/emails retained 
Checklist in Binder 
Water Distribution Dated, revision record 6yrs W/VN'J Supervisor 
System Drawings and approved by 
Infrastructure - Filed in W.0.40- 6yrs QMS Rep 
Provisions, reviewed during budget 
Maintenance, preparation 
Rehabilitation (Elements 
14 and 15) 

Ontario Regulations were also identified as documents. Hardcopies can be found in the 
Reference Binder retained at the Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase 
in the office of the Administrative Assistant and at the Water and Wastewater Operations 
Facility. However, due to their frequency of change the most current version is available 
on the e-laws website at: 

www .e-laws.gov .on.ca 
<ENGLISH> 

From left side menu<Current Consolidated Law> 
From 'BROWSE CURRENT CONSOLIDATED LA W'Pick letter <s> 

Pick <+>selection Safe Drinking Water Act 
Select regulation you are looking for 

(i) Current. Legible and Readily Identifiable 

• The revision date is identified on the document and the most current version is 
identified on the Master Forms List. 

• Revisions indicate that a document was reviewed, edited and subsequently 
improved. The Water/Wastewater Operator shall initial all changes to verify their 
accuracy. 

• Waterworks Operators may notice differences between System Drawings and actual 
field conditions. Operators will notify the Water/Wastewater Supervisor of the 
discrepancy and a revision is initialed. 

• Revisions to the 21 Elements of the Operational Plan have been documented in the 
Revision Binder which was created during the implementation process. All revisions 
to the Operational Plan are made in red until such time that changes are reviewed 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP5.1 

and approved. The QMS Representative will initial such changes and reference is 
made in the Operational Plan Revision Binder. Each change is noted with a version 
number, revision number, dated, entered by, the revision and initialed. Once 
approved the revisions are incorporated into the latest version of the document and 
changed to black ink. 

• All documents are typed, clearly labeled and approved by the Infrastructure and 
Operations Manager. 

• Standard Operating Procedures- WWVV1 TO WWVV9, WWVV11 and WWVV14 and 
the Master Forms List Binder revisions are identified in the Circulation Memo History 
Binder. The Water/Wastewater Supervisor updates the Standard Operating 
Procedures and revisions are documented in the index. The index indicates the 
document name, reason and date for the revision, action and whom the document is 
provided to. 

• The DWQMS Communication Checklist Binder retains memos/emails circulated 
representing changes to the DWQMS. 

• The Town of Georgina's Water Distribution System Drawings are dated and initialed. 
Memos and/or emails are retained in the DWQMS Communication Checklist Binder. 

Oil Retrievable. Stored and Protected 

• The Operational Plan, the Operational Plan Revision Binder, Master Forms List 
Binder, DWQMS Communication Checklist and Circulation Memo History Binder are 
retained at the Operations Centre in labeled binders in the bookcase in the office of 
the Administrative Assistant. A copy of the Operational Plan is also retained at the 
Water and Wastewater Operations Facility. 

• The Town of Georgina's Water Distribution System Drawings are retained and stored 
at the Operations Centre in the drawings holder and at the Water and Wastewater 
Operations Facility and is also electronically stored in the Town of Georgina's server 
in: 

X:\Water and Sewer Drawings\Drawings\Town Master DwgiToG WaterDist.dwg. 

• Standard Operational Procedures (SOP's) are retained by Operators and a current 
version is also retained at the Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase 
in the office of the Administrative Assistant and at the Water and Wastewater 
Operations Facility. 

• Operators also retain a copy of the Emergency Response Plan as Appendix A with 
their SOP's 

• All documents are protected and labeled in hardcover binders. 

(iii) Retained and Disposed Of 

• When documents are updated, the document being changed will be removed and 
the new document inserted. 

• Paper copies/ hard copies of documents after they have been updated will be stored 
in the Operational Plan Revision Binder retained at the Operations Centre in a 
labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the Administrative Assistant. 
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(iv) As Built Drawings 

The QMS Implementation Team identified these drawings as necessary to have 
available as reference material when locating below grade infrastructure. The Town's 
drawings are split into 3 geographical areas: 

a) Keswick Area 
b) Sutton Area 
c) Lakeshore Servicing Area (Willow Beach) 

Further, drawings for the serviced areas are available in hardcopy (paper) format and 
digital formal. As Built Drawings are stored as follows: 

Hard Copies 

Keswick and Sutton Areas- retained at Water and Wastewater Operations Facility and 
at the Civic Centre in the Drawings Room 

Lakeshore Servicing Area (Willow Beach)- retained at the Civic Centre on the 2"d Floor 
on hanging files in the Engineering Division 

Digital Copies 

AS BUll T DRAWINGS STORED DIGITALLY ON NETWORK 
TO ACCESS: 

<MY COMPUTER> 

<gis on'peter.georgina.locai'(G:)> 

<Images> 

<Drawings> 

Keswick Water and Sewer Sutton Water and Sewer 
Willow Beach 
Construction 

.--------------------------------, Drra7w~'=n~~s~~~~~ 

I 

Arranged in Contract 
Project Planning Drawings 

(Older Keswick) 

See KEY PLAN 

Subdivision Files 
(new developments) 
Name of Subdivision 

Street Names 

~------------------------------~ 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP5.2 

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Record Control Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 3 13 07 09 

REV 16 06 10 
19 08 10 
04 06 14 

APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Infrastructure and Operations 
Manager (Quality Management System 
Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure is a guide for Water/Wastewater Department staff to the 
protocol for record control. All operators must be familiar with this procedure. 

5.2 RECORD CONTROL PROCEDURE 

The following records were identified by the Quality Management System (QMS) 
Implementation Team: 

1. Operator Daily Logs 
2. Water Booster Station Logs 
3. Chain of Custody Forms 
4. Microbiology Reports 
5. Chlorine/Residual Logs 
6. Daily/Weekly Flushing Logs 
7. Waterworks Call Log (Complaints and Inquiries) 
8. Water On/Off Log (Residential Service) 
9. Maintenance/Equipment Records 
10. Equipment Manuals 
11. ORO Change Notice(s) 
12. Safe Drinking Water Act, Annual Reports 
13. Summary of Watermain Breaks, Emergency Repairs and Planned Shutdowns Log 
14. Operator Certificate/License and Training Records 

(i) Current, Legible, Identifiable, Retrievable, Stored and Protected 

The QMS Representative is responsible for maintaining, controlling, storing, protecting, 
retaining, disposing and updating records. 

1. Operator Daily Logs are the responsibility of each operator and are to follow 
Procedure No. WWW8. 

2. Water Booster Station Logs are retained at each booster station and operators follow 
Procedure No. WWW8. 
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3. Chain of Custody Forms are dated and initialed by the Operator. Each entry is made 
in pen. Every completed form is reviewed and initialed by the Water/Wastewater 
Supervisor. Copies are kept at the Operations Centre and filed in the central file 
room in file number W.0.16. Present year copies are also retained at the Operations 
Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the Administrative 
Assistant and in the Water and Wastewater Operations Facility. Previous year 
copies are also retained at the Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase 
in the office of the Administrative Assistant. Data from the Chain of Custody Forms 
are entered electronically on the Town of Georgina's server in: 

Engineering Drive (X:)\HeatherY\MyDocuments2003\Waterworks\WATERSUMMARIES 

4. Microbiology Reports are received by the York-Durham Laboratory. Copies are kept 
at the Operations Centre and filed in the central file room in file number W.0.16. 
Current year copies are retained at the Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the 
bookcase in the office of the Administrative Assistant and in the Water and 
Wastewater Operations Facility. Previous year copies are also retained at the 
Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the 
Administrative Assistant. Data from the Microbiology Reports are entered 
electronically on the Town of Georgina's server in: 

Engineering Drive (X:)\HeatherY\MyDocuments2003\Waterworks\WATERSUMMARIES 

5. Chlorine/Residual Logs are dated and initialed by the Operator. Each entry is made 
in pen. Every completed form is reviewed and initialed by another licensed Operator. 
Copies are kept at the Operations Centre and filed in the central file room in file 
number W.0.16. Current year copies are retained at the Operations Centre in a 
labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the Administrative Assistant and in the 
Water and Wastewater Operations Facility. Previous year copies are also retained 
at the Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the 
Administrative Assistant. Data from the Chlorine/Residual Logs are entered 
electronically on the Town of Georgina's server in : 

Engineering Drive (X:)\HeatherY\MyDocuments2003\Waterworks\WATERSUMMARIES 

6. Daily/Weekly Flushing Logs are dated and initialed by the Operator. Each entry is 
made in pen. Every completed form is reviewed and initialed by another licensed 
Operator. Copies are kept at the Operations Centre and filed in the central file room 
in file number W.0.16. Current year copies are retained at the Operations Centre in 
a labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the Administrative Assistant and in 
the Water and Wastewater Operations Facility. Previous year copies are also 
retained at the Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of 
the Administrative Assistant. Data from the Daily/Weekly Flushing Logs are entered 
electronically on the Town of Georgina's server in: 

Engineering Drive (X:)\HeatherY\MyDocuments2003\Waterworks\WATERSUMMARIES 

7. Waterworks Call Log (Complaints and Inquiries) are entered onto the computer in our 
Work Order System. A Work Order is created when a customer calls in thereafter a 
a Task is created and forwarded to the Water/Wastewater Supervisor. The 
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Water/Wastewater Supervisor delegates the Task to an Operator. All Work Orders 
and Tasks are number, dated and either left opened for further work to be carried out 
or closed. When a Work Order and associated Task are closed a description of what 
occurred is implemented into the Work Order!Task. Each Work Order and Task is 
dated and indicates which Operator carried out the work. Previous year logs of 
complaints and inquiries are kept at the Civic Centre and filed in the central file room 
in file number W .O. B. Current Work Orders and Tasks are stored electronically on 
the Town of Georgina's Intranet server which can be accessed by all staff within the 
Department of Operations and Engineering . 

8. Water On/Off Log (Calls from customers) are entered onto the computer in our Work 
Order System. A Work Order is created when a customer calls in thereafter a Task 
is created and forwarded to the Water/Wastewater Supervisor. The 
Water/Wastewater Supervisor delegates the Task to an Operator. All Work Orders 
and Tasks are number, dated and either left opened for further work to be carried out 
or closed. When a Work Order and associated Task are closed a description of what 
occurred is implemented into the Work Order!Task. Each Work Order and Task is 
dated and indicates which Operator carried out the work. Previous year logs are 
kept at the Civic Centre and filed in the central file room in file number W.O.B. 
Current Work Orders and Tasks are stored electronically on the Town of Georgina's 
Intranet server which can be accessed by all staff within the Engineering and Public 
Works Department. 

9. Maintenance/Equipment Records relating to the water distribution system are kept at 
the Water and Wastewater Operations. 

10. Equipment Manuals copies are retained at the Water Boaster Station and in the 
Water and Wastewater Operations in labeled binders. 

11 . ORO Change Notice(s) are dated and typed. An ORO Change Notice is posted on 
the bulletin board at the Water and Wastewater Operations Facility for all Operators 
to view. Each ORO Change Notice is forwarded to the Civic Centre via email to the 
Department of Operations and Engineering . Copies of all notices are retained at the 
Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the 
Administrative Assistant. 

12. Safe Drinking Water Annual Reports are typed and approved by the Director of 
Operations and Engineer or his designate. Annual Reports are retained at the Civic 
Centre in the Office of the Clerk and in the Operations Centre in the central file room 
in file number W.0.17 and in a labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the 
Administrative Assistant. Data used to generate the Annual Report is obtained from 
sampling and chlorine residual results. The Annual Report can also be found on the 
Town's web site at: 

www. georgina. ca/d pt-eng ineering-water -reports. aspx 

13. Summary of Watermain Breaks, Emergency Repairs and Planned Shutdown Logs 
are dated and initialed by the Operator. Each entry is made in pen. Notification and 
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Resolution Notices are typed, dated and initialed by the ORO. Current year copies 
are retained at the Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase in the 
office of the Administrative Assistant and in the Water and Wastewater Operations 
Facility. Previous year copies are also retained at the Operations Centre in a 
labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the Administrative Assistant. 

14. Operator Certificate/License and Training Records Copies of Operator 
Certificate/License and Training Records are retained at the Operations Centre in the 
central file room in a labeled binder. A copy of the certificate of every 
certified operator is displayed at the Water and Wastewater Operations Facility. 

(ii) Retained and Disposed Of 

All records as identified above will be retained for 10 years. The Water/Wastewater 
Supervisor and QMS Representative will dispose of records annually at the end of the 
calendar year. 

Records will be disposed of by means of the Town's Confidential Paper Shredding and 
Recycling System. 
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6. DRINKING WATER SYSTEM 

The Town of Georgina owns and operates the Keswick-Sutton Distribution System No. 
260062686 and is classified as a Subsystem Class 2. The Town is responsible for operating 
and maintaining the watermains, valves, two (2) booster pumping stations, hydrants, meters and 
service connections that comprise the distribution system. 

The Regional Municipality of York is the Owner and Operating Authority of the Town's potable 
water supply. Potable drinking water is supplied to the distribution system from two (2) 
treatment plants owned and operated by the Regional Municipality of York (Region). The 
Region draws water for treatment from Lake Simcoe. The first treatment plant is located at 
Clarlyn Drive and Metro Road in Keswick. The second plant is located at Kennedy Road and 
Metro Road in Willow Beach. Both treatment plants draw water from Lake Simcoe. 

The Region also owns and operates three water storage tanks located on West Park Heights in 
Keswick; on Deer Park Drive in Keswick; and on Dalton Road in Sutton. 

Operational Plans for the Water Treatment facilities and storage tanks have been prepared by 
the Regional Municipality of York. 

As of December 31, 2014 the Keswick-Sutton Distribution system serves a population of 
approximately 37,691 residential customers including commercial and industrial customers. 

The piping system includes 181 km of pipe, 1279 hydrants and more than 1240 valves. 

There are 13 weekly microbiology sample sites where chlorine residuals are sampled. 

Event driving fluctuations and operational challenges and threats were identified during the Risk 
Assessment Process. They are documented in Element #8. 

Operational challenges exist in our dead end watermains. The Town's water quality monitoring 
program ensures that sufficient chlorine is found in potable water such that regulatory 
requirements are met. Plus or minus 5000 samples are analyzed every year. 

Samples are taken to meet the requirements of 0. Reg. 170/03. 

See attached Schematic. 
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7. RISK ASSESSMENT 

Risk Assessment Process 

A Risk Assessment Team consisting of the Infrastructure and Infrastructure and Operations 
Manager, Water/Wastewater Supervisor, Administrative Assistant and two or more designated 
Certified Operators will be assembled. 

The Team will identify the potential hazards and/or hazardous events which could adversely 
affect the Town's ability to provide safe drinking water to its customers. 

Monitoring, control measures and monitoring processes and/or procedures available will be 
identified. The risk associated with the hazard and/or hazardous event is then assessed by the 
Team on the basis of likelihood, severity and detectability. 

The most recent Risk Assessment was conducted in October 2014 and shall be conducted at a 
minimum every three (3) years. Prior to year end, the Infrastructure and Operations Manager 
and the Water/Wastewater Supervisor will complete an annual review of the of the risk 
assessment and ensure that the information and assumptions remain current and valid. When 
hazards and/or hazardous events occur, emergency procedures and contingency plans shall be 
reviewed and improved if necessary. 

See attached Procedure OP7. 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP7 

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Risk Assessment Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 1 13 07 09 

REV 04 06 14 
APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Infrastructure and Operations 
Manager (Quality Management System 
Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure is a guide for Water/Wastewater Department staff to the 
protocol for risk assessment. 

RISK ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE 

1. The Risk Assessment Team identities hazards or hazardous events and associated 
hazards relating to the Town of Georgina's water distribution system. 

2. The hazard description/event, potential result, available monitoring and control 
measures are identified in the Risk Assessment Table. Also to be considered is the 
reliability and redundancy of equipment and infrastructure (Example - backup 
generator/booster station and looped watermain/distribution system). See Table 1. 

3. The hazard/hazardous event is ranked for likelihood, severity and detectability using 
the "Ranking of Hazards" Table. See Table 2. 

4. The rankings are added together to determine the total threshold . All 
hazards/hazardous events which have an overall risk threshold of greater than 7 and 
can be controlled are considered a critical control point. 

5. The Risk Assessment Team will assemble and conduct a new risk assessment every 
3 years. 

16 
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Activity Description of Potential Result 
or Hazard of Hazard 

Process And/or 
Step Hazardous Event and/or 

Hazardous Event 
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TOWN OF GEORGINA'S RISK ASSESSMENT TABLE 
COMPLETED BY RISK ASSESSMENT TEAM - Revised October 14, 2011 

Available Monitoring Control Measures e 
'0 ~ '6' 
0 ~ -0 

c: .... 
0 li OA 
:5 .. .1! J!.C u .. 
'ii > u 0 .. -C ... e ... -... .. s u 0 rn .c 
::::i .. t:. .,a. 

Q l5 

Table 1 

Critical Monitoring Response Procedures 
Control Processes (Detailed Procedures 
Limits and/or Are Required) 

Procedures 
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Table 2 

"RANKING THE HAZARDS" TABLE 

Rank LIKELIHOOD of Hazardous Event SEVERITY of Hazardous Event DETECT ABILITY of Hazardous Event 
Occurring Occurring Occurring 

1 Rare - exceptional circumstances and Insignificant- insignificant impact, Very Detectable- easy to detect, visual 
has not occurred in past little public exposure, little or no 

health risk 

2 Unlikely- Could occur at some time, Minor- limited public exposure, Moderately Detectable - consumer 
historically has occurred less than minor health risk complaint/input 
once every 5 to 1 0 years 

3 Possible- has occurred once or Moderate - minor public exposure, Normally Detectable -visually 
more per year minor health risk detectable on rounds or routine 

maintenance, lab results 

4 Likely - has occurred or is expected Major - large population at risk Poorly Detectable - visually detectable, 
to occur on a monthly to quarterly but not part of regular inspection routine 
basis 

5 Very Likely - one or more Catastrophic - major impact for Undetectable- cannot detect 
occurrences on a monthly or more large population, complete failure of 
frequent basis systems 
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8. RISK ASSESSMENT OUTCOMES 

Separate risk assessments were conducted on the water distribution system (See Table 3) and 
the water booster stations (See Table 4). 

• Following the risk assessments, the critical control limits were identified and documented in 
the Risk Assessment Tables. 

• Monitoring processes and/or procedures were then described and included in the Risk 
Assessment Tables. 

• Response procedures to control the hazard and/or hazardous event were then referenced 
and/or described in the Risk Assessment Table. 
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TOWN OF GEORGINA Table 3 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

RISK ASSESSMENT OUTCOMES AND CRITICAL CONTROL POINTS TABLE- Revised October 6, 2014 

Activity Description of Potential Result Available Monitoring Control Measures 
:$ '6 

Critical Control Critical Control Monitoring Response 
or Hazard and/or of Hazard and/or '8 ?I' :c _c; Point> 7 Umits Processes Procedures 

Process Hazardous Hazardous Event 0 1: tl> .. .c and/or 
Step Event = ~ o"' ;;; o-f Procedures 

"" .7! ~ .c ::; c !:: 

Loss of - Biological - Isolate, repair ... valve isolation It is possible that Customer See Standard 
Pressure contamination -Residuals during the repair of a complaints of Operating 
(watermain -Physical 3 3 1 7 No watermain break that reduction in Procedures for 
break) -Chemical pressure reduction pressure watermain break 

contamination could take place WNW6and 
(loss of supply) WNW12 

Loss of - Biological -station checks (visuaij See Emergency 
Pressure contamination - public notification 2 1 1 4 No - Below the Response Plan 
(fire ) (backflow) CCP threshold forbackfow 
Loss of - Biological • Region of York - Region of York 
Pressure contamination 
(Tower (backflow) 
Levels/Loss 
Loss of Chlorine - Biological - water qualtty - flushing as per When a prelk!sh tree Operators shall See Standard 
Residual contamination monitoring program water qualtty chlorine residual take readings of Operating 

(daily residuals) monttoring program reading falls below free chlorine Procedure 
- O.Reg 170/03 3 2 3 8 Yes 0.4mg/L residuals during WNW4 
- notification from water quality 
Region of Yor1< if level monitoring 
reaches critical control activtties 

z limit 
0 Backfow from - Biological and - backflow by-law Dunng Inspections, Customer Investigate I= 
:::> private plumbing Chemical (Jan. 2008) operator determines complaints of complaint to 
ID contamination -program 2 2 5 9 Yes water not safe for odour or taste determine 
ii: 
1- implemented in consumption problems whether a 
Ill 2008 back! ow 
Ci situation has 

occurred 
lnttiate Adverse 
Water Quality 
Procedure if 
warranted 
WNW5 

Commissioning - Quality - bacterial sampling - procedure for new Documented test Third party See Standard 
of new Mains - Biological watermain 3 2 2 7 No results that poor water completes testing Operating 

contamination commissioning quality exists of new main prior Procedures for 
- sample result to commission- commissioning 

ing newma1ns 
WNW1 1 

VandaiTsm I -Quality -no control 
Terrorism - Chemical and - operators a~er to 1 4 5 10 No- No control See Emergency 

Biological possible tempering Response Plan 
contamination activities 

Pandemic- - Biological and -chlorine residual - management I 2 1 4 No Available staff for See page I 5 of 
Staffing Chemical sampling monitoring and sampling to the Emergency 
Shortage, Wor1< contamination inspections ensure safe Response Plan 
Stopage drinking water 

The rat1ng for hkel1hood, severity and detectab1lity are added to obtain an overall level of nsk for each hazardous event. 

All hazardous events, which have an overall, risk of greater than 7 are considered critical and are associated with a critical control point 
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TOWN OF GEORGINA 
BOOSTER STATION 

RISK ASSESSMENT OUTCOMES AND CRITICAL CONTROL POINTS TABLE- Revised October 16, 2014 

Activity Description of Potential Result Available Monitoring Control Measures Critical Control Critical Control 
or Hazard of Hazard 

"C ~ 'Ei Point> 7 Limits 
Process And/or And/or 0 ~ iS _c; 

0 Step Hazardous Hazardous Event :5 '1: 
.!! .. .c 

" o"' Event o; > " I-I!! 
"" c7l ~ .c 
~ c !:. 

Power loss - Loss of pressure and Simcoe Landing #16 Simcoe Landing #16 
ftow -alanns - back up generator with 
- Biological contamination - station checks automatic transfer switch 1 3 1 5 No - Below the 
(backftow) threshold 

Wexford#9 - system pressure valving 
-alarms 5 3 1 9 No - No control 
- station checks available at this point 

(monitor customer 
complainls) 

Terrorism! - Loss of pressure and -station checKs (visual) - locked/alarms If, during routine 
Vandalism ftow - backftow protection 1 4 4 9 Yes inspections it is found 

-Chemical and Biological (some fixtures) that the booster 
contamination station has been 

tampered with which 
may lead to unsafe 

drinking water being 
U) distributed to z 
0 consumers, the 
;:: following response 
~ procedures shall take 
U) 

place a: 
w 
..... 
U) 
0 
0 
Ill 

Catastrophic - Loss of pressure and - generators gone 
Failure ftow 1 3 1 5 No- Below the CCP 
(weather or threshold 
fire) 
Alarm Failure - Loss of pressure and - station checks - station checks 

ftow - calls from public 3 2 2 7 No- Below the CCP 
- BioloQical contamination threshold 

Component - Loss of pressure and Simcoe Landing #16 Simcoe Landing #16 
Failure ftow -alarms - system pressure valving 

- Biological contamination - station checks - backup pump 3 1 1 5 No- Below the CCP 
-generator threshold 

Wexford#9 Wexford#9 
- station checks - system pressure valving 3 1 1 5 No- Below the CCP 

- back up pumps threshold 

The rating for likelihood, severity and delectability are added to obtain an overall level of risk for each hazardous event. 

All hazardous events, which have an overall, risk of greater than 7 are considered critical and are associated with a critical control point. 

Table4 

Monitoring Response 
Processes and/or Procedures 

Procedures 

See Emergency 
Response Plan 

See Emergency 
Response Plan 

visual See Emergency 
observations of Response Plan 
tampering of 
system - notify ORO, 

Director and 
- taste/odour Operations 

complaints from Manager 
consumers 

- Notify MOE 
(SAC) and Public 
Health Unit 

Notify Police 

TaKe all steps 
necessary as directed 
to mitigate hazard to 

consumers 

See Emergency 
Response Plan 
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9. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AUTHORITIES 

The Director of Operations and Engineering will keep the organizational structure, respective 
roles, responsibilities and authorities current and will communicate this information to the 
Owner, the QMS Representative and other personnel. 

9.1 Water Distribution Organizational Chart 

J 

OWNER 
(MAYOR & COUNCIL) 

I 

TOP MANAGEMENT 
(DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS 
AND ENGINEERING & CAO) 

TREASURER 
(TREASURER) 

DWQMS REPRESENTATIVE & 
IMPLEMENTATION LEAD 
(INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
OPERATIONS MANAGER) 

March 4, 2015- OP.006 

OVERALL RESPONSIBLE 
OPERATOR 

~ATERANASTEVVATER 
SUPERVISOR) 

OPERATORS 
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9.2 RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY 

9.2.1 MAYOR AND COUNCIL (OWNER) 

Responsibilities Authorities 

• Complete oversight of the entire distribution • Financial and administrative authority 
system and the QMS related to the distribution of safe 

• Ultimate responsibility for the provision of drinking water to the Town of Georgina 
safe drinking water to the Town of Georgina 

• Ensure compliance with applicable 
legislation and regulations 

9.2.2 TREASURER 

Responsibilities Authorities 

• Financial portion of the Operational Plan • Financial authority related to the 
• Preparation of budget information preparation of budget information 

• Collection of water usage bills 

9.2.3 DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS AND ENGINEERING & CAO (TOP MANAGEMENT) 

Responsibilities 

• Complete oversight of the entire distribution • 
system 

• Endorse and lead the development and 
implementation and maintenance of the 
QMS 

• Provide and/or obtain resources for the 
QMS and necessary infrastructure and 
resources to operate and maintain the 
drinking water system safely and effectively 

• Ensure the system is operating in 
accordance with all applicable legislation 
and regulations 

• Communicate with the Mayor and Council 
about the QMS and the water distribution 
system 

• Communications lead during emergencies 
• Ensure that the Management Review is 

conducted once every 12 months. 

March 4, 2015- OP.006 

Authorities 

Financial, administrative and technical 
authority related to the distribution of 
safe drinking water within the Town of 
Georgina 
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9.2.4 INFRASTRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS MANAGER (QMS REPRESENTATIVE) 

• 

• 

Responsibilities 

Carry out the activities and manage • 
programs related to the Quality • 
Management System as directed by the 
Director of Operations and Engineering 
QMS Representative and Implementation • 
Lead • 

• Preparation of budget and planning 
materials 

• Assessment of Supervisor's personnel 
performance (annual) 

• Recommendation of system improvements 
• Develop procedures and processes for 

assuring water quality 
• Emergency response planning, training 
• Lead for Management Reviews 

Authorities 

Water/ Wastewater Supervisor 
Staffing - within the guidelines of the 
Town of Georgina personnel policies 
and procedures 
Operational and capital purchases 
Make changes to the QMS 

9.2.5 WATER/WASTEWATER SUPERVISOR (ORO) 

Responsibilities 

• Schedule and oversee the day-to-day • 
activities relating to the water distribution 
system 

• Communication/liaison with the Water • 
Treatment Plants run by the Region of York 

• Act on and report and incidents of non- • 
compliance • 

• Assessment of operators personnel 
performance (annual) • 

• Reporting of distribution system 
performance to the Infrastructure and 
Operations Manager 

• ORO 
• Ensure the system is operating in 

accordance with all applicable legislation 
and regulations 

• Assists in Management Review 
• Communicates with the Director of 

Operations and Engineering and the QMS 
Representative about the QMS and the 
water distribution system 
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Authorities 

Direct operators in day-to-day operation 
and maintenance of the water 
distribution system 
Oversee adverse water quality 
incidences and responses 
Identify and oversee staff training needs 
Recommends Operational non-capital 
purchases 
Recommend changes to the QMS 
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9.2.6 OPERATORS 

Responsibilities 

• Monitor, maintain and operate the • 
distribution system in accordance with 
established standard operating procedures • 

• Document all operating activities in facility • 
log in accordance with provincial legislation 
and established operating procedures 

• Report and act on incidents of non
compliance 

• Report any abnormal conditions to the 
Water/ Wastewater Supervisor 

• Carry-out duties and tasks as assigned by 
the Water/Wastewater Supervisor and as 
per established water distribution policies 
and procedures 

March 4, 2015- OP.006 

Authorities 

Monitor process and recommend 
corrective actions 
Recommend changes to the QMS 
Respond to and document public 
complaints 
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10. COMPETENCIES 

The following Competency Table illustrates the competencies required by personnel whose 
duties directly affect water quality. 

FUNCTION REQUIRED COMPETENCIES DESIRED COMPETENCIES 

Director of • Formal academic training in an • Progressive experience at 
Operations and Engineering Discipline a management level in a 
Engineering • Municipal, University, Schools and municipal Public Works 

Hospital (MUSH) Distribution System 

• Eligibility for or full membership in Environment. 
APEO 

• Valid drivers licence 
Infrastructure and • Minimum 6 years relevant • Financial planning training 
Operations Manager Municipal experience 

• Formal academic training in Civil 
Engineering with a C.E.T. 
designation 

• WHMIS 

• Health and Safety Training 

• Leadership, motivation, 
communication, coaching and 
mentoring training 

• Internal auditor training 

• Valid drivers licence 
Water/Wastewater • Progressive experience in a • Confined space rescue 
Supervisor Municipal Public Works Department training 

with a thorough working knowledge • 
of municipal water operations 

• Minimum Class II Certificate of 
Competency for Water Distribution 
Systems 

• Knowledge of relevant Acts and 
Regulations as they apply to the 
Waterworks Operations 

• Supervisory skills for Public Works 

• WHIMIS 

• First Aid (including CPR) 

• Confined space training 

• Valid drivers licence 
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FUNCTION REQUIRED COMPETENCIES DESIRED COMPETENCIES 

Operators • Minimum Class I Distribution • Class II distribution 
Certification certification 

• Knowledge of relevant Acts and • Confined space rescue 
Regulations as they apply to the team training 
Waterworks Operations 

• WHIMIS 

• First Aid (including CPR) 
• Confined space training 

• Valid drivers licence 
Operators-In- • OIT water distribution licence • Class I distribution 
Training • WHIMIS certification 

• First Aid (including CPR) 

• Confined space training 

• Valid drivers licence 

To ensure competency requirements are met, the following personnel procedures take place: 

• All new positions filled must provide evidence of certification and other listed requirements. 
• Operator distribution certificates/licences are posted at the Waterworks Yard. 
• All operators receive training that meets the requirements of O.Reg. 128/03, as amended. 
• Copies of all operator training records are retained at the Operations Centre in labeled 

binders in the file room. 

The Town of Georgina's budget process includes training funds for all operators. At a minimum, 
the training budget includes funding for legislated and required training to maintain operator 
certification in accordance with O.Reg. 128/03. The Water/Wastewater Supervisor compiles a 
list of recommended training based upon discussions with the operators and a review of any 
applicable legislation or regulations. 

All personnel are aware of the relevance of their duties and how those duties affect safe 
drinking water. This awareness is communicated to operators when necessary, DWQMS 
updates conducted by the Infrastructure and Operations Manager and MOE Inspection 
Summaries provided by the Director of Operations and Engineering to the Owner when 
necessary. 
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11. PERSONNEL COVERAGE 

The Waterworks division is staffed from Monday to Friday, 7:30am to 4:00pm. The scheduled 
hours of work for the Water/Wastewater Supervisor and Operators is 7:30am to 4:00pm. The 
scheduled hours of work for the Infrastructure and Operations Manager and Director of 
Operations and Engineering is 8:30am to 4:30pm Monday to Friday. 

See Procedure OP11 . 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP11 

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Personnel Coverage Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 1 13 07 09 

REV 04 06 14 
20 03 15 

APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Infrastructure and Operations 
Manager (Quality Management System 
Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure is a guide for Water/Wastewater Department staff to the 
protocol for personnel coverage. 

PERSONNEL COVERAGE PROCEDURE 

1. The Overall Responsible Operator (ORO) is the Water/Wastewater Supervisor. In 
the event of his absence, the Water/Wastewater Supervisor assigns an operator to 
assume the role of ORO and is identified in the logbook. Regulation 128/04, Section 
23 shall be followed . This assignment is to be posted on the notice board at the 
Water and Wastewater Operations Facility and emailed to the Infrastructure and 
Operations Manager, Director of Operations and Engineering and to the 
Administrative Assistant and other relevant staff. The notification is filed in the ORO 
Binder and retained at the Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase in 
the office of the Administrative Assistant. 

2. The on-call operator is assigned by the Water/Wastewater Supervisor on a rotating 
basis to respond to after-hours and weekend concerns. A security check of the two 
booster stations are made regularly as required during normal working hours. The 
on-call operator conducts security checks on weekends and statutory holidays as 
required. 

3. The Town maintains an after-hours number (905-476-4301) for water related 
concerns. At that time the caller is prompted. Customer complaints related to the 
distribution system, which require immediate attention, are directed to the on-call 
operator. 

4. A single operator following standard operational procedures can address the majority 
of off-hour concerns. If the nature of the concern requires additional staff, the on-call 
operator can request assistance from any of the other licensed operators. Contact 
information for all operators is documented in the on-call binder, readily accessible to 
the on-call operator. The 24/7 coverage ensures that sufficient personnel are 
available at all times such that safe drinking water is provided to the public. 

5. In the event of a water related emergency, the on-call operator shall follow the 
Emergency Control Protocol found in Appendix A. 

I PROCEDURE NO: OP11 I PAGE: 1 of 1 
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12. COMMUNICATION 

The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that communication of the QMS is carried out. A 
Communication Checklist has been developed and is attached as Table 5. Any issue that is 
determined by the QMS Representative to effectively maintain the QMS will be communicated 
and documented on the communications checklist. All revisions to documents including the 
Operational Plan shall be documented in the revision binder. The QMS Rep shall determine a 
suitable means to effectively communicate these revisions to personnel and log such on the 
communications checklist. 

See Procedure OP12. 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP12 

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Communications Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 2 13 07 09 

REV 04 06 14 
APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/lnfrastructrue and Operations 
Manager (Quality Management System 
Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure is a guide for Water/Wastewater Department staff to the 
protocol for communications and to ensure that communication of the QMS is carried 
out. 

COMMUNCIATION PROCEDURE 

1. Communication to Owner 

Top Management communicates to Council with Summary Reports and an Annual 
Drinking Water Report. ~elevant aspects of the Quality Management System will be 
included in the Summary Report to Council. 

The Reports to Council and Resolutions are maintained at the Operations Centre in the 
Reports to Council binder located in the bookcase in the office of the Administrative 
Assistant. 

2. Communication to Water/Wastewater Operators 

Personnel in the Department of Operations and Engineering of the Water/Wastewater 
Division will be informed of the QMS and any changes or updates to it through meetings 
when necessary and by way of replacement of documents through the 
Water/Wastewater Supervisor as set out in OP5. 

Information sessions for staff shall be conducted to effectively communicate the 
DWQMS to personnel. 

3. Communication to Suppliers 

Essential suppliers shall receive relevant information regarding the QMS from the Town, 
if and when necessary. Top Management will be copied on all relevant communication 
to essential suppliers. The Water Quality Policy will be included in the cover letter during 
the Agreement and Purchase Order process. 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP12 

4. Communication to Public 

Consumers (public) will be informed of relevant aspects of the QMS as part of the 
Annual Drinking Water Report. 

The Town of Georgina's QMS Policy is posted at the Civic Centre, at the Operations 
Centre and at the Water and Wastewater Operations Facility. It can also be viewed on 
the municipal web site: 

http:llwww.town.georqina.on.ca/PDF!eng-waterworks-quality-management-policv.pdf 

The QMS Representative shall use the Communication Checklist to document how 
relevant aspects of the Quality Management System are communicated. 

I PROCEDURE NO: OP12 I PAGE: 2 of 2 
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13. ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 

During implementation of the QMS the Implementation Team identified all supplies and services 
which were determined to be essential for the delivery of safe drinking water. 

The Town's Essential Supplies and Services List is provided on page 22 of Appendix A and is 
reviewed as necessary by the Water/Wastewater Supervisor, operators and the Administrative 
Assistant to ensure that it is accurate and up-to-date. Phone numbers, fax numbers and contact 
names are included on the list to ensure procurement of services. 

Where applicable, supplies must meet AWWA and ANSI standards. 

See Procedure OP13. 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP13 

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Essential Supplies and Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 
Services 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 2 13 07 09 

REV 04 06 14 
APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Infrastructure and Operations 
Manager (Quality Management System 
Representative} 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure is a guide for Water/Wastewater Department staff to the 
protocol for the means of procurement of essential supplies and services. 

ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES AND SERVICES PROCEDURE 

1. Agreements will be sent to all companies identified on the Essential Supplies and 
Services List found on page 23 of the Emergency Response Plan. 

2. Signed Agreements will be returned and a Purchase Order will be issued ensuring 
procurement. All signed Agreements and Purchase Orders will be retained at the 
Operations Centre in a labeled binder in the bookcase in the office of the 
Administrative Assistant. 

3. Purchase Orders ensure the availability of supplies during normal business hours. 
To ensure procurement after hours, a Shared Resources Listing and an Emergency 
Contact List can be found on pages 24 and 25 of the Emergency Response Plan. 
Waterworks staff can use this list to borrow supplies from neighbouring 
Municipalities. 

4. Licensed Operators will review the quality of essential supplies in as much as they 
may affect drinking water quality. 

5. Licensed Operators shall oversee service providers in as much as the service they 
provide may affect drinking water quality. 

6. The Water/Wastewater Supervisor (ORO) and the QMS Representative (Operations 
Manager) will review the quality of essential supplies and services as required. 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP13 

The review shall consist of: 

Supplies: Services: 

- Availability -Availability and response time 
- Quality of supplies - Quality of workmanship 
- Updated contact information - Updated contact information 
-Pricing -Pricing 

Any relevant changes will be documented in Table 5 as described in Procedure OP12 
(Procedure for Communication). 
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14. REVIEW AND PROVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

The infrastructure for the Town of Georgina consists of a water distribution system, two booster 
stations and monitoring equipment. The water distribution system that the Town operates and 
maintains consists of watermains, valves, hydrants, meters and service connections to 
customer's property lines. 

See Procedure OP14. 
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SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Review and Provision of Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 
Infrastructure 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 1 13 07 09 

REV 31 01 11 
04 06 14 

APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Infrastructure and Operations 
Manager (Quality Management System 
Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure was developed to document how infrastructure needs will be 
identified. 

REVIEW AND PROVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE PROCEDURE 

1. Infrastructure needs will be identified through waterworks personnel assessments, 
water quality trends and customer complaints. See file W.0.40 - Infrastructure -
Provisions, Maintenance, Rehabilitation (Elements 14 and 15). 

2. During annual budget preparations the Director of Operations and Engineering (Top 
Management) and the Infrastructure and Operations Manager (QMS Representative) 
will review the Town of Georgina's infrastructure necessary to operate and maintain 
the Keswick-Sutton Distribution System. 

3. The needs of the infrastructure deemed necessary to operate and maintain the Town 
of Georgina's water distribution system will be prioritized and the Director of 
Operations and Engineering will communicate these needs to Council (Owner) 
during the Budget Review and Approval Process. 
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15. INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTENANCE, REHABILITATION AND RENEWAL 

The following routine planned maintenance is conducted on the Town of Georgina's water 
distribution system: 

Annual programs have been developed for: 

• Winter checks of all hydrants 
• Routine inspections of the Wexford and Joes Dales Booster stations 
• Swabbing program ($1 0,000) 
• Hydrant replacement ($50,000) 
• Valve cycling/exercising as time allows 

All maintenance activities are scheduled and communicated to staff by the Water/Wastewater 
Supervisor. The effectiveness of the Maintenance Programs is reviewed by the QMS 
Representative and the Water/Wastewater Supervisor as part of the preparation for budget 
expenditures. The effectiveness of the maintenance programs are monitored through water 
quality sampling results and repairs from the previous years. Watermain and equipment 
replacement is conducted on an as-needed basis. The maintenance programs are 
communicated to Council during the budget review process. 

16. SAMPLING AND MONITORING 

(a) Sampling and monitoring procedures for the distribution system can be found in the 
Standard Operating Procedures Manual. 

See: WWW1- Drinking Water Sampling and Testing- Microbiology 
WWW2- Drinking Water Sampling and Testing -Chemical 
WWW3- Drinking Water Sampling and Testing- Lead 
WWW4 -Water Quality Monitoring 
WWWS -Adverse Water Quality Reporting 

Procedure WWW4 -Water Quality Monitoring of dead end watermains and low flow areas was 
developed to monitor the conditions most challenging to our distribution system. 

(b) The Town receives treated water from The Regional Municipality of York by means of two 
water treatment plants. The Region has developed a DWQMS Operational Plan and their 
sampling procedures are carried out as per legal requirements in Ontario Regulation 170/03 and 
169/03. 

(c) Sampling, testing and monitoring results are communicated to the Owner through the 
Summary Report prepared by the Director of Operations and Engineering. 
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17. MEASUREMENT AND RECORDING EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION AND 

MAINTENANCE 

All equipment inspected by Operators for performance verification is set out in Procedure 
WWW7. The portable chlorine analyzers are calibrated according to the manufacturer's 
procedure. The calibration of the water quality field testing equipment is contracted to qualified 
suppliers. The Water/Wastewater Supervisor schedules all annual inspections for equipment 
calibration and maintenance. Maintenance/Equipment Record Inspection Reports are kept at 
the Water & Wastewater Operations Facility in the file room. 

See Standard Operating Procedure WWW7- Field Test Kit Calibration and Standards Check. 

18. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

The Town of Georgina has an Emergency Plan in accordance with the Civil Management 
Protection Act. 

The Department of Operations and Engineering, Water/Wastewater Division has also prepared 
an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) for water quality related emergencies. The ERP can be 
found at Appendix A 

The Procedure the Town uses to maintain a State of Emergency Preparedness is our 
Emergency Response Plan. 
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19. INTERNAL AUDITS 

Internal audits will be conducted to ensure that the Quality Management System (QMS) 
conforms to the requirements of the Drinking Water Quality Management Standards (DWQMS). 
These requirements include ensuring that the QMS has been effectively implemented and 
properly maintained. 

See Procedure OP19. 
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SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Internal Audits Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 2 13 07 09 

REV 04 06 14 
APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Infrastructure and Operations 
Manager (Quality Management System 
Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure is a guide for Water/Wastewater Department staff to the 
protocol of Internal Audits. 

INTERNAL AUDIT PROCEDURE 

The Northern Six (N6) Municipalities in York Region formed a subgroup of Internal 
Auditors. It has been determined that an effective method of conducting an internal 
audit is to audit a neighbouring municipality. 

1. Subgroup Criteria 

• Internal audits of the OMS's will be conducted by members of the N6 Internal Audit 
Subgroup. 

• All lead auditors shall be qualified by having attended a recognized 2 day MOE 
approved training course 

• All auditors shall at minimum have attended the MOE pilot Internal Auditor workshop 
• A lead auditor shall be identified prior to conducting all audits 

2. Frequency and Scope 

• Internal audits are to be conducted at least once every 12 months 
• Each element of the DWQMS is to be audited at least once every 12 months 

All internal audits shall consider previous internal and external audit results 

3. Audit Structure and Record Keeping Requirements 

Internal audits conducted by the N6 subgroup shall be completed using the following 
guidelines to structure the audit and provide suitable record keeping : 

a) Start an Audit File which clearly identifies Auditee, Auditor(s) and designates a Lead 
Auditor. 

b) Select an audit date. 
c) Preparation for audit as per approved internal auditor training. 
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d) The Audit Checklist shall be created and maintained by the Lead Auditor as a 
guideline for record keeping purposes for conducting the interviews and document 
review during the audit. 

e) Lead Auditor conducts opening meeting. 
f) Lead Auditor conducts audit (identifying non conformances). 
g) Lead Auditor conducts closing meeting (identifying non conformances). 
h) Lead Auditor prepares Audit Report identifying non-conformances and issuing 

corrective action requests (CARs). 
i) Town of Georgina prepares follow up of CARs. 
j) CARs are responded to, response is documented and included prior to Management 

Review. 
k) The Internal Audit file is closed when CARs responses are submitted for 

Management Review. 
I) Internal Audit files will be stored at the Operations Centre and filed in the central file 

room in file number W.0.29. Internal Audit Files will be retained for 10 years and 
disposed of by the Infrastructure and Operations Manager at year end. Disposal of 
Internal Audit files will occur through use of the Town's Confidential Paper Shredding 
and Recycling System. 
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20. MANAGEMENT REVIEW 

The procedure defines the Management Review process which will evaluate the continual 
suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the QMS. 

See Procedure OP20. 
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Corporation of the Town of Georgina Procedure No: OP20 

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY: 
Procedure for Management Review Drinking Water Quality Management Standard 

DEPARTMENT: PAGES: DAY MONTH YEAR 
Operations and Engineering 2 13 07 09 

REV 04 06 14 
APPROVED BY: CONTACT POSITION FOR INFO: 
Director of Engineering and Public Works Director of Operations and 

Engineering/Infrastructure and Operations 
Manager (Quality Management System 
Representative) 

OBJECTIVE 

The following procedure was developed to document the protocol for Management 
Review. 

MANAGEMENT REVIEW PROCEDURE 

The Director of Operations and Engineering shall: 

a) Ensure that the Management Review be conducted once every 12 months; 

b) Considers the results of previous Management Reviews and identify deficiencies and 
action items to address the deficiencies; 

c) Provide a records of any decision and action items related to the Management 
Review including the personnel responsible for delivering the action items and the 
proposed timelines for their implementation; 

d) Reports the results of the Management Review, the identified deficiencies, decisions 
and action items to the Owner (if relevant); 

e) The annual Management Review shall consider: 

1. MOE Inspection Report 
2. Incidents of regulatory non-compliance 
3. Incidents of adverse drinking water tests 
4. Annual Drinking Water Report including all analytical records chlorine/residual 

flushing logs, daily chlorine residuals logs and lead sampling results as mandated by 
the Ministry of the Environment 

5. Deviations from Critical control limits and response actions 
6. The efficiency of the risk assessment process 
7. Results of internal and 3rd party audits 
8. Results of emergency response testing and training 
9. Follow-up on action items from previous management reviews 
10. Status of managements action items (if any) identified between reviews 
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11. Changes in resource requirements, infrastructure, process, personnel, the DWQMS 
or regulations that could effect the QMS 

12. Operational Performance Data : 

i) Number of watermain breaks 
ii) Number of emergency repairs 
iii) Number of planned repairs 
iv) Fire Hydrants repairs/replacements 
v) Review of Fire Hydrant summaries from the Fire Department 

-these logs are to be kept at the Water and Wastewater Operations Facility 
vi) Curb Stop repairs/replacements 
vii) Locations as to where high and low chlorine residuals found 

13. The resources needed to maintain the QMS 
14. Operational plan status, content changes and updates 
15. Staff suggestions 
16. Results of infrastructure review 
17. Consumer feedback 

During the review of the above, deficiencies shall be identified and ACTION ITEMS shall 
be delegated to correct the deficiency. All deficiencies are to be documented along with 
personnel delegated to correct the deficiency. Such action items shall be clearly 
documented including what the deficiency is, how it is to be corrected, who is 
responsible to lead the corrective measure and the timeline necessary to correct the 
deficiency. 

The results of the Management Review including identified deficiencies, decisions and 
action items shall be summarized and presented to Town Council along with the Annual 
Summary Report. 
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21. CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT 

The Town of Georgina shall strive to continually improve the effectiveness of the Quality 
Management System. Areas identified to provide such continual improvement include: 

• Internal audits and the corresponding corrective actions 
• Management reviews and the action items which correct deficiencies in the quality 

management system 

Continual Improvements which are made to the QMS shall be summarized in this 
section of the Operational Plan (see Appendix B) and shall provide justification to the 
benefit of maintaining such a system. These continual improvements are important in 
the Town of Georgina's commitment to provide safe drinking water to the consumer. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Through water supplied by the Region of York, the Town of Georgina provides potable 
water to nearly 14,000 connections throughout the Town. The fee structure for water 
service in the Town includes a flat fixed quarterly charge plus a consumption charge 
for each cubic metre of water consumed. The Town recovers its costs though user fees 
charged to its customers on the basis of a full cost recovery system. 

In early 2012, Hemson completed both a Water and Wastewater Financial Plan for 
the Town consistent with the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act (the 
SDWA) and its associated regulation Ontario Regulation 453/07 (O.Reg 453/07). The 
plan was prepared as part of a five submission requirement process for obtaining a 
municipal drinking water licence under the SDWA. The Town’s Drinking Water 
Licence is set to expire in early 2016 and is required to be updated which therefore 
initiated this study process. As part of this process, Hemson was also retained to 
calculate/determine utility rates required over the long-term to fund expenditures. The 
results of this analysis is summarized in the Appendix of this report and is consistent 
with the draft results presented to Council in early March 2016. 

The updated Water Financial Plan will be prepared consistent with requirements of 
the Safe Drinking Water Act (the SDWA) and its associated regulation Ontario 
Regulation 453/07. The Water Financial Plan is part of the process required for the 
Town to renew its municipal drinking water license under the SDWA. The 
preparation of a financial plan requires a thorough analysis of operating and capital 
needs, as well as consideration of available funding sources. 

The financial plan includes specific statements such as: statement of operations, 
statement of financial position, and statement of cash flow. In addition, a statement 
of net financial assets/debt has been prepared. Although this statement is not required 
under O.Reg 453/07, it does provide further information about the financial 
performance of the Town’s water system. Section two of the report explains each 
statement in greater detail.  

The financial plan is prepared for a ten-year period from 2016-2025. For the purpose 
of this report, 2016 will be used as the reference year.  
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II BACKGROUND 

In February 2012, the Town of Georgina approved a Water Financial Plan as one of 
the submission requirements necessary in obtaining a municipal drinking water licence 
under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 (SDWA). The Town is now required to 
update the financial plan to renew their drinking water license. This Water Financial 
Plan applies to all areas of the Town serviced by water. 

Financial Plans are defined in section 30(1) of the SDWA as follows: 

(a) Financial plans that satisfy the requirements of subsection (2), but only if, 

(i) Bill 175 (Sustainable Water and Sewage Systems Act, 2002) receives 
Royal Assent, and 

(ii) Sections 3 and 9 of Bill 175 (Sustainable Water and Sewage Systems 
Act, 2002) are in force, or 

(b) Financial plans that satisfy the requirements prescribed by the Minister, in any other case, 
2002, c. 32, s. 30(1). 

At this time, Bill 175 (Sustainable Water and Sewage Systems Act, 2002) is not in 
force however, the specific requirements of s.30 (1) part b are outlined in O.Reg. 
453/07. 

The SDWA and O. Reg. 453/07 include the following general requirements for a 
financial plan: 

 mandatory for all municipal water systems and recommended for wastewater 
systems; 

 include a planning horizon of at least six years (commencing when the system 
first serves the public, for new systems); 

 completed and approved by the later of July 1, 2010 and the date that is six 
months after the first licence is issued; 

 may be amended and additional information may be included beyond what is 
prescribed, as necessary; and 

 be approved by Council resolution indicating that the drinking water system is 
financially viable. 

 
As noted, in February 2012 the Council of the Town of Georgina approved the Water 
Financial Plan and passed resolution #C2012-0053 deeming the water systems to be 
financially viable. The Town is now required to update the financial plan to renew 
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their drinking water license. The financial plan requirement for a licence renewal 
generally mirrors the requirements to obtain a licence for a new system under the 
SDWA. In accordance with the regulation, this financial plan will apply to the first 
year to which the drinking water system’s existing municipal drinking water licence 
would expire (in 2016). 

In addition to the above noted general requirements, the following specific statements 
are required in the financial plan: 

Statement of Operations 

This statement includes details on the projected financial operations itemized by total 
revenues, total expenses, annual surplus/deficit, and the cumulative surplus/deficit for 
each year in which the financial plan applies. An annual surplus represents funds 
available to the Town to fund non operating expenses such as the acquisition of 
tangible capital assets, principal payments on debt, and transfers to replenish or grow 
the reserve and reserve funds. The Statement of Operations is discussed in more detail 
later in this report and is shown as Table 1.  

Statement of Financial Position 

This statement includes details on the financial position itemized by total financial 
assets, total liabilities, net debt, non-financial assets, and tangible capital assets. In 
recording the tangible capital assets, the Town is able to account for their ability to 
provide for future benefits. A net financial asset position on this statement indicates 
whether the water or wastewater system has the financial resources required to fund 
its future operations. The Statement of Financial Position is discussed in more detail 
later in this report and is shown as Table 2. 

Statement of Cash Flow 

This statement provides information on the generation and use of cash resources.  The 
gross cash receipts/payments are itemized by: operating; capital; investing and 
financial transactions. By itemizing the cash receipts and payments by category allows 
the reader to understand where the cash is being generated (i.e. Operating water rates), 
and how the cash is being used (i.e. Capital and operating expenses). 
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Statement of Net Financial Assets/Debt 

While this statement is not required under O.Reg 453/07, it does provide further 
information about the financial performance of the Town’s water systems. The 
Statement of Net Financial Assets/Debt provides information on whether the revenue 
generated is sufficient to support the operating and tangible capital asset costs. The 
statement also reconciles the difference between the annual surplus/deficit and the 
change in net financial assets/debt for the period. 

It should be noted the amounts in each of the prescribed tables are unaudited for 
planning purposes and the actual results may differ from the figures outlined in this 
plan. The remainder of the study sets out the information and analysis upon which the 
statements were prepared. 

Section III includes a discussion on the key inputs and documents used to develop the 
financial plan consistent with the governing legislation.  

Section IV includes the Statement of Operations, Statement of Financial Position, 
Statement of Cash Flows, and Statement of Change in Net Financial Assets/Debt that 
form the Water Financial Plan.   

Section V includes the Notes and Assumptions to the financial plan. Assumptions 
used in the preparation of the statements are included in this section. 

Section VI provides some concluding comments and items to consider moving 
forward.  
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III KEY INPUTS 

This chapter discusses the key inputs and documents used to develop the financial 
plan consistent with the governing legislation. The costs, revenues and assumptions 
used in preparing the financial projections are based on the Town’s data such as the 
2016 operating budget and the prioritized long-term capital plan prepared as part of 
the criticality analysis, the year-end reserve continuity schedules and other relevant 
information provided by staff. The five key financial inputs discussed below drive the 
prescribed statements outlined in Section II and are described in more detail in 
Section IV of this report.  

1. Expenditure and Revenue Forecast  

The expenditure and revenue forecast is based upon the information obtained from 
the Town’s 2016 operating budget. This plan includes a forecast of operating 
expenditures and revenues to 2025. The Town recovers most of its costs through user 
fees charged to its customers that include a flat fixed quarterly charge plus a variable 
rate charged for each cubic metre of water consumed. The forecast of expenditures and 
revenues is shown in Appendix A as Table 1.   

Some main assumptions used to derive the operating and revenue projections are as 
follows: 

 Expenditures will increase annually as follows: 

o Water Purchases costs are forecasted to increase at the rate prescribed by 
the Region of York for all water purchased by the Town; 

o Salaries, Wages and Benefits - 2% per annum;  
o Hydro and Utilities – 3-5% per annum; 
o Other Operating and Maintenance Costs - 2% per annum. 

 Local improvement revenue is expected to remain constant throughout the 
planning period; 
 

 Other Non-metered water revenues will increase at a rate of 2% per annum. 
 

 Annual metered water billings are projected to increase at an average rate of 
8% per annum. 

2. Capital Expenditures 

The Town’s capital budget forecast used in preparing the financial plan is outlined in 
Appendix A, Table 2. This table identifies the cumulative cost for all in-year capital 
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projects over the planning period and identifies the annual funding sources as outlined 
by Town staff and Council. It should be noted that the non-growth related capital 
program includes all the capital costs which have been identified though the criticality 
analysis report recently prepared for the Town.  

3. Reserve Fund Statements 

Water Reserves 

The 2015 Water Reserve Fund opening balance was provided by Town staff. The 
projected transfers to and from the Water Reserve Fund are outlined in Appendix A 
as Table 3. The reserve fund statements account for all funds in the Town’s water 
reserve, including; contingency funds, funds to replace equipment, monies for the 
Town’s existing debenture and money available to fund asset repair and replacement 
activities. These funds can also be used to stabilize irregular expenditures requirements. 

Development Charge Reserve Fund – Water Services  

The Development Charge Reserve Fund is used to fund growth-related capital projects 
outlined in the Town’s Development Charges Background Study. The timing and 
costs of each project is subject to change based on annual capital budget reviews. It 
should be noted that the Town is currently undertaking a Development Charges 
Background Study as part of the 5-year review, and therefore, the draft results of that 
study have been incorporated into this document. 

4. Debt Repayment 

As at December 31, 2015, the Town had an outstanding debt of $4.24 million relating 
to the Willow Beach Servicing project. Council approved Local Improvement 
Charges levied against the benefitting property owners for the purposes of repayment 
of this debt. It is anticipated that the Town will receive debt financing to fund the 
Dalton Road Watermain works ($6.0 million) in 2017 – the debt will be paid by way 
of future utility rates. A summary of existing debt is illustrated in Appendix A as Table 
4. 

5. Tangible Capital Asset Analysis (TCA) 

The Town’s PSAB TCA data was used to develop financial information related to the 
water systems assets. The statements included are not audited documents and contain 
estimates and assumptions as described below. 

The following assumptions were made in regard to tangible capital assets: 

 The amortization of assets is based on straight line depreciation; 2016 
amortization was calculated using the Town’s data.; 

 The useful life of each asset, as included in the Town’s asset register, was 
included in the calculation of amortization; 
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 It is assumed that no write-offs occurred in any of the years; 
 It is assumed that there were no gains or losses on the disposal of assets (assets 

were disposed when they had reached the end of their useful life and therefore 
the historic cost is equal to accumulated depreciation); and 

 Contributed assets were unknown and therefore not included in the forecast. 

A summary of the tangible capital asset balances for the Town’s water system can be 
found in Appendix A as Table 5. 
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IV WATER FINANCIAL PLAN 

This section summarizes the complete financial plan for the Town’s water systems. 
The financial plan represents a forecast or projection of the Town’s future financial 
position. The statements included in this study are not audited documents and contain 
estimates and assumptions as described in Section V of this report.  

 
A. STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS – TABLE 1 

The Statement of Operations provides information on the revenues and expenses 
generated from the water system in each year. An annual surplus will be generated 
where annual revenues exceed annual expenses for the year. Conversely, where the 
expenses exceed the revenues, an annual deficit will result. The annual surplus is 
available to fund non-operating expenses such as the acquisition of tangible capital 
assets, principal payments on debt, and transfers to replenish or grow the reserve funds.  

In 2016, the projected revenue is $5.95 million with expenditures of $5.81 million.  
As revenues exceed expenses, an annual surplus is projected of approximately 
$142,000. The beginning period accumulated surplus of $52.94 million is equal to the 
opening reserve fund balances, plus tangible capital assets, and less any debt 
obligations and deferred revenue. A reconciliation of this amount can be found in 
Table 5. The Town’s forecasted Statement of Operations indicates an annual surplus 
for all years projected, with the accumulated surplus growing by approximately $15.45 
million. This supports the Town’s need to grow its reserve funds to pay for the repair 
and replacement of the Town’s capital assets.  
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Table
Ref # 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Revenues
Water Sales
Metered A.1 $5,058 $5,602 $6,114 $6,748 $7,433 $8,009 $8,516 $9,003 $9,524 $10,074

Other  A.1 $893 $897 $901 $905 $910 $914 $919 $924 $928 $933
Earned DC Revenue  (1) A.3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Interest Earned $0 $95 $124 $123 $134 $159 $119 $89 $65 $52
Total Revenue $5,951 $6,594 $7,139 $7,776 $8,477 $9,082 $9,554 $10,015 $10,517 $11,059

Expenditures
Amortization Expense A.5 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865
Interest on Debt Expense A.4 $198 $184 $303 $275 $246 $216 $184 $152 $118 $83
Operating Expense A.1 $4,746 $5,131 $5,371 $5,667 $5,980 $6,160 $6,370 $6,587 $6,841 $7,109

Total Expenditures $5,809 $6,179 $6,539 $6,807 $7,091 $7,241 $7,419 $7,604 $7,824 $8,057

Annual Surplus/(Deficit) $142 $415 $600 $969 $1,386 $1,841 $2,134 $2,411 $2,694 $3,002

Annual Surplus/(Deficit) $142 $415 $600 $969 $1,386 $1,841 $2,134 $2,411 $2,694 $3,002
Accumulated Surplus, Beginning of Period 5 $52,944 $53,086 $53,501 $54,100 $55,069 $56,456 $58,297 $60,431 $62,842 $65,536
Accumulated Surplus, End of Period $53,086 $53,501 $54,100 $55,069 $56,456 $58,297 $60,431 $62,842 $65,536 $68,538

Note 1: Indicates the amount of funds needed to support in‐year growth related capital transactions. 

Table 1
Town of Georgina

Statement of Operations
in $000's
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B. STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION – TABLE 2 

The Statement of Financial Position provides information on the assets and liabilities 
of the Town’s water systems. Net Financial Asset/(Debt) is the difference between 
assets and liabilities. A position of net financial assets occurs when assets are greater 
than liabilities. Conversely, net financial debt occurs when liabilities exceed their 
assets. A net financial assets position implies that the system has the financial 
resources required to fund its future operations. A net financial debt position indicates 
that future revenues will be required to pay for past transactions. In 2016, the Town is 
projected to have $5.28 million in liabilities related to the outstanding debt associated 
with the Willow Beach servicing project ($5.23 million) and deferred revenue 
($44,000). The total financial assets in 2016 are $2.75 million resulting in a net 
financial debt position of $2.53 million. The Town will be in a net financial debt 
position through to 2025, although the debt position does diminish as the existing 
debt is progressively paid down even with new debt incurred to fund the Dalton Road 
Watermain in 2017. 

The Statement of Financial Position also provides information on the Town’s tangible 
capital assets.  The reporting of tangible capital assets is a new requirement under 
PS3150 of the Public Sector Accounting Board.  Previous to 2009, the costs to acquire 
or construct capital assets were expensed in the year in which they occur.  As of 2009 
municipalities are required to capitalize their assets and account for their ability to 
provide future benefits. An increase in the tangible capital asset balance suggests that 
new assets have been acquired and a decrease in the balance indicates the disposal, 
write down or use of assets.     
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Table
Ref # 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Financial Assets
Cash 3 $2,745 $3,598 $3,611 $3,957 $4,682 $3,578 $2,736 $2,083 $1,740 $1,614
Total Assets $2,745 $3,598 $3,611 $3,957 $4,682 $3,578 $2,736 $2,083 $1,740 $1,614

Liabilities
Debt A.4 $5,233 $10,917 $10,044 $9,143 $8,213 $7,253 $6,261 $5,237 $4,179 $3,086
Deferred Revenue A.3 $44 $64 $88 $115 $146 $181 $207 $236 $266 $299
Total Liabilities $5,277 $10,981 $10,132 $9,258 $8,359 $7,434 $6,468 $5,472 $4,445 $3,385

Net Financial Assets/(Debt) ($2,531) ($7,383) ($6,521) ($5,301) ($3,677) ($3,856) ($3,732) ($3,389) ($2,705) ($1,771)

Non‐Financial Assets
Tangible Capital Assets 1,5 $55,617 $60,884 $60,621 $60,370 $60,132 $62,153 $64,163 $66,232 $68,241 $70,308

Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit) $53,086 $53,501 $54,100 $55,069 $56,456 $58,297 $60,431 $62,842 $65,536 $68,538

Table 2
Town of Georgina

Statement of Financial Position
in $000's
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C. STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW – TABLE 3 

The Statement of Cash Flow provides information on the generation and use of cash 
resources in the following categories: operating; capital; investments; and financing 
activities. The statement describes how the cash from operations ($1.02 million) will 
be used to support the 2016 capital transactions ($764,000) and financing transactions 
($301,000). The difference between the total cash generated and cash used, results in 
an increase or decrease in cash and cash equivalents. Therefore, 2016 results indicate 
a decrease in cash and cash equivalents of $44,000. The Town will see an increase in 
cash and cash equivalents in 2017 until 2020 and a decrease for the remaining years 
where funds are required to pay for significant capital repair and replacement works as 
prescribed through the criticality analysis recently prepared. 

The beginning of period cash and cash equivalents is equal to the water reserves and 
development charge reserve funds on hand at the start of the period. The Town’s cash 
position decreases from $2.75 million in 2016 to $1.62 million in 2025. The decrease 
in cash position is largely due to the significant capital works being funded through 
the utility rates over the period. That being said, capital expenditures in the 
proceeding ten-year time frame (post 2025) are expected to be at a more manageable 
level and the Town will be able to fund in-year expenses and grow reserves. 

The Town’s ending cash position of $1.62 million in 2025 indicates the amount of 
funds available to fund capital works.  

 
D. STATEMENT OF CHANGE IN NET FINANCIAL ASSETS/DEBT – TABLE 4 

The Statement of Change in Net Financial Assets/Debt provides information on 
whether the revenue generated is sufficient to support the operating and tangible 
capital assets costs.  The statement also reconciles the difference between the annual 
surplus/deficit and the change in net financial assets/debt for the period. The 
statement outlines that the surplus ($142,000) and amortization ($865,000) exceeds 
the forecasted capital expenditures of $764,000 resulting in a net asset for the year. 
The change in net financial assets is expected to be mostly positive with the exception 
of 2017 and 2021. The net financial debt position in 2017 and 2021 is a result of the 
construction of Dalton Road Watermain and the repair and replacement of other 
capital works in 2021.  
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Table
Ref # 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Operating Transactions
Annual Surplus/(Deficit) 1 $142 $415 $600 $969 $1,386 $1,841 $2,134 $2,411 $2,694 $3,002
Add: Amortization of TCA's 1 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865
Less: DC Revenue (1) 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Add: Development Charge Proceeds (2) A.3 $15 $21 $23 $27 $31 $35 $26 $28 $31 $33
Less: Interest Proceeds $0 ($95) ($124) ($123) ($134) ($159) ($119) ($89) ($65) ($52)

Cash Provided by Operating : $1,022 $1,206 $1,364 $1,738 $2,147 $2,583 $2,907 $3,216 $3,524 $3,848

Capital Transactions
Proceeds on Sale of Tangible Capital Assets $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Less: Cash Used to Acquire Tangible Capital Assets A.2 ($764) ($6,131) ($602) ($614) ($626) ($2,885) ($2,875) ($2,933) ($2,874) ($2,932)

Cash Applied to Capital ($764) ($6,131) ($602) ($614) ($626) ($2,885) ($2,875) ($2,933) ($2,874) ($2,932)

Investing Transactions
Proceeds from Investments $0 $95 $124 $123 $134 $159 $119 $89 $65 $52
Less: Cash Used to Acquire Investments $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Cash Provided by Investing $0 $95 $124 $123 $134 $159 $119 $89 $65 $52

Financing Transactions
Proceeds from Debt Issues 5 $0 $6,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Less: Debt Repayment (principal only) 5 ($301) ($316) ($873) ($901) ($930) ($960) ($992) ($1,024) ($1,058) ($1,093)

Cash Applied to Financing ($301) $5,684 ($873) ($901) ($930) ($960) ($992) ($1,024) ($1,058) ($1,093)

Increase/(Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents ($44) $853 $13 $346 $725 ($1,104) ($842) ($653) ($343) ($126)

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Beginning of Period 5 $2,789 $2,745 $3,598 $3,611 $3,957 $4,682 $3,578 $2,736 $2,083 $1,740
Increase/(Decrease) ($44) $853 $13 $346 $725 ($1,104) ($842) ($653) ($343) ($126)
End of Period $2,745 $3,598 $3,611 $3,957 $4,682 $3,578 $2,736 $2,083 $1,740 $1,614

Note 1: Indicates the amount of funds needed to support in‐year growth related (e.g. development charge) capital transactions. 
Note 2: Indicates the amount of funds generated annually from development charges (water component only)

Table 3
Town of Georgina

Statement of Cash Flow
In $000's
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Table
Ref # 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Annual Surplus/(Deficit) 1 $142 $415 $600 $969 $1,386 $1,841 $2,134 $2,411 $2,694 $3,002
Amortization of Tangible Capital Assets 5 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865
Less: Acquisition of Tangible Capital Assets 5 ($764) ($6,131) ($602) ($614) ($626) ($2,885) ($2,875) ($2,933) ($2,874) ($2,932)

Change in Net Financial Assets/(Debt) $242 ($4,852) $862 $1,220 $1,624 ($179) $124 $343 $684 $935

Net Financial Assets/(Debt)
Beginning of Period 5 ($2,773) ($2,531) ($7,383) ($6,521) ($5,301) ($3,677) ($3,856) ($3,732) ($3,389) ($2,705)
Increase/(Decrease) $242 ($4,852) $862 $1,220 $1,624 ($179) $124 $343 $684 $935
End of Period ($2,531) ($7,383) ($6,521) ($5,301) ($3,677) ($3,856) ($3,732) ($3,389) ($2,705) ($1,771)

Table 4
Town of Georgina

Statement of Change in Net Financial Assets/(Debt)
in $000's
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V NOTES AND ASSUMPTIONS TO FINANCIAL PLAN  

Section 3(2) of O Reg. 453/07 states that the information is required only if the 
information is known to the owner at the time the financial plan is prepared.  The 
assumptions used in preparing the financial plan are noted below.  

1. Cash 

The beginning of period Cash and Cash equivalents contained in the Statement of 
Cash Flows is the total of the opening balance of reserve funds.  The opening balances 
were unaudited at the time the financial plan was prepared and may change. 

2. Receivables and Payables 

It is assumed that the water receivables and payables are not significant and therefore 
have not been identified 

3. Debt 

As at December 31, 2015, the Town had an outstanding debt of $4.24 million relating 
to the Willow Beach Servicing project. Council approved Local Improvement 
Charges levied against the benefitting property owners for the purposes of repayment 
of this debt. It is anticipated that the Town will receive debt financing to fund the 
Dalton Road Watermain works ($6.0 million) in 2017 – the debt will be paid by way 
of future utility rates. 

4. Deferred Revenue 

Deferred revenue represents the development charge reserve fund balance.  For 
financial reporting purposes, development charges are deemed a liability until they are 
used to acquire or construct the infrastructure for which they were collected.  

5. Accumulated Surplus 

The accumulated surplus for all years in the forecast period is contained in Table 5. 

6. Lead Pipes 

Ontario Regulation 453/07 contains a requirement for municipalities to include in the 
financial plan the cost associated with replacing lead pipes that are part of the drinking 
water system. The Town currently does not have to replace any lead pipes and does 
not expect to replace any in the future. Therefore, no provision for lead pipe 
replacement is required for this plan. 
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Table
Ref # 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Accumulated Surplus consists of:
Opening Reserve Balance
Development Charges A.3 $29
Water Reserves A.3 $2,761

Total Reserve Balance $2,789
Less: Debt Obligations and Deferred Revenue A.3, A.4 ($5,563)
Add: Tangible Capital Assets A.5 $55,718

Total Opening Balance $52,944 $53,086 $53,501 $54,100 $55,069 $56,456 $58,297 $60,431 $62,842 $65,536
Add: Contributions to/(from) Reserves (excl DC)
Water Reserve A.3 ($59) $832 ($11) $319 $694 ($1,140) ($868) ($681) ($374) ($158)

Total Change in Reserve ($59) $832 ($11) $319 $694 ($1,140) ($868) ($681) ($374) ($158)
Add: Changes in TCA during the year
Capital Assets Acquired/(Disposed) A.2 $764 $6,131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932
Amortization of Capital Assets A.5 ($865) ($865) ($865) ($865) ($865) ($865) ($865) ($865) ($865) ($865)

Total Changes in Tangible Capital Assets ($101) $5,267 ($263) ($251) ($238) $2,021 $2,011 $2,068 $2,010 $2,067
Subtract Changes in Debt Position
New Debt (Dalton Road) A.2 $0 ($6,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Debt Repayment (principal only) A.4 $301 $316 $873 $901 $930 $960 $992 $1,024 $1,058 $1,093

Total Change in Debt $301 ($5,684) $873 $901 $930 $960 $992 $1,024 $1,058 $1,093
Total Ending Balance $53,086 $53,501 $54,100 $55,069 $56,456 $58,297 $60,431 $62,842 $65,536 $68,538

Town of Georgina
Table 5

in $000's
Reconciliation of Accumulated Surplus
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VI CONCLUDING COMMENTS  

The financial plan contained in this documents outlines that the Town’s drinking 
water systems are financially viable. It is fiscally prudent the Town continue to 
monitor their water operations to compare the accuracy of the financial projections 
with the actual results, as this will lead to improved planning in the future. 

Lastly, consistent with historical practice, the Town should revisit the water and 
wastewater utility rates at a minimum of every five years to continue to ensure that 
the utility rates are fully funding water and wastewater operations while sufficient 
funds are generated for the future repair and replacement of infrastructure.  
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Budget
2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Expenditures
Operating Costs
Salaries/Wages/ Benefits/Pensions $769 $785 $800 $816 $833 $849 $866 $884 $901 $919
Materials/Service/Rents/Maintenance $330 $337 $344 $351 $358 $365 $372 $379 $387 $395
Chemicals/Hydro/Utilities $95 $98 $103 $107 $112 $116 $121 $127 $132 $138
Sub‐Contracting $631 $644 $657 $670 $683 $697 $711 $725 $740 $755
Regional Water Charges $2,921 $3,266 $3,468 $3,723 $3,995 $4,133 $4,299 $4,472 $4,680 $4,903

$4,746 $5,131 $5,371 $5,667 $5,980 $6,160 $6,370 $6,587 $6,841 $7,109
Capital Related Costs
Capital from Current  $764 $6,131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932
Non‐Growth Related Debt $499 $499 $1,176 $1,176 $1,176 $1,176 $1,176 $1,176 $1,176 $1,176

$1,264 $6,631 $1,778 $1,790 $1,803 $4,062 $4,052 $4,109 $4,051 $4,108
Reserve Contribution
Contributions to/(from) Water Reserve (Asset Replacement) $705 $869 $468 $810 $1,186 $1,587 $1,889 $2,163 $2,436 $2,722

$705 $869 $468 $810 $1,186 $1,587 $1,889 $2,163 $2,436 $2,722

Total Expenditures $6,715 $12,631 $7,617 $8,267 $8,969 $11,809 $12,310 $12,860 $13,327 $13,939

Revenues
Water Billing Revenue  $5,058 $5,602 $6,114 $6,748 $7,433 $8,009 $8,516 $9,003 $9,524 $10,074
Non‐User Rate Revenues $893 $897 $901 $905 $910 $914 $919 $924 $928 $933
Contributions from reserve $764 $131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932
Debenture Requirements  $0 $6,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$6,715 $12,631 $7,617 $8,267 $8,969 $11,809 $12,310 $12,860 $13,327 $13,939

FORECAST

Appendix A ‐ Table 1
Town of Georgina

Operating Budget Forecast
in $000's
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Capital Program
Growth Related $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Non‐Growth Related ‐ Reserve Funded $764 $6,131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932
Total $764 $6,131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932

Revised Total $764 $6,131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932

Funding Sources
Transfer from Water Reserve $764 $131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Non‐Growth Related Debenture Requirements $0 $6,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Growth Related Debenture Requirements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total Funding $764 $6,131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932

Appendix A ‐ Table 2
Town of Georgina

Capital Budget Forecast
in $000's

Transfer From Development Charges  Reserve
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Water Reserves 

Opening Balance $2,761 $2,701 $3,534 $3,523 $3,842 $4,536 $3,397 $2,529 $1,847 $1,473
Transfer from Operating $705 $869 $468 $810 $1,186 $1,587 $1,889 $2,163 $2,436 $2,722
Transfer to Capital ($764) ($131) ($602) ($614) ($626) ($2,885) ($2,875) ($2,933) ($2,874) ($2,932)
Transfer to Operating $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Interest $0 $95 $124 $123 $134 $159 $119 $89 $65 $52
Ending Balance $2,701 $3,534 $3,523 $3,842 $4,536 $3,397 $2,529 $1,847 $1,473 $1,315
Debenture Requirements $0 $6,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2018 2019 2020

Development Charge Reserve (1)

Opening Balance $29 $44 $64 $88 $115 $146 $181 $207 $236 $266
Revenue $15 $19 $21 $24 $27 $30 $20 $21 $22 $23
Transfer to Capital $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Transfer to Operating (1) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Interest $0 $2 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 $8 $9
Ending Balance $44 $64 $88 $115 $146 $181 $207 $236 $266 $299
Debenture Requirements $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Note 1: Reserves only represent the water component of existing reserve fund balance

Interest on Positive Balance 3.5%
Interest on Negative Balance 5.5%

Appendix A ‐ Table 3
Town of Georgina

Reserve and Reserve Fund Continuity
in $000's
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Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest
Willow Beach Servicing Project $301 $198 $316 $184 $331 $168 $347 $152 $364 $136 $381 $118 $400 $100 $419 $81 $439 $61 $460 $39 $3,758 $1,237
Dalton Road Watermain ($6,000,000, 2.25%) $0 $0 $0 $0 $542 $135 $554 $123 $566 $110 $579 $98 $592 $85 $605 $71 $619 $58 $633 $44 $4,691 $723

$301 $198 $316 $184 $873 $303 $901 $275 $930 $246 $960 $216 $992 $184 $1,024 $152 $1,058 $118 $1,093 $83 $8,449 $1,960

Appendix A ‐ Table 4 
Town of Georgina

Debenture Schedule
in $000's

2022 Total2016 2017 2018 2019 2023 2024 20252020 2021
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(In $000) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Opening Tangible Capital Assets  $72,203 $72,967 $79,098 $79,700 $80,314 $80,941 $83,826 $86,702 $89,635 $92,509
Plus: Acquisitions ‐ Repair/Replacement $764 $6,131 $602 $614 $626 $2,885 $2,875 $2,933 $2,874 $2,932
Plus: Acquisitions ‐ Growth Related $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Less: Disposals $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Closing Tangible Capital Assets  $72,967 $79,098 $79,700 $80,314 $80,941 $83,826 $86,702 $89,635 $92,509 $95,441

Opening Accumulated Amortization $16,485 $17,350 $18,214 $19,079 $19,944 $20,809 $21,674 $22,538 $23,403 $24,268
Plus: Amortization Expense $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865 $865
Less: Amortization of Disposals $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Closing Accumulated Amortization $17,350 $18,214 $19,079 $19,944 $20,809 $21,674 $22,538 $23,403 $24,268 $25,133

Net Book Value $55,617 $60,884 $60,621 $60,370 $60,132 $62,153 $64,163 $66,232 $68,241 $70,308
Note: Amounts are unaudited for planning purposes only. Actual results will differ from the above 

in $000's
Summary of Tangible Capital Asset Balances ‐ Water Systems

Town of Georgina
Appendix A ‐ Table 5
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A Message from the Chief Drinking 
Water Inspector of Ontario

Safeguarding drinking 
water, now and for our 
future generations, is a 
vitally important role. It 
requires leadership, vigilance 
and ongoing collaboration 
between the province and 
Ontario municipalities. 

More than 80 per cent of 
Ontario’s population receives 
their drinking water from 

a municipal drinking water system. Drinking 
water quality and inspection results show that 
Ontario’s municipalities are achieving strong 
and consistent performance levels. It is because 
of this dedication to excellence at the municipal 
level that Ontario’s drinking water continues to 
be of the highest quality. 

As good as current results are, constant attention 
is needed to keep our drinking water safe. 

If you are a municipal councillor with decision-
making responsibilities for a municipal 
drinking water system or have oversight of 
an accredited operating authority, you have a 
serious and unique role in protecting the people 
of your community. This guide will help you 
understand your responsibilities under the Safe 
Drinking Water Act, 2002 and provide you with 
information on how Ontario’s drinking water is 
protected. It will help answer questions about 
your statutory standard of care responsibilities, 
and it provides some basic reference material on 
drinking water.

I look forward to continue working with 
municipalities to further improve how we protect 
and manage our water resources for the benefit 
of Ontarians.

Susan Lo  
Chief Drinking Water Inspector of Ontario

A Message from Ontario’s Chief 
Medical Officer of Health

Safe drinking water is one 
of the key pillars of public 
health in Ontario. Protection 
of our drinking water is a 
vital responsibility shared by 
many partners.

The Ministry of Health and 
Long-Term Care shares 
a strong commitment to 
excellence with the Ministry 
of the Environment and 
Climate Change by supporting Boards of Health 
and communities to provide safe drinking 
water in the province. Ontario’s Boards of 
Health work together with municipalities in 
many ways to protect the public, including 
when your community’s drinking water may 
not be safe for consumption. 

As municipal councillors with oversight 
responsibilities for municipal drinking water 
systems, you are a critical partner in providing 
safe drinking water to the people of Ontario.  
I encourage you to use this resource guide,  
in your paramount role, to help protect 
Ontario’s drinking water and keep your 
community healthy.

Dr. David Mowat  
Interim Chief Medical Officer of Health of Ontario

“Since Dr. John Snow’s 1854 
discovery in London, England, 
that drinking water could kill people by 
transmitting disease, the developed world 
has come a long way towards eliminating 
the transmission of water-borne disease. 
The Walkerton experience warns that 
we may have become victims of our own 
success, taking for granted our drinking 
water’s safety. The keynote in the future 
should be vigilance. We should never be 
complacent about drinking water safety.”

— Justice Dennis O’Connor,  

2002, Report of the Walkerton Inquiry
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
about your drinking water responsibilities

Ontarians expect safe, high quality drinking 
water. It is a matter vital to public health. As 
a member of a municipal council, you have 
an important role to play to ensure that your 
community has access to safe, high quality 
drinking water — and you are legally obliged 
to do so.

5Taking Care of Your Drinking Water: A Guide for Members of Municipal Councils

HERE ARE THREE THINGS TO REMEMBER 
AS A MUNICIPAL COUNCILLOR:

It’s Your Duty. The Safe Drinking Water Act, 
2002 includes a statutory standard of care for 
individuals who have decision-making authority 
over municipal drinking water systems or who 
oversee the operating authority of the system. 
This can extend to municipal councillors.  There 
are legal consequences for not acting as required 
by the standard of care, including possible fines 
or imprisonment. (Read more on page 9 of  
this guide.)

Be Informed.  Ask questions. Get answers. You 
don’t have to be an expert in drinking water 
operations, but you do need to be informed 
about them. Your decisions can have an impact 
on public health. Seek advice from those with 
expertise and act prudently on that advice. 
(Check your knowledge on page 14.)

Be Vigilant. Complacency can pose one of the 
greatest risks to drinking water systems. It is 
critical that you never take drinking water safety 
for granted or assume all is well with the drinking 
water systems under your care and direction. 
The health of your community depends on your 
diligent and prudent oversight of its drinking 
water. (Read how the actions of one municipal 
council impacted their community on page 11.)

“Water is unique as a local service. 
It is, of course, essential to human 
life and to the functioning of communities, 
(and) the consequences of a failure in the 
water system (are) most seriously felt by 
those who depend on it locally. Municipal 
ownership, and the ensuing responsibilities, 
should provide a high degree of public 
accountability in relation to the local water 
system.”

— Justice Dennis O’Connor, 2002,  
Report of the Walkerton Inquiry
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OVERSEEING DRINKING WATER

Protecting Ontario’s Drinking Water

Ontario has a comprehensive safety net to safeguard its 
drinking water from source to tap. It is a multi-faceted 
approach that helps prevent contamination, detects 
and solves water quality problems, enforces laws and 
regulations and increases people’s awareness of the 
importance of safe, high quality drinking water. 

Ontario’s drinking water protection safety net 
has eight components:

• A source-to-tap focus
• A strong legislative and regulatory framework
• Regulated health-based standards for  

drinking water
• Regular and reliable testing
• Swift, strong action on adverse water 

quality incidents
• Mandatory licensing, operator certification and 

training requirements
• A multi-faceted, compliance improvement tool kit
• Partnership, transparency and public engagement

What is our Multi-Faceted Approach?

Our multi-faceted approach is an integrated system of 
procedures, processes and tools that collectively prevent 
or reduce the contamination of drinking water from source 
to consumer in order to reduce risks to public health.

The multiple barriers include:

•	 Source protection to keep the raw water as clean 
as possible in order to lower the risk that hazards are 
present.

•	 Treatment to remove and/or neutralize hazards.
•	 Maintenance of the integrity of the distribution 

system to prevent recontamination after treatment.
•	 Monitoring programs to detect and act on system 

problems that could impair drinking water safety and to verify the performance of the system 
components and finished drinking water quality.

•	 Effective management systems including automatic control systems, well-developed 
responses and operating practices that are the ultimate means for protecting the safety of 
drinking water systems.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 2007, Implementing Quality Management: A Guide for Ontario’s 
Drinking Water Systems)
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A Legislative and Regulatory Framework for Protecting Water

Strong legislative and regulatory measures are 
key components of Ontario’s drinking water 
safety net. This guide focuses on the Safe 
Drinking Water Act, 2002 (SDWA or the act), 
which provides a legislative framework for 
all municipal drinking water systems, as well 
as some non-municipal systems. The SDWA 
provides a consistent set of province-wide 
standards and rules to ensure access to safe, high 
quality, reliable drinking water.

The Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 –  
An Overview
The SDWA recognizes that the people of Ontario 
are entitled to expect their drinking water to be 
safe. It provides for the protection of human 
health and prevents drinking water health 
hazards through the control and regulation 
of drinking water systems and drinking water 

testing. In a municipal context, a drinking water 
system includes all collection, treatment and 
storage facilities and distribution pipes usually 
up to customer property lines but does not 
include plumbing.

The SDWA and its associated regulations specify 
the requirements for drinking water systems, 
testing services, certification of system operators 
and drinking water quality analysts. It also 
sets quality standards and mechanisms for 
compliance and enforcement. 

Peer to Peer
“As a Councillor, ensuring the best quality 
of drinking water for our community may 
be the most important thing we do.”  
— Councillor Jack Miller, City of Belleville

How the Pieces Fit Together 

To learn more about how various acts and regulations create multiple safeguards to protect 
drinking water, download Conservation Ontario’s brochure entitled “How Ontario’s Drinking 
Water is Protected” from their website at: http://goo.gl/wQtPW4  

The Big Picture

There are approximately 660 municipal residential 
drinking water systems registered with the Ministry of the 
Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) that supply 
drinking water to more than 80 per cent of the homes 
in Ontario. In recent testing, approximately 530,000 
drinking water test results were submitted to MOECC by 
laboratories licensed to perform these tests for municipal 
drinking water systems. Over 99 per cent of these drinking 
water tests met the province’s rigorous, health-based 
drinking water quality standards.

Photo courtesy of Halton Region
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Section 11: Duties of Owners and 
Operating Authorities

Section 11 of the SDWA describes the legal 
responsibilities of owners and operating 
authorities of regulated drinking water systems. 
It is important for you to understand the scope 
of your municipality or operating authority’s 
day-to-day responsibilities.

Owners and operators are responsible for 
ensuring their drinking water systems:

• provide water that meets all prescribed 
drinking water quality standards

• operate in accordance with the act and its 
regulations, and are kept in a fit state of 
repair

• are appropriately staffed and supervised by 
qualified persons

• comply with all sampling, testing and 
monitoring requirements 

• meet all reporting requirements

Examples of actions required of owners 
and operators under Section 11:

• Sampling and testing of drinking water with 
a frequency appropriate to the type, size and 
users of the system in accordance with the 
act and corresponding regulations

• Using an accredited and licensed laboratory 
for drinking water testing services

• Reporting of adverse test results that exceed 
any of the standards in the Ontario Drinking 
Water Quality Standards Regulation, both 
verbally and in writing, to the local medical 
officer of health and MOECC 

• Obtaining  a drinking water licence for a 
municipal residential drinking water system 
from the MOECC, which includes a financial 
plan

• Ensuring the drinking water system is 
operated by an accredited operating 
authority

• Hiring certified operators or trained persons 
appropriate to the class of the system

• Preparing an annual report to inform the 
public on the state of the municipality’s 
drinking water and the system providing 
it, and an annual summary report for the 
owners of the drinking water system

Who is the “owner” of a municipal drinking water system 
under the SDWA? Who is the “operator”?

The “owner” of a municipal drinking water system is often the municipality as a 
corporate entity. Members of municipal councils and municipal officials who provide 
oversight to this corporate entity also provide oversight or exercise decision-making 
authority in respect of the drinking water systems it owns. They are responsible for having 
policies, management tools and processes in place so that the municipality meets all its 
legislative and regulatory requirements under the SDWA. 

The “operator” or operating authority of a municipal drinking water system is the person or 
entity that is given responsibility by the owner for the day-to-day operations of the drinking 
water system, its management, maintenance or alteration. A municipality may take on this 
operational role through its own staff or it may choose to contract it out to a third party. (e.g. 
by hiring an accredited operating authority). The statutory standard of care continues to apply 
to municipalities that contract out this role to a third party. 
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Section 19: Your Duty and Liability – Statutory Standard of Care

“Given that the safety of drinking water is essential for public health, those who 
discharge the oversight responsibilities of the municipality should be held to a statutory 
standard of care.” — Justice Dennis O’Connor, 2002, Report of the Walkerton Inquiry

This is one of the many important recommendations 
that came out of the Walkerton Inquiry reports in 
2002.  Section 19 of the SDWA responds directly 
to this recommendation. 

Section 19 of the SDWA expressly extends legal 
responsibility to people with decision-making 
authority over municipal drinking water systems 
and those that oversee the accredited operating 
authority for the system. It requires that they 
exercise the level of care, diligence and skill with 
regard to a municipal drinking water system that 
a reasonably prudent person would be expected 
to exercise in a similar situation and that they 
exercise this due diligence honestly, competently 
and with integrity.

Meeting your statutory standard of care 
responsibilities

Meeting the statutory standard of care is the 
responsibility of:

• the owner of the municipal drinking water  
system

• if the system is owned by a municipality, 
every person who oversees the accredited 
operating authority or exercises decision-
making authority over the system – 
potentially including but not limited to 
members of municipal councils

• if the municipal drinking water system 
is owned by a corporation other than a 
municipality, every officer and director of the 
corporation

It is important that members of municipal 
council and municipal officials with 
decision-making authority over the 
drinking water system and oversight 
responsibilities over the accredited 
operating authority understand that they 
are personally liable, even if the drinking 
water system is operated by a corporate 
entity other than the municipality.  

Section 14 (3) of the SDWA specifically notes that 
an owner is not relieved of their duty to comply 
with Section 19, even if there is an agreement 
to delegate the operations of the drinking water 
system to someone else. 

The owner is still obligated to:
• ensure the operating authority is carrying out 

its responsibilities according to the act  

• in cases where it is not, to take reasonable 
steps to ensure they do  

Examples of actions required of owners 
and operators under Section 14 (3):

• Being aware of the established procedure for 
communication with the operating authority, 
including how information is expected to 
be shared with municipal councillors, and 
assessing the effectiveness of this procedure

• Holding regular meetings with the operating 
authority, especially in cases where there may 
be reason to believe the operating authority 
is not carrying out its responsibilities

Since Ontario municipalities manage and govern 
municipal drinking water systems in a variety of 
ways, the people who are subject to the statutory 
standard of care within their corporation will 
also vary across the province, and would depend 
on specific facts related to individual situations. 

“This guide makes it clear what our fiduciary 
and legal responsibilities are and provides the 
necessary questions to ask which allows us 
to become thoroughly knowledgeable on this 
aspect of our responsibilities. I encourage all 
elected and appointed officials to take the time 
to digest the information in this guide and put 
it to good use.”  
— Former Mayor Michael Power, Municipality 
of Greenstone and Past-President Association 
of Municipalities of Ontario

Peer to Peer
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i

19. (1) Each of the persons listed in subsection (2) shall,
         (a)    exercise the level of care, diligence and skill in respect of a municipal drinking-water 
system that a reasonably prudent person would be expected to exercise in a similar situation; and
         (b)   act honestly, competently and with integrity, with a view to ensuring the protection and 
safety of the users of the municipal drinking water system. 2002, c. 32, s. 19 (1).
Same
      (2)  The following are the persons listed for the purposes of subsection (1):
           1.   The owner of the municipal drinking water system.
           2.   If the municipal drinking-water system is owned by a corporation other than a 
municipality, every officer and director of the corporation.
           3.   If the system is owned by a municipality, every person who, on behalf of the municipality, 
oversees the accredited operating authority of the system or exercises decision-making authority 
over the system. 2002, c. 32, s. 19 (2).
Offence
      (3)  Every person under a duty described in subsection (1) who fails to carry out that duty is 
guilty of an offence. 2002, c. 32, s. 19 (3).
Same
      (4)  A person may be convicted of an offence under this section in respect of a municipal 
drinking-water system whether or not the owner of the system is prosecuted or convicted. 2002, c. 
32, s. 19 (4).
Reliance on experts
      (5)  A person shall not be considered to have failed to carry out a duty described in subsection 
(1) in any circumstance in which the person relies in good faith on a report of an engineer, lawyer, 
accountant or other person whose professional qualifications lend credibility to the report. 2002, c. 
32, s. 19 (5).

Note:
For a copy of the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 and its related regulations, go to the Ontario 
e-laws website at www.e-laws.gov.on.ca.

Maintaining an Appropriate Level of Care

Standard of care is a well-known concept within 
Ontario legislation. 

For example, the Business Corporations Act 
requires that every director and officer of a 
corporation act honestly and in good faith with 
a view to the best interests of the corporation 
and exercise the care, diligence and skill that a 
reasonably prudent person would in comparable 
circumstances. 

Statutory standards of care address the need to 
provide diligent oversight. What is considered to 
be an appropriate level of care will vary from one 
situation to another. As a municipal councillor, it 

is important to educate yourself on this statutory 
requirement and to gain an understanding of 
the operation of drinking water systems in your 
community to help you meet the standard of care 
requirements. 

You are not expected to be an expert in 
the areas of drinking water treatment 
and distribution. Section 19 allows for a 
person to rely in good faith on a report of 
an engineer, lawyer, accountant or other 
person whose professional qualifications lend 
credibility to the report. 
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North Battleford: Council Decisions with Serious Consequencesi
In Spring 2001, nearly 6,000 residents of this Saskatchewan city of 13,000 fell victim to an 
outbreak of cryptosporidiosis, an illness caused by a parasite in human and animal waste, which 
entered the local drinking water supply. Symptoms included diarrhea, abdominal cramps, fever, 
nausea and headaches. 

In an article on the subsequent Commission of Inquiry, the Canadian Environmental Law 
Association noted:

 “… what became clear was that the people of North Battleford were let down. Their municipality, 
carrying a bulging contingency fund, refused to spend money on upgrading their decrepit water 
treatment plant. Their provincial government, although aware the plant was in poor condition, 
hadn’t inspected it in the ten years prior to the outbreak… plant employees, who had been 
working without a supervisor for over four months, were unable to heed the warning signs of a 
potential drinking water problem.”

The City of North Battleford subsequently faced class-action lawsuits totaling millions of dollars. 
The first settlement was an out-of-court agreement awarding $3.2 million to some 700 claimants. 

(Source: www.cela.ca and www.cbc.ca)

Enforcing the Statutory Standard of Care 

As a municipal councillor, you need to be 
aware that not meeting your statutory standard 
of care responsibilities comes with serious 
consequences. Section 19 provides the province 
with an enforcement option when needed. 

A provincial officer has the authority to lay 
a provincial offence charge against a person 
to whom the standard applies. The range of 
penalties includes maximum fines of up to $4 
million for a first offence and provision for 
imprisonment for up to five years. No minimum 
penalties are established. Actual penalties would 
be decided by the courts depending on the 
severity and consequences of the offence.

It is important to note the difference between 
the provision of the Municipal Act, 2001, 
that limits the personal liability of members 
of municipal councils and officials, and the 

standard of care imposed under the SDWA. 
Under sections 448-450 of the Municipal Act, 
2001, municipal council members and officials 
have relief from personal civil liability when 
they have acted in good faith. However, despite 
that protection, municipal councillors and 
officials that are subject to the duty imposed 
by Section 19 of the SDWA could be penalized 
if a prosecution is commenced and a court 
determines they have failed to carry out the duty 
imposed under that section.

“There is no greater responsibility imposed 
upon an elected municipal official than the 
diligent, conscientious oversight of a municipal 
water treatment or distribution system.”   
— Former Councillor Ken Graham, Town of 
Smiths Falls

Peer to Peer

Peer to Peer
“As mayor, it is vitally important that the standard of care is put in place and that municipal 
elected officials are aware of their responsibilities in ensuring that the public has safe and 
secure drinking water.” — Former Mayor Delbert Shewfelt, Town of Goderich
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Standard of Care

If drinking water operations are contracted out, am I still responsible for the 
statutory standard of care?

If you oversee the accredited operating authority or exercise decision-making authority 
of the drinking water system, you remain responsible for meeting the standard of care even 
though your municipality has contracted out operations to an operating authority. (For more 
details see page 9 on Section 14 (3) of the SDWA.) 

If something goes wrong, will I be held responsible?

The standard of care related to drinking water is to ensure that decision-makers are doing 
their due diligence to protect public health when making decisions about drinking water 
systems and providing oversight of the accredited operating authority. The circumstances and 
your actions - what you did or didn’t do, what questions  you asked, what steps were taken 
to address identified risks or problems with your drinking water system - will all be important 
in determining whether you met your standard of care and if you should be held responsible.

What can happen to someone who breaches the standard of care?

Justice O’Connor made it clear that the standard of care is all about ensuring responsible 
actions are taken to protect human health. Given the seriousness of this duty to your 
community, those whose actions fall below the standard of care, fail to protect the public and 
cause harm to human health could face significant penalties, including fines and imprisonment.

Who determines if the standard of care has been breached?

When an incident occurs that may constitute a breach of the standard of care, the MOECC 
will initiate a response that may include an investigation and gathering of evidence to 
determine if charges should be laid. In a case where charges are laid, it is up to the courts 
to determine if an offence has been committed and if penalties or fines will be imposed. This 
procedure is followed in any potentially serious breach of MOECC statutes.
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ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  The following are some actions you can take to be better 
informed about your drinking water oversight responsibilities. 
Look for more of these suggested Actions You Can Take boxes 
throughout this guide.

o Consider taking the Standard of Care training offered by the Walkerton Clean Water 
Centre. Get course details and session offerings at www.wcwc.ca or by phoning toll free 
1-866-515-0550.   

o Learn about drinking water safety and its link to public health. Speak to water system and  
public health staff to learn more.

o Become familiar with your municipal drinking water system. Ask your water manager to 
give a presentation to council and/or arrange a tour of your drinking water facilities.

o Review the reports of the Walkerton Inquiry, specifically sections related to municipal 
government (Chapter 7 in Report I, Chapters 10 and 11 in Report II). The reports are 
available online at www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/walkerton/.

o Become further acquainted with drinking water legislation and regulations, available on the 
Ontario Government e-Laws website at www.e-laws.gov.on.ca. Search or browse current 
consolidated law to find what you are looking for. To search, enter the title, or any part of 
the title, of the law you wish to find (for example, “Safe Drinking Water Act”, “Ontario Water 
Resources Act” or “Clean Water Act”). If you don’t know any part of the title of the law, 
enter a word or phrase that you think might be in the text of the law. 

When decisions come before your council relating to drinking water, you want to 
understand the impacts on your community and public health. While every situation 
will be different, the following are some preliminary questions you might want to ask:

WHAT SHOULD I BE ASKING?

o What are the risks to public health?

o Are there any areas of risk that council 
needs to address?

o What checks and balances are in place 
to ensure the continued safety of our 
drinking water?

o Are we meeting our legislative and 
regulatory requirements?

o What is the public health impact or long-
term cost of deferring this decision?

o Will this decision affect our drinking water 
sources or create new risks to drinking 
water sources?                                                                            

o How will this decision impact our 
community’s demand for water?

o How are we managing our drinking 
water infrastructure? Do we have an 
asset management plan for our water 
infrastructure?

o Are there any emerging issues related to 
our drinking water that council should be 
aware of?

o If there is a drinking water emergency, 
what is our emergency management plan?  
What is the role of council in a drinking 
water emergency?

o Have staff taken required training and 
upgrading?
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Ask yourself these questions to check your current level of knowledge about your drinking 
water system and oversight responsibilities.

CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

o Have I had a tour of our drinking water 
facility? 

o Am I familiar with our municipal drinking 
water systems including:
a. the water source?
b. the physical condition of major 

infrastructure?
c. the background and experience of 

senior staff?, and 
d. the approvals that have been granted 

for ownership and operation of the 
facilities?

o Am I acquainted with the drinking water 
legislation and regulations?

o Do I know basic information about 
drinking water safety and the operation of 
water works facilities?

o Do I understand the requirements to meet 
minimum standards for drinking water? 

o Do I know how to set the overall policy 
direction for the municipal drinking water 
system?

o Do I understand the different roles 
and responsibilities of those who have 
decision-making authority – municipal 
councillors, senior management, other 
municipal officials?

o Am I assured that competent senior 
management has been hired? Do they 
conduct regular performance appraisals of 
staff?

o Is there adequate staff in place to operate 
and maintain the system? How are new 
operators trained?

o Was our last inspection rating from the 
Ministry of the Environment and Climate 
Change 100 per cent? If no, why not?

o Am I aware of the risks currently facing 
our water sources, drinking water facilities 
and infrastructure? What are the plans to 
address these risks?

o If there is an emergency with the drinking 
water system, what procedures are 
followed? How will I be notified? How will 
the public be notified?

o Am I aware of my municipality’s 
responsibilities in implementing our source 
protection plan? 

o How and when do I ask for annual reports 
on the drinking water system from senior 
management?

o What should I look for in the annual report? 
What questions must it answer?

o What should I do if a report identifies 
declining water quality?

o Do I know that appropriate steps are being 
taken to resolve any issues? Do I know 
when outside expertise is needed?

o Are our drinking water systems periodically 
audited? How often? What should 
I do when I receive audit results for 
consideration?

o Do I know if our drinking water systems are 
financially sustainable for the future? Are 
there financial plans in place?

o Am I familiar with the requirements of 
keeping our municipal drinking water 
license valid, such as renewal timelines?

R

If there are any questions you can’t answer, review them with municipal staff.

Training on the Safe Drinking Water Act: Standard of Care is available through the Walkerton 
Clean Water Centre. Visit the Centre’s website at www.wcwc.ca to view its course catalogue.
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OVERVIEW OF DRINKING WATER 
MANAGEMENT TOPICS

Organizational and Governance 
Models

Many different management and operating 
models are available for municipal consideration. 
Currently, most water services in Ontario are 
provided through municipal departments, 
with oversight provided directly by municipal 
councils.  

Some municipalities hire external contractors 
to operate their drinking water system, whereas 
others own and operate their systems.   

Regional municipalities have upper-tier and 
lower-tier governance structures, with the lower-
tier municipality often owning and operating 
their own drinking water systems. There are 
also models for area water systems in Ontario 
in which systems cross municipal boundaries. 
These systems are governed by boards 
representing their municipal owners.

Municipalities may also create:

• Municipal Service Boards whose members 
are appointed by council and could include 
council members, private citizens or both

• Corporations for water utilities, similar 
to those for natural gas or electricity 
distribution  

“The purpose of the quality 
management approach in the 
context of drinking water is to protect 
public health by achieving consistent 
good practice in managing and 
operating a water system.”

“It is fundamental for municipalities 
to have a management and operating 
structure for their water system that 
enables them to provide safe water. I am 
making two important recommendations 
to assist in this regard. First, I 
recommend that municipalities be 
required to have an agency…to operate 
their systems. The agency should be 
accredited…The municipality must 
also submit an operational plan to 
the [Ministry of the Environment 
and Climate Change] for their water 
system(s). Second, I recommend that 
those responsible for exercising the 
municipality’s oversight responsibilities 
be held to a statutory standard duty 
of care. I note that, for municipalities, 
the first recommendation will be a 
significant step in satisfying the second.”

— Justice Dennis O’Connor, 2002, 
Report of the Walkerton Inquiry

My municipality is considering either a Municipal Service 
Board or a Municipal Services Corporation model to govern 
our drinking water functions. Would s. 19 of the SDWA still 
apply to these alternative ownership models?

Yes. The standard of care provision in the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 would continue to 
apply in either the Municipal Service Board or the Municipal Services Corporation model since 
the standard applies to municipal drinking water systems owned by either a municipality or 
other corporation.
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In Ontario, all municipal drinking water systems 
that provide water to residences in a community 
must have a licence from MOECC. The ministry’s 
Municipal Drinking Water Licensing Program 
requires owners and operators of drinking water 
systems to incorporate the concepts of quality 
management into system operation  
and management.

As of September 2012, all municipal residential 
drinking water systems have received their 

licenses as part of the Municipal Drinking Water 
Licensing Program.

For a drinking water system to receive or renew its 
licence, the owner and operator must have in place:

• a drinking water works permit
• an accepted operational plan (see next 

section for more details)
• an accredited operating authority
• a financial plan
• a permit to take water 

The Operational Plan and You – Setting an Overall Policy

The operational plan sets out a framework to 
develop a Quality Management System (QMS) 
that is specific and relevant to your drinking 
water system.  

Part of your drinking water system’s operational 
plan will document a QMS policy. This policy is 
the backbone of the quality management system. 
The policy must include commitments to:

• the maintenance and continual improvement 
of the QMS

• provide safe drinking water to the consumer

• comply with applicable legislation and 
regulations 

Your operating authority must get the owner’s 
written endorsement of the drinking water 
system’s operational plan, including this 
policy. As a municipal councillor, your council 
may be asked to endorse the policy and its 
commitments. If your municipality has already 
completed this policy endorsement step, obtain 
a copy from your municipal staff. 

In addition to the QMS policy, the operational 
plan will also include:

• basic key information about every drinking 
water system your municipality owns

• a process for ongoing risk assessment 

• a description of organizational structures 
(roles, responsibilities, authority)

• a procedure for an annual review of the 
adequacy of the infrastructure needed 
to operate and maintain the drinking 
water system, plus a commitment for the 
operating authority to communicate 
review findings to you

• a procedure for sharing sampling, testing 
and monitoring reports about the safety of 
your drinking water

• an outline of the system owner’s 
responsibilities during emergency 
situations

• a commitment to continual 
improvement through corrective 
action

• a procedure for conducting a management 
review every 12 months which evaluates 
the suitability, adequacy and effectiveness 
of the QMS against the requirements of 
the Drinking Water Quality Management 
Standard (DWQMS) and how to report the 
results of this review, including identified 
deficiencies, and decision and action items
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The DWQMS is the standard upon which 
drinking water system operational plans 
are developed and operating authorities are 
accredited. The requirements of the DWQMS, 
when implemented, will assist owners and 
operators of municipal drinking water systems 
to develop sound operational procedures and 
controls. Additional information on the bolded 
elements of the DWQMS listed above can be 
found further in this section of the guide.

Drinking Water Quality Management 
Standard (DWQMS)

The DWQMS is based on a PLAN, DO, CHECK and 
IMPROVE methodology which is similar to that found in 
some international standards. PLAN requirements of the 
standard typically specify policies and procedures that 
must be documented in the operational plans for the 
drinking water system, while DO requirements specify 
that the policies and procedures must be implemented. 
CHECK and IMPROVE requirements of the standard 
are reflected in the requirements to conduct internal 
audits and management reviews.

Example of a QMS Policy 

The following is an example of a QMS 
policy for the Westhill Water Supply and 
Distribution System:

The Municipality of the Town of Westhill 
owns, maintains and operates the Westhill 
Water Supply and Distribution System.

The Town of Westhill is committed to:

1. ensuring a consistent supply of safe, high 
quality drinking water

2. maintaining and continuously improving 
its quality management system, and

3. meeting or surpassing applicable 
regulations and legislation

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 
2007, Implementing Quality Management: A 
Guide for Ontario’s Drinking Water Systems)

DEFINITIONS

CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT is 
understanding what you already do well, 
and then finding ways to do it better.

CORRECTIVE ACTION is a method of 
improvement, and the solutions that are 
generated by those actions are also inputs 
to continual improvement.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 
2007, Implementing Quality Management: A 
Guide for Ontario’s Drinking Water Systems)

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  

o Ask your operating authority to speak to your municipal council about your 
operational plan. 

o Consider and act on any advice (including deficiencies and action items) identified 
during the annual management review process.

o Review the QMS policy in your operational plan and its commitments.
o Ask your operating authority to show how it is meeting these commitments.
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What they tell you about your drinking water system

Municipal Reports
An owner of a drinking water system is required 
to ensure that an annual summary report is 
presented to the members of council or local 
services board. Summary reports must be 
produced by March 31 of each year to cover the 
preceding calendar year.

The summary report must include:

• information about any requirements of 
the SDWA, the regulations, the system’s 
approval, drinking water works permit, 
municipal drinking water licence and any 
order that the system failed to meet during 
the time period, plus the duration of the 
failure

• a description of the measures taken to 
correct each failure

• a comparison of the system’s capability 
with the quantities and flow rates of the 
water supplied the preceding year to help 
assess existing and planned uses

Municipalities are also required to provide 
details about each residential drinking water 
system in an annual report to consumers. This 
annual report must be completed by February 
28 each year and include:

• a brief description of the drinking water 
system including chemicals used 

• a summary of the results of required 
testing, plus the approval, licence or 
provincial officer order issued to the 
system

• a summary of any adverse test results 
required to be reported to the Ministry of 
the Environment and Climate Change

• a description of any corrective actions 
taken

• a description of any major expenses 
incurred to install, repair or replace 
required equipment

o Obtain and thoroughly review copies of 
the most recent annual and summary 
reports.

o Ask for explanations of any information 
you don’t understand.

o Consider, act on and correct any 
deficiencies noted in the reports. 

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  

Ministry of the Environment and 
Climate Change Inspections
Every municipal residential drinking water 
system is inspected at least once a year by 
the Ministry of the Environment and Climate 
Change.  An inspection includes the review of 
a system’s source, treatment and distribution 
components, as well as water quality monitoring 
results and procedures to evaluate system 
management and operations.  

MOECC prepares an inspection report that 
highlights any areas of non-compliance and 
what actions are required to correct them. 
The report also includes an inspection rating 
out of 100 per cent to help you compare your 
system’s current and past performance, and 
identify areas for improvement. An inspection 
rating that is less than 100 per cent does not 
necessarily mean your municipality’s drinking 
water is unsafe. It does mean that there may be 
opportunity for improvement in operational or 
administrative areas. 
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What happens if the Ministry of the Environment and Climate 
Change identifies non-compliance issues as part of its annual 
inspection?

Inspection ratings for municipalities in Ontario have been excellent and have remained 
consistent for many years. The ministry continues to work with owners and operators of 

systems with inspection ratings below 100 per cent to help them gain a better understanding 
of their obligations and responsibilities so they can improve the performance of their systems. 

In a small number of cases each year, inspectors may issue a Provincial Officer’s Order that 
requires the system owner or operator to take corrective action by a specific deadline or refer 
an incident to the ministry’s Investigation and Enforcement Branch. 

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  

o Review your annual inspection results 
and ask questions if there is any 
indication of declining quality.

o Clarify any technical terms.

o Ask how deficiencies are being 
addressed.

o Review your system’s standing in the 
ratings reported in the Chief Drinking 
Water Inspector’s Annual Report. If your 
rating is less than 100 per cent, ask 
why.

o Consider, act on and correct any 
deficiencies highlighted in the 
inspection.

Managing the Risks to 
Drinking Water

Conducting a risk assessment is a key 
component of your drinking water system’s 
operational plan. By performing a risk 
assessment, your operating authority will 
assess:

• existing or potential hazardous events 
facing your drinking water system, e.g. rail 
car derailment, algal blooms, water main 
breaks, etc.

• the impacts on drinking water if a hazardous 
event occurs, e.g. biological/chemical 
contamination of source water, possible 
biological/chemical contamination due to 
loss of supply/low pressure, etc.

• the necessary measures or response 
measures for each hazardous event (these 
measures may already be in place through 
such barriers as source protection or 
treatment processes)

• ranking of each event according to 
its likelihood of occurring and the 
consequences or severity of the results

In addition to the risks assessed by your 
operating authority, your local source 
protection authorities have performed detailed, 
science-based risk assessments of municipal 
drinking water sources within source protection 
areas. Learn more about the source protection 
program on page 31.

DEFINITIONS

A RISK ASSESSMENT is an orderly 
methodology of identifying hazards or 
hazardous events that may affect the safety of 
drinking water and evaluating their significance.

RISK is the probability of identified hazards 
causing harm, including the magnitude of that 
harm or the consequences.

A HAZARD is a source of danger or a property 
that may cause drinking water to be unsafe for 
human consumption.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 2007, 
Implementing Quality Management: A Guide for 
Ontario’s Drinking Water Systems)
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Human Activities Affecting Source Water

(Source:  Pollution Probe, 2006, The Source Water Protection Primer)

In some cases, the operating authority may 
identify measures to address hazardous events 
which will call for improvements that require 
long-term planning. These types of decisions 
will often involve council approval. As a 
councillor, you should take time to understand 
the underlying risks associated with these 
decisions, their potential likelihood and impacts 
to public health.  

In other cases, the operating authority 
may identify risks that are outside of their 
control. For these, it may be appropriate to 
develop contingency or emergency response 
procedures (see Emergency Planning for 
Drinking Water for more details  
on page 25).

Peer to Peer
“Never take the quality of our drinking 
water for granted. There are too many 
factors that can turn good water into bad.”  
– Councillor Jack Miller, City of Belleville

“Adequate municipal funding is a key 
component of risk management.” 

– Former Councillor Ken Graham, Town of 

Smiths Falls

Peer to Peer
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More on Hazardous Events and Hazards to Drinking Water

Hazardous events can be natural or technological in origin, or result from human activities. 
Natural events include floods, ice storms, drought and spring run-off. Technological events 
could include equipment failure or a power outage. Human activities that could lead to a 
drinking water risk include vandalism, terrorism, chemical spills and construction accidents.

The four different types of hazards that may affect drinking water are biological, chemical, 
physical and radiological:

Biological Hazards:

•	 include bacterial, viral and parasitic 
organisms, such as E.coli, Giardia and 
Cryptosporidium

•	 are considered the most significant 
drinking water health risk because effects 
are acute; can cause illness within hours

•	 are commonly associated with fecal 
wastes from humans or animals, or occur 
naturally in the environment

Chemical Hazards:

•	 include toxic spills, heavy metals, 
dissolved gases like radon, pesticides, 
nitrates, sodium, and lead

•	 can come from source water or occur in 
the treatment and distribution system 

Physical Hazards:

•	 include suspended particles and 
sediments that can carry microbiological 
hazards and interfere with disinfection 
process

•	 can result from contamination and/or 
poor procedures at different points in the 
delivery of water to the consumer

Radiological Hazards:

•	 can be naturally occurring chemicals such 
as radon or uranium; most frequently 
occur in groundwater in low quantities

•	 may arise from man-made or natural 
sources

Infrastructure Planning
Having a sustainable drinking water 
infrastructure is necessary to meet the demand 
for safe drinking water. Machinery, equipment 
and structures used to produce and provide safe 
drinking water must be in place, maintained and 
improved when necessary.

Your operating authority is required to:
• document a procedure for conducting 

an annual review of your drinking water 
system’s infrastructure

• provide a summary of the programs in place 
to maintain, rehabilitate and review that 
infrastructure

• report their findings after the review to 
the owner 

• monitor the effectiveness of its 
maintenance program  

Depending on the structure of — and 
relationship between — the owner and 
operating authority, the results of the annual 
review can be communicated through such 
means as council, budget, planning or other 
management meetings.
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Maintenance activities can be either planned or 
unplanned:  
• Planned maintenance includes scheduled 

or proactive activities needed to maintain 
or improve infrastructure elements, e.g. 
equipment maintenance, main replacements, 
etc. They are done to reduce the risk of an 
unplanned failure.

• Unplanned maintenance includes reactive 
activities, e.g. to deal with main breaks, 
pump failures, etc. They can draw heavily on 
resources and adversely affect drinking water 
quality.

By establishing planned programs for 
maintenance, rehabilitation and renewal, the 
operating authority can save time and costs and 
increase public confidence in drinking water.

Some drinking water systems have five 
or 10-year rolling plans to address such 
considerations as main rehabilitation, upgrades 
and replacement, water treatment and storage 
due to increased projected demands. These 

types of system maintenance requirements 
are usually tied to the capital budgets of the 
operating authority and/or the owner of the 
drinking water system.

DEFINITIONS

INFRASTRUCTURE – the set of 
interconnected structural elements that 
provide the framework for supporting the 
operation of the drinking water system, 
including buildings, workspaces, process 
equipment, hardware and software, and 
supporting services such as transport or 
communications.

REHABILITATION – the process of 
repairing or refurbishing an infrastructure 
element.

RENEWAL – the process of replacing the 
infrastructure element with new elements.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 
2007, Implementing Quality Management: A 
Guide for Ontario’s Drinking Water Systems)

Peer to Peer
“Aging infrastructure is the major 
challenge facing municipalities today, 
and a solid long-term plan to address this 
is a must.”  

– Councillor Paul Hubert, City of London

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  

o Find out what maintenance, rehabilitation 
and renewal plans are in place for your 
drinking water system.

o   Ask your operating authority to present 
the findings of its annual infrastructure 
review.
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Sustainable Financial Planning for Drinking Water Systems

Achieving financial 
sustainability in Ontario’s 
municipal water and 
wastewater is a long-term 
goal. Financial sustainability is 
needed to ensure that Ontarians 
continue to enjoy clean and 
safe drinking water, water and 
wastewater services are reliable 
and environmental protection is 
maintained. 

To receive or renew a municipal 
drinking water licence for your 
drinking water system, your 
municipality needs to prepare a 
financial plan.

You have an important role 
to play in ensuring that 
appropriate resources are 
made available to ensure that a 
financial plan can be prepared. 
Municipal councils have ultimate
responsibility for approving 
financial plans that are prepared 
for a water utility.  

The following are some key 
principles for developing a 
financial plan:

• Ongoing public engagement
and transparency can 
build support for – and 
confidence in – the financial
plan and the drinking water 
system.

• An integrated approach 
to planning among water, 
wastewater and storm water 
systems is desirable given the inherent 

 services.
vide water and 
ld ultimately be 
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o planning over
ning at all.

relationship among these
• Revenues collected to pro

wastewater services shou
used to meet the needs of

• Life-cycle planning with m
corrections is preferable t
the short-term or not plan

 

• An asset management plan is a key input to 
the development of a financial plan.

• Financial plans benefit from the close 
collaboration of various groups including 
engineers, accountants, auditors, utility 
staff and municipal council.

A Building-block Approach to Determining Utility Needs

Funding for Historic Under-investment A sustainable level of revenue 
accountsfor the future Funding for Inflation in Asset Costs
investment needs of the utility 

Funding for System Growth in addition to current period 
expenses. Revenues in excess 

Funding for Service Enhancements of current period expenses 
will be reflected as an Funding for Debt Principal Repayment
accounting surplus in financial 
statements.Amortization of 

Tangible Capital Assets If revenues are at this point, 
the utility is just meeting 
current period expenses. It is 

Interest Expense not adequately planning for the 
(If Any) future.

If revenues are at this point, 
the utility is just recovering 

Operating Expenses cash costs. It is significantly 
underfunded.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 2007, Toward Financially 
Sustainable Drinking Water and Wastewater Systems)

 

 

 

Timely Renewal Investments Save Money

(Source: Adapted from Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure, 2012, Building 
Together: Guide for Municipal Asset Management Planning)
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Financial plans for drinking water systems 
are required to forecast costs over a minimum 
period of six years, although municipalities are 
encouraged to adopt a life-cycle approach to 
managing their drinking water assets as a long-
term goal. Financial plans are living documents 
and should be updated and reviewed as new 
information becomes available. As a best 
practice, they should be updated annually to 
foster continuous improvement and rolled into 
the annual municipal budget process.

There are many different costs, both capital and 
operating, associated with planning, building 

and operating water systems. Some costs reflect 
outputs not attributable to the provision of water 
such as fire protection services, or the operation 
of storm and sanitary sewer systems.  

A sustainable system is one that can adequately 
cover current operating costs, maintain and 
repair its existing asset base, replace assets 
when appropriate, fund future growth and 
enhancements to services, and account for 
inflation and changes in technology.

Water Audits and Accounting for Water Lossesi
An important tool in understanding the condition of your drinking water system assets is a 
water audit. This is the process of estimating where all of the water entering the distribution 
system ends up. One of the things a water audit will reveal is how much water is being lost to 
leaks from water mains and service connections. Leaks are a concern as they can:

•	 signal deteriorating water main conditions and be a precursor to more breakages
•	 be a source of bacterial contamination
•	 result in additional costs for pumping and treating water that is not ultimately delivered to 

consumers
•	 damage other infrastructure such as roads and sewers

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 2007, Towards Financially Sustainable Drinking-Water and 
Wastewater Systems)

The Big Picture

According to Environment Canada, 10.6 per cent of water produced at municipal water 
treatment facilities in Ontario is lost, mainly due to leaks in the distribution system 
infrastructure. Others sources estimate this figure is as high as 30 to 40 per cent.

(Sources: Environment Canada, 2011, 2011 Municipal Water Use Report: 2009 Statistics) 

“Municipalities need to ensure that their water systems are adequately financed. 
Over the long term, safety depends on stable and adequate financing to maintain 
the water system’s infrastructure and its operational capacity to supply high-quality 
water consistently.” — Justice Dennis O’Connor, 2002, Report of the Walkerton Inquiry
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Communicating With Your  
Operating Authority

Within the operational plan, your operating 
authority is required to have a procedure for 
communicating with the owner of the drinking 
water system, its personnel, suppliers and 
the public. You should be familiar with how 
communication about drinking water takes 
place. The procedure for communicating with 
the owner may be as simple as indicating the 
status of the implementation of the QMS and its 
effectiveness during scheduled meetings, such as 
council meetings. Communication with the public 
may include posting information on a publicly 
accessible website or through billing inserts.

As noted previously, your council may be 
asked to provide a written endorsement of 
the system’s operational plan. Depending 
on the nature of your system’s management 
structure, the operating authority may also 
involve the owner in other areas of the QMS 
such as risk assessment, management review or 
infrastructure.

Emergency Planning for  
Drinking Water

Under the Emergency Management and Civil 
Protection Act, your municipality will already 
have an Emergency Response Plan for a wide 
range of potential scenarios.  Some of these 
scenarios may involve drinking water and may 
link to planning done as part of the QMS to 
document procedures to maintain a state of 
emergency preparedness.  

Emergency preparedness means identifying 
what could happen in your system to cause an 
emergency and having processes and procedures 
in place to prepare for and respond to those 
emergencies. Some elements of an emergency 
response plan include communications, training, 
testing, responsibilities and contact information.

DEFINITIONS

A DRINKING WATER EMERGENCY is 
a potential situation or service interruption 
that may result in the loss of the ability to 
maintain a safe supply of drinking water to 
consumers.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 
2007, Implementing Quality Management: A 
Guide for Ontario’s Drinking Water Systems)

i

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  

o Determine when and how your operating 
authority will communicate to you as an 
owner. 

o Find out what information is made 
available to the public and how.  

Utilities Helping Utilities

A number of Ontario municipalities and utility sector associations joined together to establish 
the Ontario Water/Wastewater Agency Response Network, or OnWARN. 

A province-wide network of “utilities helping utilities,” OnWARN supports and promotes 
province-wide emergency preparedness, disaster response, and mutual aid and assistance for 
public and private water and wastewater utilities. 

Learn how your municipality can become part of this growing network at www.onwarn.org
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happen as the result of a variety of natural and 
human-caused events such as severe weather, 
major power outages, spills, pandemics and 
deliberate acts of vandalism or terrorism. 
Potential emergencies can be identified through 
risk assessments, MOECC inspections, corporate 
audits, insurance company reviews, and records 
of past emergencies. 

An element of the QMS emergency procedures is 
to clearly document the roles and responsibilities 
of the owner and operating authority during 
each emergency. For example, in an emergency, 
your Clerk-Treasurer may be assigned the 
responsibility of seeking resource authorization 
from council and act as chief liaison with council 
and the mayor. 

Five pillars of emergency 
management 

Emergency management 
includes organized and 
comprehensive programs and 
activities taken to deal with 
actual or potential emergencies 
or disasters. It is based on a 
risk management approach 
and includes activities in five 
components: prevention, 
mitigation, preparedness, 
response, and recovery. These 
components are illustrated in 
the following figure:

The QMS also requires that clear direction 
for communicating to the owner and others 
during an emergency be established. Planning 
beforehand how those in charge will talk to each 
other and the media can avoid complications 
during an emergency.

Preparing also means training and testing. 
The best emergency response procedures are 
ineffective if personnel are not properly trained 
on what to do and the procedures not tested. All 
personnel working within the drinking water 
system need to know what to do in an emergency, 
especially those with special response roles. 
Common forms of testing and training include 
orientation and education sessions, table-top 
exercises, walk-through drills, functional drills or 
full-scale exercises.

(Source: Office of the Fire Marshall 
and Emergency Management, 
2010, Emergency Management 
Doctrine for Ontario)

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  o Ask your operating authority to review the drinking 
water emergency plan with council and to explain what 
responsibilities have been assigned to the owner.

o Know who will be the spokesperson during a drinking water emergency.

o Ensure critical staff have taken necessary training on emergency procedures and have 
participated in testing.
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Adverse Drinking Water Incident, Boil Water Advisory and 
Drinking Water Advisory - How are they different?

An adverse water quality incident (AWQI) 
indicates that a drinking water standard has 
been exceeded or a problem has arisen 
within a drinking water system. AWQIs are an 
important component of the drinking water 
safety net. The report of an AWQI does not 
in itself indicate that drinking water is unsafe 
or that the statutory standard of care has 
not been met, but rather that an incident has 
occurred and corrective actions must be taken 
to protect the public. In some cases, these 
corrective actions may include a boil water 
advisory (BWA) or a drinking water advisory 
(DWA).

The local Medical Officer of Health in each of 
Ontario’s 36 public health units is responsible 
for issuing BWAs and DWAs when necessary.

A BWA is issued when a condition exists with 
a drinking water supply that may result in a 
health risk and the condition can be corrected 

by boiling the water or by disinfection. An 
example is the presence of bacteria in the 
water supply such as E. coli.

A DWA is issued when a condition exists 
with a drinking water supply that cannot 
be corrected by boiling the water or by 
disinfection. An example is the presence of 
chemical contaminants. 

In both cases, the local Medical Officer of 
Health will direct the system owner to inform 
users of the advisory, through means such 
as door-to-door notification, public posting 
of notices and local media outlets, to boil 
water and/or use an alternate water supply 
until further notice. An advisory will be lifted 
only after the local Medical Officer of Health 
is satisfied that corrective actions were taken 
and the situation is remedied.

Drinking Water System Operators: What do they do? What certification 
requirements must they meet? Why do you need to plan?

Ontario has established requirements for the 
training and certification of drinking water 
(and wastewater) system operators. Municipal 
residential drinking water systems are required 
to use certified operators to perform all 
operational work.

Drinking water system operators play a vital 
operational role in providing safe drinking water 
to your community. The responsibilities of an 
operator may include:

• Checking, adjusting and operating 
equipment such as pumps, meters, filters, 
analyzers, and electrical systems, and 
having replacement parts on-site for 
critical repairs 

• Determining chemical dosages and keeping 
chemical feed equipment appropriately 
filled with chemicals, adjusted and 
operating properly

• Maintaining operating records and 
submitting operating reports to the system’s 
operating authority/owner and the province

• Ordering and maintaining a stock of parts, 
chemicals and supplies

• Collecting and submitting water samples 
as required by regulation (This usually 
involves taking samples from a number of 
key locations and transporting them to a 
licensed and accredited laboratory.)

• Explaining and recommending to the 
operating authority/owner any major 
repairs, replacements or improvements 
that should be made to the plant and/or 
distribution system
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Overall Responsible Operator (ORO) - designated by the owner or operating authority, the 
ORO has overall operational responsibility for the system and must have an operator’s certificate 
that is the same classification as (or higher than) the system.

Operator-in-Charge (OIC) - designated by the owner or operating authority, the OIC can 
direct other operators, set operational parameters in the system and has the authority to make 
operational decisions.

Operators - a person who conducts operational checks; who adjusts, tests, evaluates a 
process or directs the flow, pressure or quality of the water within the system. Operators must 
hold a valid operator’s certificate. Non-certified persons may work under the direct onsite 
supervision of a certified operator, who physically oversees all operational work.

Operator-in-Training (OIT) - new operators who can operate a drinking water system. They 
cannot be designated as an ORO or OIC.

Water Quality Analyst - a person who is trained and  certified to take operational tests, such 
as chlorine residual or turbidity tests, within a drinking water system. 

Drinking water operators in Ontario must be 
certified and trained according to the type and 
complexity (class) of the drinking water system 
they operate. Operators are required to go 
through rigorous training, write examinations, 
and meet mandatory continuing education 
requirements to renew and maintain their 
certification. A certificate is valid for three 
years. To renew their certificate, operators 
must complete 20 to 50 hours of mandatory 
training per year on subjects related to the 
duties of a water system operator. Continuing 
education helps operators steadily improve 
their knowledge and skills throughout their 

careers. Owners and operating authorities are 
responsible for ensuring drinking water systems 
are appropriately staffed and supervised by 
qualified persons.

Peer to Peer
“Competent, certified operators are a key 
element to due diligence.  Municipalities 
have an obligation to facilitate ongoing 
training for water treatment operators.”

– Former Councillor Ken Graham, Town of 

Smiths Falls

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  o Ensure there are sufficient resources for required levels of 
training for municipal staff involved in operating a drinking 
water system.

o Confirm that an overall responsible operator (ORO) has been designated and that procedures 
are in place to ensure all required staff and contractors are certified.

o Check to see if drinking water operator succession planning is being done and that 
measures are taken to address any current or anticipated challenges to recruiting skilled 
employees.

o Ensure your municipality or operating authority has contingency plans in place for situations 
where your certified operators may not be available (e.g. labour disputes, illnesses, 
vacancies, etc.) and, if activated, confirm that these contingency plans have been, where 
required, approved by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change and are working.
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Water Conservation
Creating and implementing water conservation 
measures help to reduce water and energy 
consumption, lower long-term infrastructure 
costs, increase water sustainability and protect 
the environment.

It is estimated that every additional litre of water 
capacity costs roughly four dollars for expanded 
water and wastewater infrastructure. Many 
municipalities in Ontario are realizing significant 
savings from water conservation measures.

The cost of energy to pump, distribute and treat 
water and wastewater is a significant expense 
for most Ontario municipalities. Saving water 

saves money, energy and reduces greenhouse 
gas emissions. Better water management has 
the potential to be one of the most cost-effective 
energy reduction strategies for Ontario’s 
municipalities.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment and 
the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, 2009, 
Safeguarding and Sustaining Ontario’s Water 
Resources for Future Generations)

Peer to Peer
“Water is our most valuable natural resource. 

How we as councillors protect that resource 

will become more and more important as we 

continue to require safe drinking water in 

the future.”  

–  Councillor-at-Large Rebecca Johnson, 

City of Thunder Bay

Water Conservation Factsi
•		In	Ontario,	the	average	residential	water	use	is	about	225	litres	of	water	per	person	per	day,	

which is significantly more than countries with similar standards of living such as Germany, the 
United Kingdom and the Netherlands.

•		Pumping	and	distributing	water	to	homes	and	businesses,	and	treating	water	and	wastewater	
makes up one-third to one-half of a municipal government’s total electrical use, which is double  
that of other municipal costs such as street lighting.

•		Canadian	surveys	have	consistently	shown	that	as	the	percentage	of	metered	homes	in	a	
community increases, water use per capita decreases. In Canadian municipalities that use 
volume-based water charges (i.e. meters), the average daily consumption is 229 litres per 
person, while in municipalities that charge a flat or assessed rate, the corresponding figure is 
65 per cent higher, or 376 litres per person.

(Source: Environment Canada, 2011, 2011 Municipal Water Use Report: 2009 Statistics)
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LEARN MORE ABOUT DRINKING WATER

Sources of Water
Ontario’s drinking water comes from surface 
water or groundwater. It is important to know 
the source of your community’s water as it will 
determine:

• the kind of treatment and disinfection your 
drinking water system must have

• the equipment needed to access and 
distribute your water

• the types of risks your drinking 
water may face, and 

• planning for your water 
supplies for the future

Right: A graphical representation of the drinking 
water cycle demonstrating how water flows from 
the source through the water treatment process 
to your tap and back to the source.

Surface water
Surface water for public use is taken from 
rivers, lakes or reservoirs which are replenished 
by rain and snow. Surface water is more 
susceptible to contamination for the following 
reasons:

• Rivers – may flow through farmland, 
industrial areas, sewage discharge zones 
and other areas  which may cause harmful 
contamination and/or affect taste, odour, 
clarity and colour. River water quality will 
vary throughout the year.

• Lakes and reservoirs – usually 
have better water quality than rivers. 
Suspended contaminants will ‘settle out’ 
in lakes. However, lakes and reservoirs 
are subject to plant and algae growth, 
which can give lake water unpleasant 
taste or odour. Human activities (power 
boats, feed-lots, etc.) are also a threat. 
In addition, lakes are often fed by rivers 
which carry contaminants.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 2009, 
Annual Report 2007-2008 Chief Drinking Water 
Inspector)

1. Water in the environment
2. Water intake
3. Water treatment
4. Water distribution
5. Safe drinking water usage
6. Sewage and wastewater 

flows to sewers
7. Sewage treatment
8. Release to surface water
9. Rural wells and septic 

systems

The Great Lakes and Drinking Water

Ontario borders on the Great Lakes, which 
store about 95 per cent of North America’s 
supply of fresh water and about one-fifth of 
the world’s supply of fresh surface water. 
Only one per cent of this water is renewed 
each year by rain and snowfall. More than 80 
per cent of Ontarians get their drinking water 
from the Great Lakes. 
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Groundwater 
Groundwater (defined as ‘water that occurs 
beneath the surface of the Earth’) can be found 
in most parts of Ontario. It gathers in aquifers, 
the layers of sand, gravel and rock through 
which water seeps from the surface.  

Sand and gravel aquifers are usually the most 
suitable for public water systems because 
water is more plentiful. Among rock aquifers, 
sandstone is often porous and can be a good 
source of groundwater. Limestone is not 
porous but may have cracks and cavities 
through which water can move and also 
provide a water supply.

Groundwater Under Direct Influence - 
GUDI
In addition to groundwater and surface water, 
there is a third source of water known as GUDI 
which stands for Groundwater Under Direct 
Influence of Surface Water.

An aquifer supplied by GUDI is viewed in the 
same category as surface water and has the 
same treatment and disinfection requirements.

(Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 2007, 
“Drinking Water 101” course materials)

Protecting our sources of drinking water  
is the purpose of the Clean Water Act, 2006 
and the first component of Ontario’s multi-
faceted approach to providing safe, clean 
drinking water.

The source protection process in Ontario 
helps municipalities and others identify risks 
to sources of municipal drinking water so 
that better decisions can be made about 
addressing such risks through source 
protection plans. This science-based 
process has identified vulnerable areas to 
protect drinking water sources.

Municipalities have a significant role in 
implementing source protection plans: they 
are responsible for over half of the policies in 
the plans. Many of these policies are legally 
binding on municipalities. For example, 
municipalities may be required to appoint risk 
management officials and inspectors. These 
officials will negotiate risk management plans 
with landowners or businesses to address 
the risks their activities could pose to 
sources of municipal drinking water. 

The Clean Water Act, 2006 also requires 
municipal official plans to conform with 
source protection policies to protect 
vulnerable areas. Municipalities may need 
to include policies in the official plan, as 
well as zoning by-laws to prevent future 
risks to these sources. Plans may require 
municipalities to take other specific actions 
to protect sources of drinking water. 

To learn more about source protection 
planning for municipalities, please visit  
www.conservation-ontario.on.ca/what-
we-do/source-water-protection.

Source Protection in Ontario

ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE  o  Review the source protection plan for your area and find 
out what actions are being taken to protect vulnerable 
areas around your drinking water sources. 

o  Find out if your municipality has appointed risk management officials and inspectors 
to support source protection planning and whether you are sharing these duties with 
other municipalities or delegating to a local source protection authority. 
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Treatment processes reduce or eliminate 
the potential for the presence of pathogens 
(organisms that can cause illness) in drinking 
water and are used to ensure your drinking 
water meets provincial standards. Different 
water sources necessitate different levels and 
methods of treatment to ensure safe, clean 
water is provided to consumers.

In Ontario, all municipal drinking water 
systems must have a disinfection process in 
place and all water must be disinfected before 
it is supplied to the public. The most widely 
used disinfectant is chlorine, which is a low-
cost powerful disinfectant which continues 

disinfecting as water passes through the 
distribution system.

Drinking water systems using surface water or 
groundwater that is under the direct influence 
of surface water must also provide a filtration 
process ahead of the disinfection.

Some municipalities use certain treatment 
processes to address aesthetic problems with 
drinking water, such as taste and odour issues, 
that do not pose a risk to public health but 
which consumers find objectionable, or to 
address specific issues that are more local in 
nature, like zebra mussel control.

Typical groundwater treatment process

Typical surface water treatment process
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Coagulation 

Coagulation is a chemical process that causes smaller particles to bind together 
and form larger particles. The process is used to improve the removal of 
particles through sedimentation and filtration in the drinking-water treatment 
process. 

Flocculation 
Flocculation is the gathering together of fine particles in water by gentle mixing 
after the addition of coagulant chemicals to form larger particles that can then 
be removed by sedimentation and filtration. 

Clarification/ 
sedimentation

Clarification removes suspended solids prior to filtration. In Ontario, the most 
common method of clarification used is sedimentation – or allowing suspended 
material to settle using gravity. 

Filtration 

Filtration removes particles from the water that were not removed during 
clarification by passing the water through a granular or media filter that retains 
all or most of the solids on or within itself, and removes pathogens trapped in 
the solids prior to disinfection.

Disinfection 

Disinfection is usually the addition of chlorine to raw or filtered water to remove 
or inactivate human pathogens such as viruses, bacteria and protozoa in water, 
or for the purpose of maintaining a consistent level of chlorine in a drinking-
water distribution system. 

Beyond Conventional Treatmenti
Communities can face unique water-treatment challenges from causes that include low-quality 
water sources, treated water being degraded as it moves through the distribution system or the 
need to meet increasing consumer demand.

As a result, your community may use other water treatment processes, some of which are 
described in the chart below, to meet your community’s unique challenges.

Type of water treatment process What it does

Membrane filtration Helps remove micro-pollutants

Biofiltration Improves taste and odour and reduces disinfection by-
products and subsequent need for coagulants

Advanced oxidation process
Helps reduce disinfection by-products and micro-
pollutants and improves taste and odour and 
disinfection

Sludge recirculation clarifiers Improves system capacity

Magnetic ion exchange resins Reduces disinfection by-products and subsequent 
need for coagulants and disinfectant

Dissolved air floatation Reduces algae

Activated carbon Improves taste and odour

Ultraviolet (UV) light Disinfects water without using chemicals
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The water distribution system is the network 
of pipes, valves, fire hydrants, storage tanks, 
reservoirs and pumping stations that carry 
water to customers. Municipalities that get their 
treated water from a treatment facility in another 
municipality and only have a distribution system 
are still required to exercise due diligence 

 
 
and oversight. Clean, treated drinking water 
can become contaminated through a poorly 
maintained distribution system. System owners 
are required to maintain a consistent level of 
disinfectant throughout the distribution system 
to act as a barrier against contamination.

Water
Treatment
Plant

Elevated
Storage
Tank

Fire Hydrant

Valves

Homes

Water Users

Industries

Businesses/Institutions

Types of Pipes

The most common types of material used for pipes include:

•		Plastic - polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or polyethylene pipes; are widely used today

•			Cast-iron - long-used; sturdy but capable of corroding in some cases 

•			Ductile-iron - widely-used, newer version of cast-iron; more flexible and less likely to corrode 

•			Asbestos-cement – no longer manufactured but still used in many distribution systems 

Water Mains/Piping 
Water mains are normally buried in the public 
street right-of-way. A trunk main is a larger size 
main used to move large quantities of water. The 
smaller diameter pipe which connects a water 
main to an individual building is called a water 
service. These smaller pipes contain a buried 
valve to allow service shut-off. Water service 
piping inside the property line is considered 
plumbing and is outside municipal jurisdiction. 

The pipes of the distribution system must be 
large enough to meet domestic and industrial 
needs and provide adequate and ample flow for 
fire protection.

Valves
Valves are installed at intervals in the piping 
system so that segments of the system can be 
shut off for maintenance or repair.

Hydrants
Hydrants are distributed in residential, 
commercial and industrial areas, and are 
primarily used by fire departments in fighting 
fires. Fire hydrants and system valves should be 
operated and tested at regular intervals.
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Water Storage Facilities 
Water storage facilities exist in most 
municipalities to provide a reserve supply 
for times of emergency or heavy use (e.g. 
firefighting) and can include:

• elevated tanks (providing water pressure to 
a system) 

• standpipes (also supply pressure from a 
high point of land)

• hydro-pneumatic systems (use air pressure to 
create water pressure in small systems)

• surface or in-ground reservoirs (where water 
can be stored and pumped out for use)

Pumping Stations
Pumping stations are facilities including pumps 
and equipment for pumping fluids from one 
place to another. Pumping facilities are required 
whenever gravity cannot be used to supply 
water to the distribution system under sufficient 
pressure to meet all service demands.

Water Meters 
Water meters record the amount of water treated 
and delivered to the water system and measure 
the amount of water used by customers. 

Water Distribution Atlas
Your municipality may maintain a water 
distribution system atlas which provides 
detailed mapping of the distribution system 
and information on infrastructure and 
maintenance records. Detailed mapping helps 
your municipality plan for future repairs and is 
essential for quick response to problems such as 
water main breaks.

For Further Information i
To learn more about drinking water, visit these websites:

www.ontario.ca/drinkingwater  –  The Government of Ontario’s webpage offering a single point 
of access to information on drinking water and drinking water services in Ontario. 

ontario.ca/bw44 - Ontario Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure’s 
guide for information relating to asset management planning. 

www.wcwc.ca – The website of the Walkerton Clean Water Centre, an agency of the Ontario 
Government, which provides information on available training and education offered by the Centre, 
especially to those serving small and remote communities.

www.ocwa.ca – The website of the Ontario Clean Water Agency, an agency of the Ontario 
Government, which includes information on water and sewage works and related services 
provided  by the Agency.

www.e-laws.gov.on.ca – The Ontario Government website providing access to provincial laws 
and regulations.

www.omwa.org – The website of the Ontario Municipal Water Association.

www.owwa.com – The website of the Ontario Water Works Association, a section of the 
American Water Works Association (www.awwa.org).
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The following is a list of drinking water related 
terms and phrases you may come across when 
carrying out your oversight responsibilities.

  A

Accreditation body: a person designated or 
established as an accreditation body under Part IV 
of the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002.

Accredited operating authority: an operating 
authority accredited under Part IV of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act, 2002.

Adverse Water Quality Incident (AWQI): an 
event in which an adverse test result triggers a 
process of notification and corrective measures.

Aquifer: a layer of soil, sand, gravel or rock that 
contains groundwater.

Asset management planning: is the process 
of making the best possible decisions regarding 
the building, operating, maintaining, renewing, 
replacing and disposing of infrastructure assets. 
The objective is to maximize benefits, manage 
risks, and provide satisfactory levels of service to 
the public in a sustainable manner.

Audit: a systematic and documented verification 
process that involves objectively obtaining and 
evaluating documents and processes to determine 
whether a quality management system conforms 
to the requirements of the Drinking Water Quality 
Management Standard (DWQMS).

  B

Backflow preventer: a mechanical device for a 
water supply pipe to prevent the backflow of water 
into the water supply system from the service 
connections.

Boil water advisory: notice issued by local 
Medical Officer of Health to advise the community 
to boil or disinfect water before consumption. It is 
designed to make water safe to drink when there 
is a health risk through contamination that can be 
corrected by boiling or disinfecting the water.

  C

Chemically assisted filtration: a water 
treatment process that uses chemicals, such 
as alum, as a coagulant to bind small particles 

together into larger particles that are then easily 
filtered out when the water passes through sand 
beds or other filters. 

Chlorine residual: the concentration of chlorine 
remaining in the chlorinated water at the end of a 
given contact time that is available to continue to 
disinfect. Measured as Free Chlorine, Combined 
Chlorine and Total Chlorine. 

Clarification/Sedimentation: removal of 
suspended solids prior to filtration. In Ontario, 
the most common method of clarification used is 
sedimentation - or allowing suspended material to 
settle using gravity.

Coagulation: a chemical process that causes 
smaller particles to bind together and form larger 
particles. The process is used to improve the 
removal of particles through sedimentation and 
filtration in the drinking-water treatment process.

Colony counts: a scientific measure that 
identifies the number of bacteria, yeast or moulds 
that are capable of forming colonies.

Conservation Authorities: local watershed 
management agencies that deliver services 
and programs that protect and manage water 
and other natural resources in partnership with 
government, landowners and other organizations. 
(http://conservation-ontario.on.ca/).

Contaminant: any solid, liquid, gas, odour, heat, 
sound, vibration, radiation or combination of any 
of them resulting directly or indirectly from human 
activities that causes or may cause an adverse 
event.

Cross-connection: the physical connection of a 
safe or potable water supply with another water 
supply of unknown or contaminated quality such 
that the potable water could be contaminated or 
polluted.

Cryptosporidium: a single-celled protozoan 
parasite found in the intestinal tract of many 
animals. If the animal waste containing 
Cryptosporidium contaminates drinking water, it 
may cause gastrointestinal disease in humans. 
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  D

Designated facility: under the Safe Drinking 
Water Act, 2002, designated facilities  are defined  
as facilities  that serve people who are potentially 
more susceptible to illness if they drink water that 
is of poor quality. These facilities include schools, 
universities and colleges, children and youth care 
facilities.

Disinfection: usually the addition of chlorine 
to raw or filtered water to remove or inactivate 
human pathogens such as viruses, bacteria 
or protozoa in water, or for the purpose of 
maintaining a consistent level of chlorine in a 
drinking-water distribution system.

Drinking water: (a) water intended for human 
consumption, or (b) water that is required by 
act, regulation, order, municipal by-law or other 
document issued under the authority of an 
act to be “potable” or to “meet or exceed the 
requirements of the prescribed drinking water 
quality standards.”

Drinking water advisory: notice issued by local 
Medical Officer of Health when a drinking water 
problem cannot be corrected simply by boiling the 
water or through disinfection. Under a Drinking 
Water Advisory, consumers are advised to use 
another source of drinking water until further 
notice.

Drinking water system: a system of works, 
excluding plumbing, that is established for the 
purpose of providing users of the system with 
drinking water and that includes:

(a) anything used for the collection, 
production, treatment, storage, supply or 
distribution of water

(b)   anything related to the management of 
residue from the treatment process or 
the management of the discharge of a 
substance into the natural environment 
from the treatment system, and 

(c)    a well or intake that serves as the source 
or entry point of raw water supply for the 
system.

Drinking Water Quality Management 
Standard (DWQMS): The Drinking Water Quality 
Management Standard is a made-in-Ontario 
standard that sets out a framework for the 

operating authority and the owner of a drinking 
water system to develop a quality management 
system that is relevant and appropriate for 
their specific system. Operating authorities are 
accredited if they can demonstrate that they meet 
the requirements of the DWQMS through third-
party verification.

Drinking Water Quality Standards: standards 
prescribed by Ontario Regulation 169/03 
(Ontario Drinking Water Quality Standards) 
for microbiological, chemical and radiological 
parameters which when above certain 
concentrations have known or suspected adverse 
health effects and require corrective action.

Drinking water works permit: A drinking 
water works permit is an MOECC-issued 
approval that sets specific requirements for 
when a new municipal residential drinking water 
system is installed or when an existing system is 
being modified.

E

E. coli (Escherichia coli): a species of bacteria 
naturally present in the intestines of humans and 
animals. If animal or human waste containing E. 
coli contaminates drinking water, it may cause 
gastrointestinal disease in humans. Most types 
of E. coli are harmless, but some active strains, 
especially O157:H7, produce harmful toxins and 
can cause severe illness.  

Exceedance: violation of a limit for a contaminant 
as prescribed in the Ontario Drinking Water 
Standards Regulation (O. Reg. 169/03).

F

Filtration: removes particles from the water that 
were not removed during clarification by passing 
the water through a granular or media filter that 
retains all or most of the solids on or within itself, 
and removes pathogens prior to disinfection.

Financial plan: Ontario Regulation 453/07 
under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 sets out 
the requirements for a financial plan. Financial 
plans help municipalities build capacity to plan 
for drinking water systems’ long-term financial 
sustainability. A financial plan must be in place 
before a licence can be issued or renewed, and 
must apply for a minimum of a six-year period that 
starts in the year the new (or renewed) licence will 
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be issued. Financial plans must contain details of 
a system’s financial position, financial operations 
and cash flow and are required to be approved by 
a resolution of municipal council.

Flocculation: the gathering together of 
fine particles in water by gentle mixing after 
the addition of coagulant chemicals to form 
larger particles that can then be removed by 
sedimentation and filtration.

G

Giardia: protozoa, usually non-pathogenic, that 
may be parasitic in the intestines of vertebrates 
including humans and most domestic animals. 
If animal waste containing Giardia contaminates 
drinking water, it may cause gastrointestinal 
disease in humans.

H

Heterotrophic Plate Count (HPC): HPC is a 
microbiological test that gives an indication of 
general bacterial population. HPC results are not 
an indicator of water safety and should not be 
used as an indicator of potential adverse human 
health effects. This is a routine test to monitor 
water plant operations and assure treatment is 
working properly.

L

Laboratory: a place where drinking water tests 
are or will be conducted. In Ontario, laboratories 
must be accredited and licensed for each type of 
drinking water test they perform. Laboratories may 
conduct other types of tests as well.

M

Medical Officer of Health: with reference to a 
drinking water system, the medical officer of health 
for the health unit in which the system is located; 
if none exists, authority resides with the Chief 
Medical Officer of Health.

Microbiological organism: an organism so 
small that it cannot be seen without a microscope, 
including bacteria, protozoa, fungi, viruses and 
algae.

Municipal Drinking Water Licence (MDWL): 
A municipal drinking water licence is an approval 

to operate a municipal residential drinking water 
system. The licence outlines specific operational 
parameters for the system including rated 
capacity, maximum flow rates and sampling, 
testing and monitoring requirements. The MDWL 
replaces the Certificate of Approval, which has 
been phased out for municipal drinking water 
systems. 

Municipal drinking water system: a drinking 
water system (or part of a drinking water system):
•			that	is	owned	by	a	municipality	or	by	a	

municipal service board established under s. 
195 of the Municipal Act, 2001

•			that	is	owned	by	a	corporation	established	
under s. 203 of the Municipal Act, 2001

•			from	which	a	municipality	obtains	or	will	obtain	
water under the terms of a contract between 
the municipality and the owner of the system, 
or 

•			that	is	in	a	prescribed	class

O

Operating authority: with reference to a drinking 
water system, the person or entity that is given 
responsibility by the owner for the operation, 
management, maintenance or alteration of the 
system.

Operational plan: documents the Quality 
Management System (QMS) for a subject drinking 
water system.

Owner: with reference to a drinking water system, 
every person who is a legal or beneficial owner of 
all or part of the system (but does not include the 
Ontario Clean Water Agency [OCWA] or any of its 
predecessors where OCWA is registered on title 
as the owner of the system).

P

Pathogen: an organism that causes disease in 
another organism.

Permit to Take Water: permit from the Ministry 
of the Environment and Climate Change under the 
Ontario Water Resources Act, 1990, required of 
any person who takes over 50,000 litres of water 
per day from any source.

Potable water: water that, at a minimum, 
meets the requirements prescribed by O. Reg. 
169/03 (Drinking Water Quality Standards). Other 
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definitions include: water of sufficiently high quality 
that it can be consumed or used without risk of 
immediate or long- term harm; water that satisfies 
the standards of the responsible health authorities 
as drinking water; water that is ‘fit to drink’.

Protozoa: a very diverse group comprising 
some 50,000 organisms that consist of one cell. 
Most are able to move on their own. Some are a 
health concern in drinking water. (See Giardia and 
Cryptosporidium)

Provincial Officer Order: an order issued 
by a Ministry of the Environment and Climate 
Change Provincial Officer to any person who 
contravenes any act governed by the Ministry of 
the Environment and Climate Change.

R

Raw water: surface or groundwater that is 
available as a source of drinking water but has not 
received any treatment. 

S

Source water: untreated water in streams, rivers, 
lakes or underground aquifers which is used 
for the supply of raw water for drinking water 
systems.

Source water protection: action taken to 
prevent the pollution or depletion of drinking water 
sources, including groundwater, lakes, rivers and 
streams. Source water protection under Ontario’s 
Clean Water Act helps ensure public health 
through developing and implementing local plans 
to manage land uses and potential contaminants.

T

Total coliform bacteria: a group of waterborne 
bacteria consisting of three main sub-groups 
with common characteristics that is used as an 
indicator of water quality. The presence of total 
coliform bacteria in water leaving a treatment 
plant, or in any treated water immediately after 
treatment, could indicate inadequate treatment 
and possible water contamination.

Treatment system: any part of a drinking water 
system that is used in the treatment of water, 
including:
•			anything	that	conveys	or	stores	water	and	

is part of a treatment process, including any 
treatment equipment installed in plumbing

•			anything	related	to	the	management	of	residue	
from the treatment process or the management 
of the discharge of a substance into the natural 
environment from the system 

•			a	well	or	intake	that	serves	as	the	source	or	
entry point of raw water supply for the system.

Turbidity: a visible haze or cloudiness in water 
caused by the presence of suspended matter, 
resulting in the scattering or absorption of light. 
The cloudier the water, the greater the turbidity.

W

Walkerton Inquiry: the public commission of 
inquiry led by Justice Dennis O’Connor into the 
events that occurred in May 2000 when the water 
supply in the Ontario town of Walkerton became 
contaminated with a strain of E.coli bacteria.

Waterborne illness: a disease transmitted 
through the ingestion of contaminated water. 
Water acts as a passive carrier of the infectious 
agent, chemical or waterborne pathogen.

Water quality: a term used to describe the 
chemical, physical and biological characteristics 
of water, usually in respect to its suitability for a 
particular purpose, such as drinking.

Watershed: a region or area bounded peripherally 
by a divide and draining into a particular 
watercourse or body of water. 
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For more information, call
the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
at 1-800-565-4923

Email: drinking.water@ontario.ca
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Be informed. 
Ask questions.
Get answers.
It’s your duty.

www.ontario.ca/drinkingwater
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February 19, 2016 

Mr. John Espinosa 
Town Clerk 
Clerk's Division 
Town of Georgina 
26557 Civic Centre Road, R.R. #2 
Keswick, ON l4P 3G1 

Dear Mr. Espinosa: 

Regional Clerk's Office 
Corporate Services Department 

I RECEIVED H.B 1 s 1016 

Re: Transportation Master Plan Update- Draft Policy Principles and 
Actions 

Regional Council , at its meeting held on February 18, 2016, adopted the following 
recommendations of Committee of the Whole regarding "Transportation Master Plan 
Update - Draft Policy Principles and Actions": 

1. Council receive the interim Transportation Master Plan Update proposed draft 
policy principles and actions outlined in this report. 

2. The Regional Clerk circulate a copy of this report to the local municipalities with a 
request that they respond by March 29, 2016. 

A copy of Clause 3 of Committee of the Whole Report No. 2 is enclosed for your 
information. 

Please contact Stephen Collins at 905-830-4444 ext. 75949 if you have any questions 
with respect to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

r~ 
Denis Kelly 
Regional Clerk 

/C. Clark 
Attachments 

The Regional Municipality ofYork, 17250 Yonge Street, Newmarket, Ontario L3Y 6Z1 
Tel: 905-830-4444, Ext. 71320, 1-877-464-9675 Fax: 905-895-3031 

Internet: www.york.ca 
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Clause 3 in Report No. 2 of Committee of the Whole was adopted, without amendment, 
by the Council of The Regional Municipality of York at its meeting held on February 18, 
2016. 

3 
Transportation Master Plan Update 
Draft Policy Principles and Actions 

Committee of the Whole recommends: 

1. Receipt of the presentation by Stephen Collins, Director, Infrastructure Management 
and Project Management Office. 

2. Adoption of the following recommendations, as amended, contained in the report 
dated January 25, 2016 from the Commissioner of Transportation Services: 

1. Council receive the interim Transportation Master Plan Update proposed 
draft policy principles and actions outlined in this report. 

2. The Regional Clerk circulate a copy of this report to the local 
municipalities with a request that they respond by March 29, 2016. 

1. Recommendations 

It is recommended that: 

1. Council endorse the Transportation Master Plan Update proposed policy 
principles and actions outlined in this report. 

2. The Regional Clerk circulate a copy of this report to the local 
municipalities. 

2. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to seek Council endorsement of policy principles 
and actions for development of five policy areas to be recommended as part of 
the Transportation Master Plan Update. 

Committee of the Whole 
Transportation Services 
February 4, 2016 

1 
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Transportation Master Plan Update 
Draft Policy Principles and Actions 

3. Background 

York Region is currently undertaking a five-year review of the 
Official Plan 

The York Region Official Plan (YROP-2010) provides direction on how the 
Region will accommodate and address growth, including how people will move 
about the Region. The Planning Act requires that official plans be reviewed at 
least every five years to ensure conformity with Provincial direction on land use 
planning. The current YROP-201 0 was adopted by Council in December 2009 
and approved by the Province in September 2010. The majority of YROP-201 0 is 
now in effect. 

Since YROP-201 0 was adopted, a number of Provincial plans and policies have 
been introduced or amended. In 2013, the Province released Amendment 2 to 
the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (Growth Plan), which updates 
population and employment projections to 2041 , from the current planning 
horizon of 2031. In 2014, Regional staff initiated an Official Plan Review which 
includes two components: a policy review and a Regional Municipal 
Comprehensive Review (MCR) to update population and employment forecasts, 
based on revised Growth Plan projections. 

Updates to infrastructure master plans and the Development 
Charges Bylaw require input from the Regional MCR 

In conjunction with the update to YROP-201 0, the Transportation Master Plan 
(TMP) and Water and Wastewater Master Plan are being updated. The objective 
of this coordination is to plan comprehensively to accommodate and service 
growth sustainably in the future. Building upon direction provided in YROP-201 0, 
and based on revised population and employment forecasts, the TMP will assess 
and plan for the Region's long-term transportation infrastructure requirements 
and will determine where and when infrastructure is required. In addition, the 
background work for the upcoming Development Charges Bylaw will commence 
in 2016 and will also be based on updated growth forecasts and inputs from the 
infrastructure master plans. 

The update to the 2009 TMP is being supported by the 
Transportation Master Plan Advisory Task Force 

In April2015, Council established the Transportation Master Plan Advisory Task 
Force (Task Force) to provide feedback to staff on the development of Regional 
transportation policies as part of the TMP as noted below. The Task Force is 
chaired by the Regional Chairman and CEO and consists of nine additional 
members of Council. 

Committee of the Whole 
Transportation Services 
February 4, 2016 
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Draft Policy Principles and Actions 

The Task Force has met four times and will continue to meet and provide 
feedback in 2016. 

• May 21 , 2015- Inaugural Task Force meeting. Policy areas were 
identified for further review and consultation with local municipal staff and 
stakeholders 

• September 30, 2015 - Draft recommended principles and actions for each 
policy area were presented for Task Force feedback 

• November 26, 2015 - Recommended principles and actions for each 
policy area were reviewed and confirmed 

• January 13, 2016 - Network alternatives were presented for feedback 

Objectives of the TMP are in line with Vision 2051, Strategic Plan 
2016-2019 and YROP-201 0 

Transportation Services staff, through extensive consultation and analyses, 
developed the TMP objectives to respond effectively to future growth pressures, 
travel trends and changes in technology and innovation. 

The objectives of the TMP are: 

• Create a world class transit system by making transit more frequent, 
convenient and accessible, better supported by a more walkable network 
and availability of expanded carpool parking facilities. 

• Develop a road network fit for the future through the provision of a 
finer, more permeable street network that will make alternative modes 
more accessible, increase system capacity and maximize mobility options 
and service levels. 

• Integrate Active Transportation In Urban Areas by providing increased 
pedestrian and cycling facilities. 

• Maximize the potential of employment areas on our Regional network. 

• Make the last mile work by enabling integrated mobility systems, 
advancing innovation in technology and encouraging more sustainable 
travel choices. 

The proposed policy principles and actions align with Vision 2051 , YROP-2010 
and the Strategic Plan. This alignment is presented in Attachment 1. 

Committee of the Whole 
Transportation Services 
February 4, 2016 
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4. Analysis and Options 

This report presents an overview of the proposed TMP policy areas, including the 
recommended principles and actions. For further detailed background and 
supporting information, refer to Attachment 2. 

The proposed policy areas will deliver a transportation system 
that will meet present and future needs of residents and 
businesses 

As one of the fastest growing municipalities in North America, York Region's 
population will grow 50 per cent to 1.79 million people by 2041. As the Region 
continues to evolve and become more urban, transportation needs of residents 
and workers will also change. The proposed policy principles will enable delivery 
of a transportation network that will meet the present and future needs of 
residents and businesses. They will also allow for flexibility and adaptability in 
operation of the network so the benefits from emerging technology and disruptive 
innovation can be realized to move people and goods efficiently and support 
economic growth. 

The following five policy principles and actions are based on local municipal, 
stakeholder and public consultation, and are supported by the TMP Advisory 
Task Force. 

1. Finer Grid Network 

Currently, the Regional road network is built on two-kilometre concession blocks, 
with a limited number of continuous collector roads spanning between Regional 
roads. This results in limited route options for people to reach destinations 
throughout the Region and contributes to congestion on the existing Regional 
road network. 

Working with the Province and local municipalities to plan for and protect a series 
of mid-block highway crossings and continuous collector roads in new community 
areas and within existing communities, will provide alternate routes for vehicles, 
cyclists and pedestrians to reach destinations more quickly and safely, and will 
better manage congestion by spreading traffic throughout the network. 

Committee of the Whole 
Transportation Services 
February 4, 2016 
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Finer Grid Network- Recommended Policy Principles 

• York Region be responsible for environmental assessments, design, 
construction, operation and ownership of all future 400-series highway 
crossings 

• York Region be responsible for environmental assessments, design 
and construction of future interchange ramp extensions, with local 
municipalities responsible for operation and ownership 

• York Region provide financial assistance and support to local 
municipalities for mitigating/bridging barriers (watercourses, railways, 
etc.) in the major collector road network for new and existing 
development areas 

• York Region restrict implementation of new turning restrictions and 
vehicle-type restrictions on the Regional road system, except those 
required for network optimization and asset preservation purposes 

Finer Grid Network · Recommended Actions 

• Define the infrastructure requirements as part of the TMP Roads, 
Transit and Active Transportation networks. This includes 400-series 
highway crossings and ramp extensions 

• Develop an Arterial Road Classification Study to establish the role and 
function of the Major Arterial, Minor Arterial and Major Collector road 
network in York Region. Major Arterial and Minor Arterial roads should 
remain under York Region's jurisdiction. Major Collector roads should 
remain under local jurisdiction. The Arterial Classification Study should 
establish the Region's interest and role in protecting the transportation 
function provided by the Major Collector Road system 

• Review existing turning restrictions and vehicle type restrictions on the 
Regional road network, and consider removal of these restrictions 
where they are not warranted for network optimization or asset 
preservation purposes 

• Establish a development charges funded reserve to support these 
policy principles 

Committee of the Whole 
Transportation Services 
February 4, 2016 
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11. Corridor Evolution 

Regional streets are designed to accommodate a variety of travel modes, 
including passenger cars, transit vehicles, cyclists, pedestrians and trucks. As 
the transportation network continues to focus on the movement of people, the 
design and operation of Regional roads will continue to change over time. 

The Region will ensure the most effective use of road space and financial 
resources over the long term by designing and operating Regional streets to 
maximize capacity to move people. This proposed policy principle will support the 
Region's ability to meet the mobility needs of today's users, while ensuring the 
corridor can be adapted in the future to meet changing travel needs, such as 
introducing High Occupancy Vehicle/Transit lanes. 

Corridor Evolution • Recommended Policy Principle 

• York Region operates the Regional road network to move the most 
people 

• Develop a policy to permit conversion of general purpose traffic lanes to 
HOV/Transit lanes or reserved bus lanes after established thresholds 
are met 

Corridor Evolution • Recommended Actions 

• Reaffirm that when widening a road from four-lanes to six-lanes, the 
additional lanes must be designated for HOV!Transit use 

• Establish thresholds for converting existing general purpose lanes to 
HOV!Transit lanes or reserved bus lanes on four-lane and six-lane 
roads 

• Develop a long-term traffic management strategy that incorporates 
existing and emerging technologies to optimize, expand and transform 
the people moving capacity of Regional corridors 

111. Commuter Parking Management 

Providing opportunities for residents to park their vehicles on the fringes of the 
urban area and access different modes of travel for part of their Uips, such as 
transit or car sharing, will enable people to make choices about how they move 
around and through the Region. The outcome of this strategy is anticipated to be 

Committee of the Whole 
Transportation Services 
February 4, 2016 
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a lower number of auto trips accessing and parking at key destinations in the 
urban centres, including employment areas and transportation hubs/stations 

Partnering with other agencies and the private sector to conduct an in-depth 
study that informs the Region's strategy in providing commuter parking, will 
ensure that the transportation network is being planned comprehensively to 
support travel needs of residents in the future. 

Commuter Parking Management - Recommended Actions 

Develop a Commuter Parking Management strategy that: 

• Develops (in partnership with Metrolinx, MTO and/or local 
municipalities) new commuter parking lots in strategic areas of the 
Region that support reduced auto travel and increase transit ridership 
and use of existing and proposed HOVffransit lanes 

• Establish a governance model for Regional commuter parking 
management 

• Provides direction regarding on-street parking on Regional roads 

• Identify and implement pilot projects, including the use of paid parking 

IV. Goods Movement Network 

The Regional road network accommodates significant volumes of truck traffic, 
due in part to increasing economic activity in the Region and the presence of 
major rail facilities, highway corridors and distribution centres in the southern 
municipalities. As the Region becomes more urban, conflicts between industrial, 
commercial and residential land uses are becoming more difficult to resolve. 

The absence of a goods movement strategy and identification of priority routes in 
York Region has resulted in a goods movement service not currently aligned with 
adjacent municipalities or industry best practices. 

Developing a Goods Movement Strategy will enable the Region to work in 
partnership with other agencies and the trucking industry to develop solutions 
that meet the needs of all residents and stakeholders, and will continue to attract 
investment, create jobs and foster economic growth in the Region. 

Committee of the Whole 
Transportation Services 
February 4, 2016 
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Goods Movement Network - Recommended Actions 

Develop a Goods Movement Strategy in consultation with other levels of 
government, agencies, rail authorities, Ontario Trucking Association and the 
private sector. The Goods Movement Strategy should: 

• Define the Region's role in supporting goods movement 

• Identify demand management measures to reduce the impact of goods 
movement during peak travel periods 

• Confirm a hierarchy/network of goods movement corridors, recognizing 
that all Regional roads are intended to move all types of vehicles 

V. Boulevard Jurisdiction 

The Municipal Act, 2001 determines which services are the responsibility of the 
Region and those to be provided by local municipalities. On Regional roads, local 
municipalities are currently responsible for construction and maintenance of 
some major boulevard elements, such as sidewalks and illumination, while the 
Region is responsible for building and maintaining roadway elements primarily 
between curbs. The division of responsibility creates public confusion and issues 
with consistency around construction and maintenance of sidewalks, street lights 
and streetscape elements on Regional roads. With the current split in 
jurisdictional responsibility, significant gaps continue to exist in the provision of 
sidewalks and illumination along Regional roads. 

The Region is responsible for delivery of public transit service in York Region. 
Transit users typically begin and end their trips as pedestrians or cyclists and use 
Regional roads to access transit stops and stations. As the Region continues to 
expand transit service, providing continuous sidewalks and illumination will 
ensure residents have safe and accessible routes to transit stops, stations and 
destinations. 

Working with local municipalities to transfer responsibility to the Region for 
construction and maintenance of these boulevard elements will ensure that 
residents are best served with continuous sidewalks, consistent street lighting 
and context-sensitive streetscape elements on Regional roads. 

Committee of the Whole 
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Boulevard Jurisdiction - Recommended Policy Principle 

• York Region assume responsibility for planning, design, construction, 
operation and ownership of boulevard elements within Regional rights
of-way, including sidewalks, cycling facilities, illumination and 
streetscaping 

Boulevard Jurisdiction- Recommended Action 

• York Region to work with local municipalities to assume planning, 
design, construction, maintenance and jurisdictional responsibility for 
boulevard elements within the Regional rights-of-way, including 
sidewalks, cycling facilities, illumination and streetscaping 

• Establish a Development Charge funded reserve to support this policy 
principle 

Council approval of the policies and/or strategies will be required 
as part of implementation 

During 2016 and 2017 staff will develop detailed policies and strategies. These 
will be presented to Council for approval prior to implementation. 

This detailed work will include development of appropriate plans to, where 
appropriate, transition service delivery and responsibility from local municipalities 
to York Region. Significant consultation with all stakeholders will be undertaken. 

Path to Draft Transportation Master Plan 

Weare here 

This report is part of a series of reports-presented to Council in advance of the 
anticipated adoption of the Draft Transportation Master Plan in late Q2 2016. 
Following Council's endorsement of the proposed policy principles and actions, 
staff will continue to work with long Range Planning to inform policy updates to 
YROP-201 0 required to provide the appropriate land use policy framework to 
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move forward with developing detailed master plan implementation policies and 
programs. 

It is anticipated that a report on Draft Network Recommendations will be 
presented to Council in early 02 2016. Together with this report, the Council 
endorsed policy principles, directions and actions and network recommendations 
will form the foundation for the final Draft Transportation Master Plan. 

Link to key Council-approved plans 

This report links to the following Council-approved plans and policies: 

Regional Official Plan 

• This report supports implementation of the Region's TMP and its 
objectives to support the Region's growing population and employment, 
and will inform policy updates to the Regional Official Plan, currently under 
review. 

Vision 2051 

• The development and implementation of the TMP supports the Goal Areas 
of providing 'Interconnected Systems for Mobility' by prioritizing the 
movement of people and goods, and developing 'Liveable Cities and 
Complete Communities' by achieving better connections between where 
people live, work, learn and play. 

2015 to 2019 Strategic Plan 

• This report supports the Strategic Priority Areas of 'Strengthening the 
Region's Economy' by fostering an environment that attracts, grows and 
maintains businesses; 'Supporting Community Health and Well-being' by 
making our communities more welcoming and inclusive; and 'Managing 
Environmentally Sustainable Growth' by managing traffic congestion . 

5. Financial Implications 

Staff are currently preparing cost estimates for each proposed 
policy principle 

Financial implications of the proposed policy principles will be developed in 
further detail and considered as part of the Fiscal Impact Strategy being 
undertaken as part of the Regional Official Plan Review. Preliminary cost 
estimates of the proposed policy principles are shown in Table 1. The timing and 
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implementation of these policies are subject to financial approvals through the 
budget process. 

Table 1 
Preliminary Cost Estimates of Proposed Policy Principles 

Policy 
Principle 

Rner Grid 
Network 

Corridor 
Evolution 

Commuter 
Parking 
Management 

Goods 
Movement 
Network 

Boulevard 
Jurisdiction 

Capital{$) 

850 million 

10 million 

100 million 

TBD 

140 million 

Operating ($) Comments 

2 million/year Recommended that the Region own and 
operate mid-block crossings; Local 
municipalities to operate ramp 
extensions, collector roads, etc. Annual 
operating costs will increase over time 
as projects are constructed. 

1 00,000/year Capital and operating costs are limited 
to signage and pavement markings 
required to support lane conversations 
from general purpose Lanes to 
Transit/HOV 

1 million/year Annual operating costs for commuter 
parking facilities will gradually increase 
as the number and complexity of 
parking facilities increase. Costs may be 
offset by revenue; however, this has not 
been included in the analysis. 

150,000/year The Region will undertake a Goods 
Movement Strategy which may have 
additional capital and operating funding 
requirements. Study results will be 
presented to Council for consideration. 

7 million/year Work is likely already planned by local 
municipalities. Capital and operating 
costs for jurisdiction should be a 
transfer, whereby the Region collects 
Development Charges and tax levy to 
fund. 

Plans for transitioning service delivery and responsibility will 
include financial coordination between York Region and local 
municipalities 

Policies developed based on these principles and actions will result in York 
Region assuming responsibility for some services currently provided by local 
municipalities. In addition to transitioning service delivery, financial aspects of 
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collecting development charges and tax levy to fund the implementation of these 
policies and strategies will also need to be transitioned. 

6. Local Municipal Impact 

Extensive local municipal consultation is underway and will 
continue in 2016 

Staff have met with local municipalities as part of the Municipal Liaison 
Committee, and individually with respect to the proposed policy principles. The 
TMP Advisory Task Force, which is comprised of Regional Councillors and 
Mayors, has been and will continue to be consulted throughout the TMP process. 
Local municipalities will continue to be engaged as detailed policies are 
developed in 2016. 

Development of the policies and implementation of the actions 
will include significant community and stakeholder consultation 

Consultation with municipal staff has been ongoing through the development of 
the policy principles and actions. Municipal staff have expressed general support 
for the proposed policy principles and actions. However, local municipal staff also 
indicated that certain aspects of these policy principles and actions may create 
localized concerns from existing residents. 

It is recognized these proposed policy principles and actions represent new 
directions for the Region and local municipalities in delivery of an integrated 
transportation system. Development and implementation of these policies will 
require extensive consultation to fully understand the localized community 
impacts and benefits. 

7. Conclusion 

The TMP is being coordinated with the Regional Official Plan Review and the 
Water and Wastewater Master Plan update to ensure the Region continues to 
efficiently deliver services and plan comprehensively for growth. The 
recommended policy principles and actions would enable delivery of a 
transportation network to meet the present and future needs of residents and 
businesses. The policy principles and actions would further set the framework for 
flexibility and adaptability in operation of the network so the benefits from 
emerging technology and disruptive innovation can be realized to move people 
and goods efficiently and support economic growth. 
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Staff is seeking Council endorsement of the policy principles and actions 
presented in this report to enable staff to move forward with developing detailed 
master plan policies in 2016, and inform the Regional Official Plan Review and 
upcoming Development Charges Bylaw update in 2017. 

For more information on this report, please contact Stephen Collins, Director 
Infrastructure Management and PMO, at ext. 75949. 

The Senior Management Group has reviewed this report. 

January 25, 2016 

Attachments (2) 

6551756 

Accessible formats or communication supports are available upon request 
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Attachment 1 

Alignment of Transportation Master Plan 
Policy Principles and Actions with Council Approved Plans 

FINER GRID CORRIDOR COMMUTER 
GOODS BOULEVARD 

Council Plans Objective I Policy Area NETWORK EVOLUTION PARKING 
MOVEMENT JURISDICTION MANAGEMENT 

A Place where everyone can thrive ~ ~ ~ 

Liveable Cities and Complete Communities ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

A resilient Natural Environment and Agricultural System ~ ~ ~ ~ 

VISION 2051 
Appropriate Housing for all Ages and Stages 

An Innovation Economy ~ ~ ~ 

Interconnected systems for Mobility ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Living Sustainably ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Open and Responsive Governance ~ -/ ~ -/ -/ 
Create high-quality, sustainable communities ~ -/ ~ -/ -/ 
Achieve complete, diverse, compact, vibrant, integrated and well-designed Regional 

~ ~ ~ Centres that serve as focal points for housing, employment, cultural and community 
facilities, and transit connections 

Achieve attractive and vibrant urban Regional Corridors that link Regional Centres ~ ~ ~ 

Ensure the Region's new community areas prioritize people, sustainability and livability -/ ~ -/ 
Reduce automobile dependence by enhancing opportunities for residents and workers to ~ ~ ~ 

REGIONAL walk, cycle, take transit and carpool 

OFFICIAL Create an active transportation system and programs that encourage walking, cycling and ~ ~ ~ ~ PLAN the use of public transit 

Provide transit service that is convenient and accessible to all residents and workers of ~ ~ ~ ~ 
York Region 

Ensure streets support all modes of transportatiop including walking, cycling, transit, 
automobile use, and the efficient movement of goods 

~ ~ ~ -/ ~ 

Plan and protect future urban and rural streets to accommodate transportation demands -/ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Promote a linked and efficient network for goods movement that supports economic ~ -/ 
vitality and minimizes conflicts with sensitive land uses 

Strengthen the Region's Economy ~ ~ ~ ~ -/ 
2015-2019 Support Community Health and Well-Being ~ ~ -/ ~ 
STRATE~IC vf ~ ~ I ~ -/ PLAN Manage Environmentally Sustainable Growth I 

Provide Responsive and Efficient Public Service 

Create a World Class Transit Network ~ ~ -/ ~ 

Develop a Road Network Fit for the Future ~ -/ -/ ~ 
TMP 

Integrate Active Transportation in Urban Areas ~ ~ 
OBJECTIVES 

Maximize the Potential of Employment Areas ~ -/ ~ ~ -/ 
Making the Last Mile Work ~ ~ 

6335258 
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UPDATES 

~e!~i-~!l- ~!~~~~}' _____________________________________________________________________ . __ . ____________ . __ _ 
Version Update Date 

Version 1 Original September 2015 

Version 2 • Introduction November 2015 

• Updated Importance of Transportation Policy 
Framework Section 

• Added TMP Updates Section 
• A~ded Objectives Section 

• Corridor Evolution 
• Revised. Entire Section 
• Updated Opportunity 
• Refinement of Corridor Evolution Policies 

• Making the last Mile Work 
• New Section 

Version 3 • Updated cover title February 2016 

• Updated Introduction sections 

• All Sections: 

• Replaced "Options Considered" and "Evaluation" 
sections with Recommended Policy Principles 
and Actions to reflect the recommendations of 
Committee of the Whole Report going forward in 
February 

• Updated "What is the Value to Residents?" sections 

• Updated photos and images 
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f~rE~s~ & ~a~kg~~und . . _ __ . . __ _ .. ·-· .. ____ ---·-· -~ _ _ _ . __ 
This Guidebook was presented to the Transportation Master Plan Advisory Task Force in September and 
November 2015 and has been updated to reflect the refined recommended policy principles and actions, 
The purpose of the Guidebook is to provide the background for the development of recommended 
policy principles and actions. For each policy area, the existing problem and opportunity, rationale, 
policy context, snapshot of best practices, recommended policy principles and actions, as well as the 
overall va)ue to residents is summarized. The policy principles and actions will inform the development of 
Network Alternatives. 

During 2016 and 2017 staff will complete the necessary policy documents and strategies. These will 
be brought to Council for approval prior to implementation. This work will include development of 
appropriate plans to, where appropriate, transition service delivery and responsibility from local 
municipalities to York Region. This will include significant consultation will all stakeholders. 

~~E~~~~!!~~ ~! ~~~~~P-~!~~~~~!! -~~-~~~1- -~!~.'!!~~~~~- - --- ____ __ ____ ________________ __ _________ ____ __ _ 
The current Regional Official Plan (ROP, 2010) describes how York Region plans to accommodate future 
growth and development while meeting the needs of existing residents and businesses. It sets out 
directions and policies that will guide economic, environmental and community planning decisions in 
creating sustainable communities as well as provides a strong foundation of policies that support the 
existing and future transportation directions focused on moving people more efficiently throughout the 
Region. 

The Transportation Master Plan (TMP) was established to support and be consistent with the Regional 
Official Plan to implement its city building policies and providing services to residents. The current and 
future world of mobility has changed drastically with the introduction of all-day 15 minute Regional 
Express Rail (connecting the GTHA to York Region), autonomous vehicles, and high-occupancy toll (HOT) 
lanes, as well as the emergence of the "sharing economy" and peer-to-peer services, s'uch as Uber and 
car/bikeshare. These disruptions or shifts will have impacts on the way people move to and throughout 
the Region. 

~T)~~~~P-~~~-'!~i-~~-~~~~-t:~-~~~-~-YPc!~t~- _ _____ ______ __ -----------·-· ____________________ _ 
The TMP updates builds on the previous ROP and TMP to provide additional principles, policies and 
actions to address changing mobility needs over the next 25 years. 

• deliver policy direction and confirm infrastructure requirements to develop transportation networks 
that support the goals of Vision 2051 

• facilitate for land value capture to support the Region's economy 

• build compact, complete communities that support a mix of land use, density and design to help 
manage congestion, reduce overall trip lengths, enable efficient transit service, and make walking and 
cycling more attractive 

• be more flexible and allow for innovation in order to respond to rapidly changing and shifting mobility 

• seek opportunities to optimize the Region's infrastructure through advancements to technology and 
recent innovations to the sharing economy 

• incorporate and update to the 2008 Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan and build on the YRT/Viva 
Five-Year Transit Service Plan. 

Transportation Master Plan Updated Recommended Policy Principles and Actions - February 2016 
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~~~~~1~~!~~~-------------------------------- --------·-----·---------·-------~---
The objectives of the TMP have been reprioritized and refined to be more progressive to reflect these 
changing trends and influences on mobility: 

1. Create a world class transit system by making transit more convenient and accessible, supported 
by a more wa[kable network and availability of expanded carpool parking facilities 

2. Develop a road network fit for the future through the provision of a finer, more permeable street 
network which will make alternative modes more accessible, improve system capacity, mobility 
options and service levels 

3. Integrate active transportation in urban areas by providing increased pedestrian and cycling 
facilities 

4. Maximize the potential of employment areas by supporting the efficient movement of goods 
throughout our Region 

5. Making the last mile work by integrating mobility systems and advancing innovation in technology 
·and encouraging more sustainable travel choices 

There are five main Transportation Master Plan policy areas currently under review. Policy principles 
were developed for each policy area. Benefits and strengths were analyzed for each policy principle 
under consideration, which were then evaluated against a set of criteria. Qualitative 'PESTLE' criteria 
(Political Viability, Economic Efficiency, Social/Cultural Feasibility, Technical Feasibility, Legal Feasibility, 
Environmental Sustainability) as well flexibility, effectiveness and ease of implementation were used. The 
principles under consideration were evaluated on how well they responded to the criteria based on a 
'high', 'medium', or 'low' ranking. These evaluations can be found in previous iterations of the guidebook. 
Definitions of the evaluation criteria used can be found on the following page. 

Corridor 
Evolution 

Finer Grid 
Street Network 

• . . / 

Transportation 
Master Plan 

Policy Areas 

Boulevard 
Jurisdiction 

Goods 
Movement 

Commuter 
Parking 
Management 
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Evaluation Criteria used to select Recommendations 

• 
0 

Political Vtability 
Acceptability from York Region residents, stakeholders, politicians and partners at all levels of 
government 

Economic Efficiency 
Ability to achieve cost-effective solution; ability to support York Region's economy and 
increased fis~al responsibility; consideration for rehabilitation/ replacement value 

Social/Cultural Feasibility 

Responsiveness to the needs of residents; consistency and support for Regional policies and 
programs; ability to achieve social equity; ability to make communities become more "livable" 

Technical· Feasibility 
Availability of necessary resources and competencies; ability to meet Transportation 
Master Plan objectives within the Regional network; ability to implement within Regional 
capabilities 

Legal Feasibility 
Consistency with current Provincial, Regional and area municipal policies, legislation and 
mandates, as appropriate 

Environmental Sustainability 
Ability to reduce greenhouse gas and carbon emissions through management of congestiorr 
while improving mobility and accessibility; responsiveness to climate change and 
environmental sustainability 

Flexibility 
Ability to create a more diverse and flexible transportation system that can respond to 
variable and unpredictable conditions 

Effectiveness 
Overall effectiveness to respond to resident and stakeholder mobility and accessibility needs 

Implementation 
Ability to deliver projects and programs that most effectively meet required service levels for 
mobility and transportation 

Transportation Master Plan Updated Recommended Policy Principles and Actions - February 2016 
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-----------------------------------------------

. The current major collector road 
network lacks connectivity to support 

a multi-jurisdictional network grid, and therefore provides 
limited Regional functionality. Missing, discontinuous or 
inadequate links in the network increase congestion on 
arterial roadways. 

Development blocks in York Region are designed t o be 
supported by a permeable system of major local collector 
roads; how~ver, the majority of concession blocks in York 
Region lack major collector roads. 

Constructing missing links and developing continuous finer 
grid streets will improve mobility for all modes and increase 
network capacity. 

~~~!~~~~-~~~-~~--------- --- ------------- - -------------- -------------- - --- ---- - ---------- ---- -- -- -- - - - - - --
Road Network Jurisdiction 

The road network in York ~egion falls under three 
jurisdictions. 

·The Province has jurisdictional responsibility for 
Provincial highways 

· York Region owns and operates arterial roads 

·Area municipalities own and operate major collector 
roads as well as local residentia l streets. 

Municipal Act 

An upper-tier municipality may add a lower-tier 
highway, including a boundary line highway, 
to its highway system from any of its lower-tier 
municipalities. 

Provincial Policy Statement 

Land use patterns, densities and mix of uses should 
be promoted that minimize the length and number 
of vehicle trips and support current and future use of 
transit and active t ransportation. 

Planning authorities shall promote compact form and 
a structure of nodes and corridors to suppqrt energy 
conservation and efficiency, improved air quality, 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions and climate change 
adaptation. 

Mid-Block Collector Road Crossings 

York Region policy is to fund a one t hird share for mid
block collector road crossings of 400-series highways. 
Recent requirements imposed by the Province indicate 
that mid-block collector road crossings of freeways 
may also require funding by York Region and area 
municipalit ies for long-term capital replacement cost. 

Regional Road Assumption Policy 

The Regional Road Assumption _policy provides 
flexibility to allow non-arterial roads to be assumed into 
the Regional road network. A Regional road is one that: 

• Performs a cross-boundary, inter-regional or inter
municipal function 

·Provides a local connection in t he Reg ional road 
network to fill a gap where one exists 

·Provides a direct link to t he Provincial highway 
system 

· Supports an existing or p lanned rapid transit route 
or connection to a major transit hub 

Regional Official Plan 

Regional Centres and urban areas will support the 
construction of a finer grid street network that 
facilitates t he flexible and efficient movement of people 
and goods. 

Transportation Master Plan Recommended Policy Principles- February 2016 
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~~~~~~-~~~~~!~!?~~~$l _________ ___ ________ _____ ________________________ _____________________________ _ 

LONDON 

ROME 

., -· -- -· ~0----·-· -·--- -· __ .. _ -· ---- -· ---- -· --·- -· --·- -· --·- -· --·--·-· --·--·-· --------NEWYORK 

•• ,,.&ii•'!li~ 
•ll•··~··~s 
~-·:•··~~ .. ,,_~~--~· ........ ~ ~· 
=--~~ .... ... I!~!*.S .. 
SAN FRANCISCO 

Source: Toronto Star, "Beyond Density", Jan. 26, 2008 

What We Heard From Local Municipalities 

Need to address the finer grid network and support a continuous collector road network. 

Increased Regional role in implementing a 
finer grid network is generally supported. 

Collector roads are easier to Implement In greenfield 
development areas and more challenging to implement in 
existing built-up residential areas. 

Municipalities currently face difficulties implementing crossings of Provincial highways due to MTO's 
requirement for upfront life cycle costs and would benefit from assistance from York Region. 

A finer grid network will result in more permeability and increased capacity of the network, 
improving mobility for all modes including transit, walking, and cycling. 

! 
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RECOMMENDED POLICY PRINCIPLES OR ACTIONS 

PRINCIPLES: 

York Region be responsible for environmental assessments, design, construction, operation and ownersh ip of 
all future 400-series highway crossings. 

York Region be responsible for environmental assessments, design and construction of future interchange 
ramp extensions, with local municipalities responsible for operation and ownership. 

York Region provide financia l assistance and support to local municipalities for mitigating/bridging barriers 
(watercourses, railways, etc.) in the major collector road network for new and existing development areas. 

York Region restrict implementation of new turning restrictions and vehicle-type restrictions on the Regional 
road system, except those required for network optimization and asset preservation purposes. 

ACTIONS: 

Define the infrast ructure requirements as part of the TMP Roads, Transit and Active Transportation networks. 
This. includes 400-series highway crossings and ramp extensions. 

Develop an Arterial Roa_d Classification Study to establish the role and function of the Major Arterial, Minor 
Arterial and Maj or Collector road network in York Region. Major Arterial and Minor Arterial roads should remain 
under York Region's jurisdiction. Major Collector roads should remain under local jurisdiction. The Arterial 
Classification Study should establish the Region's interest and role in protecting the transportation function 
provided by the Major Collector Road system. 

Review existing turning restrictions and vehicle type restrictions on the Regional road network, and consider 
removal of these restrictions where they are not warranted for network optimization or asset preservation 
purposes. 

Establish a Development Charges funded reserve to support these policy principles. 

What is the Value to Residents? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is the intent of this policy to address all five objectives of the Transportation Master Plan, in 
particular 1'1ntegrating Active Transportation in Urban Areas" by providing alternative routes 
that support alternative modes in order to access the Regional arterial network. 

This policy area is also critical to connecting local communities that are separated due to a major 
physical barrier, such as a 400-series highway, watercourse or railway crossing. The financial 
assistance that the Region is proposing will assist area municipalities to achieve their local 
planning objectives. 

The implementation of this policy will require coordination between the area municipalities and 
the Region to ensure that local planning and community interests are further integrated with 
the development of the transportation network. This means that a context sensitive approach 
will be used, recognizing that a "one size fits all" approach does not address the needs of all area 
municipalities. 
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. As multi-modal corridors, Regional 
roads must accommodate a variety 

of travel options including passenger cars, transit, active 
transportation and goods movement vehicles. Current 
Regional policy indicates widening for six lanes is only 
permitted for high-occupancy vehicles {HOV) or reserved bus 
lanes. 

However, the Province has recently announced plans to 
create High-occupancy toll {HOT) lanes on some existing 
Provincial HOV lanes and these toll lanes could also be 
created on any new or expanded provincial highways. As 
such, there may be opportunities for the Region to optimize 
the regional HOV network with the provincial network. 

~~~!~~~~-~~~-~! _____________ _____ ________________ __ ______________________ __ ______________ _______________ _ 
Provin~ial Policy Statement 

Corridors and infrastructure, including transportation 
and transit, shall be planned and protected to meet 
current and projected needs. 

Places to Grow Act 

In p lanning for the development, optimization, and/or 
expansion of new or existing transportation corridors, 
the Province, other public agencies and municipalities 
will ensure that new or existing transportation corridors 
shall be identified and protected to meet current and 
projected needs for various travel modes. 

-------

Regional Official Plan 

High-occupancy vehicle lanes on all 400-series 
highways within and/or adjacent to York Region should 
be implemented. 

The Region shall work with partners to complete the 
transit network, including subway line extensions, 
Metrolinx enhancements, the 407 Transitway and other 
rapid transit corridors. 

2 or More 
Persons 

' 
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~~~~~~-~~!-~~!~!?~~~~ ---- - ------------- - --- - ------ ---------------- -- - ----- - ---- ---------------------
Province of Ontario: 2015 Pan Am/Para pan Am Games Route 

Network and Temporary High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lanes 

• • 1/fP 
PanA~ W(T 

TORONTO ~ 
2015 

PoroPonA~~ 
TORONTO 

2015 
The Games Route Network 

HOT Lanes 

High-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes allow 
vehicles with a limited number of 
occupants to pay a toll for the right to 
use HOV lanes. 

California introduced North America's 
first HOT lanes in 1995. The U.S. now has 
approximately 473 kilometres of HOT 
lanes in operation. 

The Games Route Network is a series of existing roads 
linking the CIBC Pan Am/Para pan Am Athletes' Village 
to Games venues and the Toronto Pearson International 
Airport. The Games Route Network provided a safe and 
reliable network for Games' participants (athletes, officials, 
and media). The Province worked with the City of Toronto 
and surrounding municipalities to determine primary and 
alternate routes to and from each venue. Flexible traffic 
management measures used during the games included: 

·Temporary HOV lanes 
·Turning bans and parking restrictions in some high 
traffic areas 

·Coordinated response from police and road crews to 
clear delays 

·Coordinated construction schedules to keep lanes 
open 

Following the success of the temporary HOV lanes, 
the Province has announced that it is exploring the 
implementation of HOT lanes on 400-series highways. 

What We Heard From Local Municipalities 

One size does not fit all. 

York Region should consider revenue tools, such as toll roads; 
these tools can help offset maintenance costs. 

I - ~ -- ~ --~1 

I 
Creating flexibility in the network will allow York Region to maximize benefits in responding to 1 

changing conditions and travel needs. 

-
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POliCY I'HINCIPlf . CORRIIJOR EVOLU liON 

RECOMMENDED POLICY PRINCIPLES OR ACTIONS 

PRINCIPLES: 

York Region operates the Regional road network to move the most people. 

Develop a policy to permit conversion of general purpose traffic lanes to HOV/Transit lanes or reserved bus 
lanes after establistled t hresholds are met. 

ACTIONS: 

Reaffirm that when widening a road from four-lanes to six-lanes, the additional lanes must be designated for 
HOV/Transit use. 

Establish th resholds for converting exist ing general purpose lanes to HOV/Transit lanes or reserved bus lanes 
on four-lane and six-lane roads. 

Develop a long-term traffic management strategy that incorporates existing and emerging technologies to 
optimize, expand arid transform the people moving capacity of Regional corridors. 

What is the Value to Residents? 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This policy will serve to maximize the people moving capacity within the Region's rights-of
way, including sidewalks, cycling facilities and travel lanes. Ensuring that the Region evolves 
over time, using a context sensitive approach, will mean that these corridors will reflect the 
communities they surround. This supports the Region's ability to meet the mobility needs of 
today's users and help alleviate congestion while ensuring that the corridor can be adapted in 
the future to meet changing travel ne:.e.:.d:.:.s:.:·--"=== ;..;;;:::;___......;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;..,.;;;==--;:.._- __ =;::;:,...-=. -,..-;:;;:__=..-~ 
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Although parking management 
supports,key Regional priorities, such 

as increasing transit ridership and viability of Centres and 
Corridors, area municipalities are relied upon to develop 
parking policies, programs and services. Until now, York 
Region has had a little influence in the supply and operation 
of parking. Market trends have resulted in an abundance 
of free parking and relaxed parking Bylaws that encourage 

higher parking ratios, limiting the ability to change travel 
behaviour. Free parking at GO transit stations increases 
congestion around stations and discourages the use of 
sustainable modes of transportation. 

There is an opportunity to improve transit service levels in 
combination with commuter parking strategies to manage 
congestion and increase transit ridership. 

~~~!~~~~-~~~-~! _________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Municipal Act 

Area municipalities regulate private and local parking 
lots. 

Places to Grow Act 

When planning lands for employment, municipalities 
are to facilitate the development of transit-supportive, 
compact built form, and minimize surface parking. 

Regional Official Plan 

Secondary Plans and Zoning Bylaws require 
parking management policies and standards that 
include reduced minimum and maximum parking 
requirements, appropriate site design with pedestrian 
friendly urban form, surface parking to support 
redevelopment and include preferential locations for 
carpooling. 

Regional Official Plan 

Within Regional Centres, York Region works with area 
municipalities to establish a system of municipal 
parking authorities to develop and/or operate shared 
public parking facilities. cash-in-lieu-of-parking 
policies, and, the planning for parking by structured or 
underground faci lities for all site development. 

The supply of parking within Regional Centres and 
Corridors is managed in accordance to Section 5.4 of 
the Regional Official Plan. 

Improvements in service, convenient access, including, 
creating a system of parking and drop-off facilities for 
commuters, will achieve higher transit usage. 

Planning lands for facilities such as transit stations 
including intermodal terminals, mobility hubs, subway, 
bus, and light rail stations, and related passenger drop
off and commuter parking lots will support the transit 
network. 
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Shared Parking 
uu•n ... c~ Facilities 

Collective shared parking 
facilities provide more 
efficient parking than single 
lots. · 

,_ 
·-······ • • Park and Ride 

TransLink-Translink 
manages nine of 18 Park 
and Ride locations in Metro 
Vancouver with respective 
municipalities managing the 
remaining lots. Rates vary 
between $2 to $3 per day. 

Parking 

M"''~u Authority 

Kitchener, ON - Parking 
Enterprise is based on 
use~payandsupporu 

transportation demand 
management initiative 
to support active 
transportation. 

~i-1 ·~. ~ / Variable Priced 
"'I· - J:t./<' Parking 
·; .. i'2 

San Francisco, CA- SFpark 
uses demand-responsive 
pricing to open up parking 
spaces on each block and 
reduces double-parking 
and circling. Rates go up or 
down based on supply and 
demand. 

Stratified 
Parking 

Can increase land efficiency 
through a flexible approach. 

Toronto, ON- 51-storey Bay 
and Adelaide Centre has 
parking underneath a public 
park. 

Advanced 
Parking 
Management 
System 

Seattle, WA - ePark is a 
parking guidance system 
that provides real-time short 
term parking information at 
garages. 

What We Heard From Local Municipalities 

Parking supply should be limited in urban growth centres. 

Opportunities exist for partnerships with York 
Region and Province to coordinate muni~lpal1 
transit, and carpool parking. 

Municipal staff use parking as a tool to help influence 
development. 

Managing parking can influence the mode people will choose to travel by. 
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RECOMMENDED PRINCPLES OR ACTIONS 

ACTION: 

Develop a Commuter Parking Management Strategy that: 

Develops (in partnership with Metrolinx, MTO and/or local municipalities) new commuter parking lots in 
strategic areas of the Region that support reduced auto travel and increase transit ridership and use of 
existing and propo~ed HOY/Transit lanes 

Establish a governance model for Regional commuter parking management. 

Provides direction regar~ing on-street parking on Regional roads. 

Identify and implement pilot projects, including the use of paid parking. 

What is the Value to Residents? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Providing opportunities for residents to park their vehicles and access different modes of travel 
for part of their trips, such as transit or car sharing, will shift travel behaviour and help alleviate 
congestion by enabling people to make sustainable choices about how they move around and 
through the Region. 

Partnering with other agencies and the private sector to conduct an in-depth study that informs 
the Region's strategy in providing commuter parking will ensure that the transportation 
network is being planned comprehensively to support travel needs of residents in the future. 
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Regional roads connect major 
400-series highways to employment 

areas and communities, and therefore must support al l 
modes of transportation. There are often conflicts between 
land uses and the function of Regional roads, impacting 
safety, congestion, environl'l)ent and the economy. 

Regional Official Plan policies support a context sensitive 
"linked and efficient" goods movement network. However, 
there is a lack of clarity around which corridors are 
prioritized to facilitate the safe and efficient movement of 
goods to and from key origins and destinations including 
Provincial highways, intermodal rail yards and commercial/ 
industrial employment areas. 

~«?~!~~~~-~!~-~~-- - ----- - -·--- - - -- - --- -- --- - ---- --- ------------- - - --- -- ------------------------------·----
Provincial Policy Statement 

Protection for major goods movement facilities and 
corridors shall be protected for the long term. 

Places to Grow Act 

Policy directions ensure that highway corridors are 
planned to promote efficient goods movement. 

The first priority of highway investment is to facilitate 
efficient goods movement by linking inter-modal 
facilities, internat ional gateways and communities 
within the Greater Golden Horseshoe. 

The Province and municipalities will work with agencies 
and transportation service providers to co-ordinate 
and optimize goods movement systems; improve 
corridors for moving goods across the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe; promote and better integrate multi-modal 
goods movement and land-use and transportation 
system planning. 

Places to Grow Act 

Municipalities will provide for the establishment of 
priority routes for goods movement, where feasible, to 
facilitate the movement of goods into and out of areas 
of significant employment, industrial, and commercial 
activity and to provide alternate routes connecting to 
the provincial network. 

Metrolinx Urban Freight Study 

Contains strategic directions and actions to address 
challenges, including increasing network efficiency of 
goods movement and related impacts, collaboration 
and data sharing, improving operational practices, and 
planning and development. 

Regional Official Plan 

Provincial highways and Regional streets are generally 
corridors for goods movement, subject to existing truck 
and load restrictions. 

A linked and efficient network for goods movement 
that supports economic vitality and minimizes confl icts 
with sensitive land uses should be promoted. 
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Edmonton, AB: Goods Movement Strategy (June 
2014) is supported by a Goods Movement Policy 
that guides transportation, funding, and land use 
decisions to enhance the efficiency and safety 
of goods movement in the city within a regional 
context. 

Carried out a Roadside Truck Survey (2012) to 
1 understand the changes in goods movement, 

including volumes, origins, and destinations. 

Vancouver, BC: Updated their 
existing truck route network to address 
perceived impact of heavy trucks on 
residential and business areas, through 
a combin.ation of technical analysis, 
stakeholder input, and assessment of 
existing routes. 

... J 

• 
• 

• 

Trans link: Working with Metro Vancouver to develop a Goods 
Movement Strategy as an integrated part of their Regional 
Transportation Strategy. They function as an intermediary between 
the public and private sectors. This is beneficial because they 
can leverage their influence and collaborate with the various 
stakeholders to identify an appropriate policy response. 

What We Heard From Local Municipalities 

Peel Region, ON: Strategic Goods 
Movement Network Study (2013) 
developed a systematic, hierarchical, 
truck network to account for demands 
and to ensure access to major economic 
generators . 

Regional roads are for all t raffic (including t rucks) and safety for all modes should remain a priority. 

lnterr:nodal hl!bs (e.g. CP and CN) and communities/corridors 

1 with t hrough truck movements (Bloomington Road) are areas of 
concern in regards to congestion. 

More Regional municipalities and transportation agencies are recognizing the importan::;--~ 
efficient movement of goods to the economic prosperity of their respective Regions. __j 
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RECOMMENDED PRINCIPLES OR ACTIONS 

ACTION: 

Develop a Goods Movement Strategy in consultation with other levels qf government, agencies, rail authorities, 
Ontario Trucking Association and the private sector. The Goods Movement Strategy should: 

Define the Region's role in supporting goods movement 

Identify demand mqnagement measures to reduce the impact of goods movement during peak travel 
periods 

Confirm a hierarchy/network of goods movement corridors, reconizing t hat all Regional roads are intended 
to move all types of vehicles 

What is the Value to Residents? 

Developing a Goods Movement Strategy will enable the Region to work in partnership with 
other agencies and the trucking industry to develop solutions that meet the needs of the goods 
movement industry and residents. The Strategy will aid in attract further investment, create jobs 
and foster economic growth in the Region. 

A dedicated hierarchy of goods movement corridors will potentially alleviate operational, safety, 
and traffic congestion issues impacting the goods movement industry. 
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I The Municipal Act assigns 
responsibility for construction and 

maintenance of sidewalks along Regional 
roads to area municipalities in which the road is located, 
unless otherwise agreed upon. Since the Act does not assign 
responsibility for illuminatiqn and cycling facilities within 
boulevards, area municipalities combine this responsibility 
with jurisdiction over sidewalks. Consideration for cycling 
facilities, as part of future Regional road projects, has 
increased the number of municipal requests for off-road 

cycling facilities. This requires agreements that extend 
beyond the conditions in Municipal Act. The coordination 
of sidewalks, illumination and cycling facilities on Regional 
roads may not be aligned with the implementation of active 
transportation in support of Regional t ransit. 

York Region having more involvement in the construction 
and maintenance of boulevard elements can result in 
increased operational efficiencies and improved service 
levels. 

~~~!~~~-~!~-~! _________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
All boulevard elements (all visible elements, and 
their related components) 

The Municipal Act permits the transfer of responsibility 
for construction, operations & maintenance of 
sidewalks, multi-use paths, and street lighting to York 
Region, if agreed upon. 

Sidewalks 

Area municipalities currently own, build and operate 
sidewalks along Regional roads, and manage associated 
liability. 

The current model has resulted in gaps, maintenance 
challenges, and funding pressures. 

Signalization 

York Region is responsible for approximately 800 traffic 
control signals including all intersections on Regional 
roads. 

Transit 
York Region provides transit service and all associated 
facilities and amenities, including stops and standing 
areas. 

Bicycle Facilities 

Until recently, York Region plans, constructs and 
maintains on-street cycling faciliti es on Regional 
roads, while area municipalities have been responsible 
for multi-use paths. Since 2014, York Region began 
implementing hybrid solutions like cycle tracks and 
multi-use paths where these modified solutions still 
meet reg ional transportation needs. 

Illumination 

York Region is responsible for intersection illumination, 
and area municipalities are responsible for mid-block 
lighting between intersections (approximately 6,000 
lights). 

Grass and open areas 

York Region is responsible for the installation and 
maintenance of street trees and grass cutting in 
road boulevards and medians. Instances where area 
municipalities have funded enhanced planting/ 
streetscaping operations and maintenance has been 
challenging. 
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~~~~~~-~~-~~~!~!?~~~~---- - ---------------------------------------------- - ------------ - --------------
Map of Boulevard Jurisdiction Regulation in the 
Greater Golden Horseshoe 

Peel Region: In 2013, council endorsed 
the uploading of sidewalks, ·illumination 
and multi -use paths. 

Operations & maintenance costs for 
assuming responsibi lity of .sidewalks 
and illumination is $3.7M (for 271 km of 
sidewalks and trails, and 8,012 street lights) 

Waterloo Region: The 
Region assumed responsibility 
for capital construction of 
sidewalks, illumination and 
cycling facilities and area 
municipalities operate and 
maintain. 

• • 

Durham Region: Current ly, area municipalities 
build and maintain sidewalks as part of Regional road 
projects. 

• 

r lYJr" 
.rr / 
• 
• 

Least to Most Responsibility 

0 No Information 

Halton Region: Currently, area 
municipalities build and maintain 
sidewalks as part of Regional road 
projects. 

Niagara Region: The Region, area municipalities and hydro are all responsible for illumination, depending on the 
road segment, however the Region is now working towards assuming full jurisdiction. Currently the Region constructs 
sidewalks and area municipalities operate and maintain them. The Region owns, constructs and maintains on-street 
cycling facilities. 

What We Heard From Local Municipalities 

Consensus to simplify the process. 

Y<:>rk RegloA should assume liesponsibillty for construetion 
and of)eraticms of boulevard elements alang Regional 
roads, including sidewalks, illumina.tian, cycling facilities 
ahd streetscaping. However, mut:tieipallties wauld like te h>e 
censu lted in the design of these facilities. 

Regional munidpalities in the Greatel' Golden Horseshoe are taking an increasing role In the 
planning, building, and operating of boulevard elements within Regional road right-of-ways. 
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RECOMMENDED POLICY PRINCIPLES OR ACTIONS 

PRINCIPLE: 

York Region shall assume responsibility for planning, design, construction, operation and ownership of 
boulevard elements within Regional rights-of-way, including sidewalks, cycling facilities, illumination and 
streetscaping. 

ACTIONS: 

York Region to work with local municipalities to assume planning, design, construction, maintenance and 
jurisdictional responsibility for boulevard elements within the Regional rights-of-way, including sidewalks, 
cycling facilities, illumination and streetscaping. 

Establish a Development Charge funded reserve to support this policy principle. 

What is the Value to Residents? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While this policy supports all five Transportation Master Plan objectives, it serves to strengthen 
the objectives ofuCreating a World Class Transit System" a'nd ulntegrating Active Transportation 
in Urban Areas'~ With the Region assuming responsibility for boulevard elements within it's 
right-of-way, more sidewalks will be built on Regional roads. In addition, gaps within the 
sidewalk network will be filled and influence the prioritization of the Region's Capital Program. 

As the Region continues to expand transit service, providing and maintaining continuous 
sidewalks and illumination will ensure residents have safe and accessible routes to transit stops, 
stations and destinations. This will help to encourage walking, cycling and transit. 
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MAKING THE LAST MILE WORK 

Transportation is at !3 tipping point as the world urbanizes and gets more complex with advances in 
I technology and the changes in how people are-moving. With rapid advancement in technology and new 

players entering the industry, there is an opportunity to improve mobility more immediately and at a lower 
I cost than has ever been possible in the past. 

Changing travel behaviour with Mobility as a Service 
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) refers to a mobility distribution model where a customer's major transportation 
needs are combined into a single interface by a single service provider, and paid for in a customizable 
bundl~, much like a mobile phone plan. The MaaS system consists of transportation infrastructure, services, 
and information, as well as payment services. The vision is to see the entire transportation sector as a 
cooperative, interconneCted mobility system, providing services reflecting the diverse needs of customers . 

Monthly Bundled Price of $1 SO 

Unlimited use of 
public transport 

in the Region 

Mobile 
Phone Plan 

Taxi Service use 
up to lOOkm 

Commuter transport 
service up to 1 OOOkm 

Rental Car up 
to 100km 

. 
! What are the Benefits? 

For the Customer 
• seamless transportation.' system 
• personalized and user-oriented 
• addresses first and last mile problems 

I • entire trip planned, door-to-door 
• significantly lowers the "hassle" costs 
• reducing carbon footprint 
• providing ample travel options 

For the Region 
• reduces the use of single occupancy vehicles 
• optimizes existing and new infrastructure 
• supports transit use and increases ridership 
• creates a more reliable transport system 
• efficient allocation of resources based on actual 

needs of customers 
I • data collection/access 

• reduces congestion 
• manages growth sustainably 
• supports community health and well being 
• additional public service 
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··-··· --
MaaS in motion ... 
Helsinki- Finland (MaaS.fi) 
• Partnership of 23 key 

organizations 
• Functional by 2025 
• Open market model 

Gothenburg -Sweden (UbiGO} 
• 6 month pilot project 
• 70 paying households/190 users · 
• Flexible subscription 
• 0 drop outs 

"MaaS is aparadigm change in transportation, not only in the customers' 
eyes but also for the transpo_rtation system and its other stakeholders." 

-Sampo Hietanen CEO of ITS-Finland 

CONFIGURE YOUR PACKAGE 

¢-! HSL HRT 
(Hiliiii .. 

Unl~tnlled 

USER ~~ 

12:0~ .. 

~ 1·-·· 
OJoumeys 

...... ·-- -- ....... _ ........... -----·-- -- -- .. -.......... ---
1 

: What the government's role will be 

a 
• 

a 

a 

By creating policies, the Region can act as an enabler building a 
regulatory framework that ensures transparent allp fair market 
performance to secure the rights of the customer. Appropriate data 
policy is an important factor for progress. 

: Where do we start? 

· 1. Mobi-Prize 
Find, promote, connect, and support entrepreneurs, investors, and accelerators to present exciting 
solutions to the mobility issues of today and tomorrow. 

2. Transportation Camp 
Host an unconference for transportation professionals, technologists and others interested in the 
intersection of urban transportation and technology to discuss solutions and brainstorm ideas. 

3. Request for Proposals 
Invite experts to present tailored solutions to meet Region's objectives. 
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